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Guidance aids assist agricultural machinery operators by providing lateral error

information through a display called a'lightbar'. Anecdotal evidence from dealers

indicated that operators might prefer a larger lightbar. To determine the possibility for

improving the design, seven high-clearance sprayer operators were interviewed or

observed, or both. It was determined that a more salient display could reduce the

scanning requirements. Following a review of relevant visual attention and display

literature, alarger and more luminous lightbar was created.

ABSTRACT

The effects of the larger lightbar were tested using testing apparatus and

methodology designed for this pulpose. The apparatus was designed to simulate the

visual scanning requirements of field spraying. It consisted of a pseudo-random tracking

task, a choice reaction-time task, and an agricultural operator station. Based on a review

of mental workload literature, a testing methodology was devised to measure tracking and

monitoring performance, subjective workload, and heart rate. The test used 22 university

students in a within-subjects design and compared the larger lightbar to a lightbar

modeled after a popular version. The larger lightbar reduced tracking error by Ilo/o, and

subjects felt that it reduced mental and physical demand slightly. As well, subjects

preferred the larger lightbar.

Several conclusions and recommendations were created for designing guidance

displays, performing simulation testing, and studying agricultural machinery operator's

tasks.
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Grains and oilseeds are farmed on over 20,000,000 ha in westem Canada

(Statistics Canada 2002). Most of that land is divided irrto square and rectangular fields

(Fig. 1). The land ranges from flat to rolling, and may contain obstacles such as wet

spots, gullies, or trees.

1 BACKGROUND

L 1 Land Distribution

1.6 km

æ

Full
Section

Fig. 1. Average field sizes. A full section contains 240 ha.

l. 2 Field Coverage
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Farmers drive over each field with machines 2 to l2 times per season to perform

the operations required to grow a crop. The most efficient way to cover a field is a series

of parallel passes (Fig. 2). Optimally, no area would be missed or covered more than

once during field coverage. In reality, however, equipment operators cannot guide

machines optimally, and the average lateral overlap is l0o/o of irnplement width (Fig. 3)

(Palmer & Matheson 1988).
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Fig. 2. Field coverage. Machine entered field from upper left comer; affows indicate
direction of travel.

ütütü

Curved

Obstacle

Lateral Overlap

Agricultural
Machine

Fig. 3. Lateral overlap. Modeled after Palmer & Matheson (1988).



Many guidance aids are available to help reduce lateral overlap (Palmer &

Matheson i988; Tang 2000), including aids based on the Global Positioning System

(GPS). GPS can identifu an exact location on the earth's surface by referencing a

constellation of satellites in orbit around the earth. With a GPS guidance aid, an operator

can program a series of parallel passes across the field, and the system will display lateral

enor on each pass. The operator uses this information about lateral error to help steer the

machine.

The most popular display is a lightbar-ahoÅzontal amay of lighted elements

@ig. a). When there is no lateral enor, only the centre light(s) is(are) on. Lights to the

left or right illuminate to indicate the magnitude and direction of lateral eror. Some

systems also offer a screen that shows an aerial view of the entire field, similar lo Fig.2.

l. 3 Guiclance Aids

350 mm

Fig. 4. Four lightbar models. Scale is approximate.



Although most operators like GPS guidance aids, dealers feedback has indicated

potential for improvements to the system. Initial anecdotal reports indicated that

operators found lightbars annoying to use. In later discussions, dealers reported that the

lightbar had a large effect on how customers chose guidance aids and adapted to them,

and that people weÍe very interested in larger lightbars.

l. 5 Hypotheses and Study Plan

I. 4 Deuler Feedbnck

The dealer feedback served as the starting point for the project. The feedback

indicated there was room for improvement to the lightbar, possibly improving the way

guidance aids were used. One possibility was to investigate the application of peripheral

vision displays, investigated previously in aviation (Stokes et al. 1990), to GPS guidance

aids. A peripheral vision display provides information to the operator's peripheral vision.

The overall hypothesis for the research effort was that a peripheral vision lightbar

would reduce both guidance error and operator workload. This project was intended to be

an initial step toward supporting that hypothesis. There were six sections in this project.

First, a preliminary task analysis was performed on sprayer operators. Second, principles

of human vision and several display designs were investigated, ending in a new lightbar

design. Third, a laboratory simulation was created for testing lightbars. Foufth, a testing

methodology was created based on research of mental workload theory and testing. Fifth,

the new lightbar design was compared to the regular lightbar using the apparatus and

methodology created. Sixth, several conclusions were reached about the project, and

recommendations were made for future research in this area.

4



The first step was to investigate how operators use GPS guidance aids, and how

the lightbar could be improved. High-clearance sprayers were the most popular

application for guidance aids at the time, so they were the focus of the investigation.

Spraying (chemical application) is an impor-tant part of modern prairie agriculture,

as chemicals are applied to crops for several reasons, and at all stages of growth. The

chemical is sprayed fromnozzles onto the plants as a sprayer (Figs. 5,6) is driven across

the field. GPS guidance aids were first used in sprayers for several reasons. Spraying

leaves no mark on the crop, so judging the edge of the last pass can be difficult. Foam

markers can be used to delineate the edge of the last pass with a series of foam clumps,

but foam can be blown by the wind, fall through the crop canopy, or evaporate on a hot

day, resulting in a lost edge. As well, sprayers are wider and travel faster than other

pieces of equipment, making steering errors more likely (Riemersma 1981; Sinden et al.

1985). Finally, the high initial cost of a GPS guidance aid is easier to justify for some

sprayer operators. Custom applicators that apply chemical for a large number of people

are more prevalent in spraying than in other field operations. Because these applicators

spray more areathan a single farmer, they can more easily afford a GPS guidance aid.

TASK ANALYSIS

2.1 Spraying



Operator
Station

Fig. 5. High-clearance sprayer. Boom width is 18-30 m.

Fig. 6. Operator station of high-clearance sprayer. Joystick controls speed and
several boom functions.

2. 2 Participants

Seven sprayer operators were contacted for interviews or to ride with them in the

field, or both (Table 1). Full details fi'om these encounters are shown in Appendix 1. In

each interview the operator was presented with a series of questions on spraying,

guidance aids, attention in the field, and their opinions of the system. During rides, the

Joystick



operator was obseryed and asked informal questions. In some cases they were also

videotaped. Although a larger sample of operators was planned, weather conditions made

this difficult. As well, because most operators behaved similarly, it was felt that an

accurate picture of operator behaviour and lightbal usage could be constructed.

Table I. Operators used in study, and characteristics.

GPS Lightbar/ Interview/ Lightbar Terrain
Brand Screen Ride Location (Flat/Rolline)

A
B

C

D

Trimble Lightbar Interview Windshield Rolling

Trimble Lightbar Interview Windshield

Trimble Lightbar Interview Windshield Flat

Satloc Both Both End of Rolling

E Trimble Both Ride

F Trimble Lightbar Ride

G Trimble Lightbar Ride

All operators were experienced with the GPS system, having used it for at least

one season. Six used a Trimble system, the most popular brand at the time. All operators

liked the GPS guidance aid. Of the six who had used foam markers before, all preferred

the GPS system to foam. Five operators fastened their lightbar to the windshield, either

above or below their sightline to the horizon. One operator had installed his lightbar

above the windshield, and one operator had a lightbar that mounted on the end of the

hood.

2. 3 Structure of Task

Operators have two major goals while spraying-cover the field in a parallel

pattern, and apply chemical. The operator initially planned a parallel pattern ttu'ough the

field based on the patterns offered by the guidance aid. Additional planning was required

7
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Obstacles Aiming
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for refilling the sprayer and spraying around obstacles. At the control level, the operator

controlled speed and steered the sprayer along the parallel pattern.

Chemical application involved setting the correct rate of application, turning the

application system on and off, and checking boom height and flow. When the boom is

too low it does not cover all the plants, and when it is too high there is danger of spray

drift. As well, the operator checks periodically for pluggednozzles.

2. 4 Steering and Lightbar Usage

Operators used the lightbar to determine the correct lateral location when coming

out of a turn and during a parallel pass. Five of seven operators also used an aiming point

while driving down the field. They looked for an object on the horizon or in the field

toward which they could drive. Some said that using only the lightbar caused them to

oscillate about the correct line, creating an unsteady pass and requiring more steering

input. Operators scanned between the two locations when driving, shifting focus between

the aiming point and the lightbar. When asked, some operators said they glanced between

the aiming point and the lightbar consciously, and some said they noticed the lightbar

move in the periphery of their vision. In video footage, one operator scanned the lightbar

every 3 s.

The lightbar indicated lateral effors every 2-5 s, depending upon field terain.

More lateral correction was required on wet, rolling, or rough ground. The operator

almost always corrected the lateral eror before the lightbar showed more than two error

lights. Often the errors oscillated about the centre, indicating some oscillation about the

coffect heading.

On the small number of curved passes observed, operators did not use the lightbar

as much. They used an aerial field view if their system had that option, or they used foam

8



markers. Operators said the lightbar was not useful in curves because it did not give

enough information about the rate of turn.

Operators said they allocated anywhere from 1 0-50% of their time and energy to

controlling the booms, and this agreed with observations. The rate at which operators

scanned the booms depended on how likely they were to need height adjustment, and how

worried the operator was about plugged nozzles. Booms must be adjusted more often in

rolling terain. One operator in rolling terrain scanned the booms every 8 s. Because

each boom was 105o away from the aiming point and lightbar, operators lost sight of their

steering cues whenever they scanned the booms (Fig. 7).

2. 5 Other Control Tasks

Operators also scanned the field, controlled speed, and scanned other displays in

the cab. None of these received as much attention as the steering or booms. One thing

that should be noted, however, was that it was difficult to determine how much time an

operator spent scanning the field because there was no specific visual fixation point at

which to look.

Fig. 7. Sightlines to aiming point and booms.

Aiming

i

Point



General tracking research helps explain why operators use both the lightbar and

heading. During any tracking tasks, such as driving, flying a plane, or drawing a line,

knowledge of cunent and future error is important in maximizing performance (Poulton

1974;Wickens & Hollands 2000). In straight passes, the lightbar indicates current error

and the heading indicates future error, so the operator scans between them to get complete

information on control decisions. In curves, however, this does not work. The lightbar

gives the current eror in curves, but the heading does not give a preview of future error.

Therefore, the operator looks to another source, such as a foam line or aerial view ofthe

field.

Additionally, similar behaviour has been found for operators in similar situations.

Palmer (1989) reporled on experience with a similar guidance aid for field spraying. The

operator could operate the system well during the day. At night, however, he oscillated

about the corect heading because he could not see any external cues from which to

acquire heading information. In conversation, Palmer (2002) stated that a good guidance

display should allow synthesis of both lateral deviation and heading information.

Fitts et al. (1950) analyzed the eye movements of pilots making instrument-

landing approaches. The pilots were flying real planes on approach to a landing. Their

view outside the cockpit was blocked, and they relied on instruments only. He found that

pilots scanned their lateral deviation instrument 4lYo of the time and heading instrument

25Yo of the time. Other instruments were scanned much less frequently. Of all eye

movements,29yo were between the lateral deviation and heading instruments.

2.6 Similør Fíndings

10



Two major conclusions resulted from the task analysis. First, the two major

actions performed by a spraying operator are steering and controlling the booms.

Operators scan these two tasks while also scanning the field and some other displays.

Second, operators used two sources of guidance information-the lightbar for lateral

position, and an aiming point for heading.

2, 7 Task Analysis Conclusions

11



3 LIGHTBAR DESIGN

3. I Dßplay Principles

Supervisory Control3.1.1

Sprayer operators are similar to aircraft pilots and plant controllers in that they all

perform a supervisory control task. The operator scans each display for information

about the process(es) under control. Based on information from the display, (s)he

performs control actions. Because almost all information comes from visual controls, the

structure of visual attention is important for performance (Wickens & Hollands 2000).

3. I. 2 Visual Attention

(Wickens & Hollands 2000). Information acquired during each fixation is dependent on

the location (centre) of the fixation, visual acuity, and mental attention. Acuity depends

on the acuity threshold, accommodation, and vergence of the eyes. The acuity threshold

is a rating of the least salient-least visible-stimulus that can be perceived in a particular

location of the visual field. The threshold is lowest in the central 2o of the visual field,

and it increases as a function of eccentricity (angle away from centre) in the peripheral

visual field (Fig. 8) (Goldstein 1999). The other physical factors ale accommodation-

adjusting the lens of the eye so the image is clear on the retina-and vergence-aligning

the eyes to point at the same location in space (Goldstein 1999; Remington et. al. 1992).

These factors are changed to view objects at different distances from the viewer or to

adjust the level of acuity. At the optimal accommodation and vergence, objects at the

acuity threshold can be perceived. At less-than-optimal accommodation and vergence,

only objects more salient than the acuity threshold can be perceived. In addition to

An operator directs visual attention in a series of movements and fixations

l2



physically perceiving a stimulus, mental attention must also be focused on the stimulus.

Mental attention is directed either internally by an intention to view a stimulus, or

externally by the detection of a conspicuous stimulus (Wickens & Hollands 2000).

õ^s(Ú
8930Lo
-Cl!
>' (!

ã" zo<3
E'Oo-c
.N q,

E-E totFo-z

Fig. 8. Visual acuity thresholds by eccentricity. Three types of acuity are shown.
(Levi 1999; Levi et al. 1984)

3. I. 3 Dßpløy Design

The time and effort required to physically perceive a stimulus, allocate mental

attention to that stimulus, and process the stimulus information is called the information

access cost (Wickens & Carswell 1995). Design strategies that reduce the cost include

placing frequently-used displays centrally and placing displays used sequentially close

together (Wickens & Hollands 2000). Reducing information access cost is most

important for displays that are used together to perform a task (Wickens & Carswell

1995). In most real-world tasks, the large eye and body movements required to view

different displays and handle different controls force humans to perform in a sequential

10

Eccentricity (deg)
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manner, processing and acting on only one piece of information at a time (Liao &. Moray

1993). Reducing access cost makes sequential use faster and promotes parallel

processing, further increasing task performance (Wickens & Hollands 2000).

3. 2 Peripheral Dkplays

3.2. I Scanning

Peripheral displays were first suggested in aviation as a way to reduce scanning

among cockpit displays or between cockpit displays and the runway during approach

(Brown et al. 1961; Christensen et al. 1986; Fenwick 1963; Stokes et al. 1990). These

displays indicated flight control-lateral deviation, attitude, or speed-in a more salient

way, allowing perception at large visual eccentricities (Wickens & Liu 1988). Methods

to increase peripheral salience included apparent motion in the form of streaming lights or

rotating spirals, flashing lights or enlarged, luminous displays. Despite some

experimental success (Brown el al. 1961; Fenwick 1963; Stokes et al. 1990), none of

these displays have been widely used commercially.

3. 2. 2 Two Modes of Vision

Peripheral displays have also been advocated as a method to reduce the processing

demand of guidance information (Wickens & Hollands 2000). Leibowitz (1988), has

stated that visual guidance is a separate mode of visual processing from pattern

recognition. Human vision has evolved to use mostly depth and motion cues in

peripheral vision to direct guidance of locomotion with little attention. Pattern

recognition activities such as reading, on the other hand, use central vision and require

considerably more attention. If this difference in visual processing modes is valid,

peripheral vision guidance displays should require less attention and result in better

performance than central vision guidance displays.
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Others, however, have not seen any difference between visual processing modes

(Koenderick et al. 1985). As well, in an evaluation of purely central and purely peripheral

guidance displays, Weinstein & Wickens (1992) found that a peripheral guidance display

resulted in poorer performance and required more resources than a central guidance

display.

3. 2. 3 Attention Cøpture

More recently, peripheral vision displays have been advocated for notifying pilots

of unexpected events. Bright flashing lights are used to indicate warnings because visual

attention is drawn to conspicuous (i.e. large, colourful, bright, moving, or flashing)

objects in the visual field (Folk et al. 1994; Remington et al.1992; Yantis & Hillstrom

1994;Yantis & Jonides 1990). Most warning lights, however, are not large in size. In a

busy environment like a cockpit, where visual attention is distributed widely, larger, more

luminous warning indicators that can be perceived in peripheral vision result in faster and

more reliable notification of unexpected events Qllikolic & Sarler 2001).

3.2.4 Dfficulties

At least two impediments have been recognized for peripheral displays. The first

is that training may be required for optimal use. Most people have a tendency to fixate

central vision on a stimulus, even if they can perceive it at a higher eccentricity (Sanders

1970; Wickens & Carswell 1995). A peripheral display, however, will only reduce

information access cost if people can allocate visual attention to the peripheral display

while fixating on the central display. Additionally, individual differences in peripheral

acuity may make pelipheral displays difficult to implement on large groups of operators

(Christensen et al. 1986; Stokes et al. 1990). The second problem is that people tend to

focus on central vision when under stress, a phenomenon called cognitive tunnelling or
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attentional nanowing (Stokes et al. 1990; Wickens & Hollands 2000). As a result,

peripheral displays may not be effective in stressful situations.

3.3. I

Heads-up displays (HUDs) have also been used to reduce scanning. HUDs are

popular in both military and civil aviation, and they have been used in production

automobiles (Tufano 1997). With a HUD, light is projected onto the windshield,

superimposing an image on the exterior scene. Eye movement is reduced because the

display is located directly around the exterior scene. As well, accommodation and

vergence are reduced because the scene is focused at an optical distance similar to the

exterior scene. Due to the reduced information access cost, HUDs may promote parallel

processing (Wickens & Hollands 2000). Additionally, HUDs can reduce reaction times

to exterior events (Sojourner & Antin 1990; Tufano 1997). Palmer (1989) found a crude

HUD beneficial for sprayer guidance, although he provided no details.

3. 3. 2 Ecologicøl Displays

3. 3 Other Non-Conventional Displays

Heads-up Displuys

The search for a better method for presenting guidance information in aviation has

led to the development of perspective, or ecological, displays (Weinstein & Wickens

1992; Wickens et al. 1989; Wickens & Hollands 2000). An ecological display provides a

pictorially realistic (Roscoe 1968) view of the plane and outside world, allowing pilots to

determine flight information from characteristics of the scene. It is very similar to the

view seen in computer games. Perspective displays are considered an improvement

because information from several displays can be integrated into a single intuitive

display, and the information is presented redundantly to a large portion of the visual field

(Weinstein & Wickens 1992; Wickens & Hollands 2000). There is evidence that
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ecological displays can provide more eff,rcient control and better time-sharing than

conventional displays (Weinstein & Wickens 1992; Wickens & Carswell 1995).

3.4. I

Two potential benefits of a peripheral lightbar were identified. First, a peripheral

display could reduce the scanning required between the lightbar and aiming point. By

allowing the operator to see lateral deviation in their peripheral vision while fixating on

the aiming point, a peripheral lightbar could reduce the information access cost and may

allow parallel processing of the two pieces of guidance information. Additionally, a

peripheral lightbar mounted in the lower field of view may be more similar to direction

information acquired during human locomotion, perhaps resulting in much faster

processing of guidance information. Some operators stated they were already using their

peripheral vision, so a display more noticeable in the periphery may allow the lightbar to

be used more easily in this way. Second, a peripheral lightbar may better capture

3. 4 Peripheral Liglúbar Design

Proposed Benefits

attention when operators scan the booms and other displays. Because more error occurs

when operators look away from the steering indicators (Kaminaka 1981), earlier alefts for

steering corrections could improve steering performance.

3.4. 2 Design Principles

The lightbar design was the next thing to be decided. This was the first attempt at

modifring a lightbar and testing the results, so a simple and predictable modification was

desired. First, it was decided that the modified lightbar should provide the same

information as a regular lightbar-single-dimension lateral error. Second, modifications

to increase salience were determined. Several peripheral display designs had used

flashing lights or apparent motion (Brown etal.196I; Fenwick 1963; Stokes et al. 1990),
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because acuity for these charactelistics do not degrade as quickly in the peripheral vision

(Fig. 2). Past results with these displays, however, were inconsistent, and operators

reported the displays to be distracting or obtrusive (Stokes et al. 1990). Colour was also

investigated as a method of increasing salience, but peripheral detection of colour can be

unreliable (Ancman 1991). Changes in stimulus size and luminance in the periphery were

found to be very reliable (Anstis 1974; Johnson 1986). Therefore, these factors were

modified to create the peripheral lightbar.

The peripheral lightbar design was a simple scaling in size of the original lightbar.

A single light emitting diode (LED) was used for each lighted element of the regular

lightbar, while an affay of 16 lighted elements was used for each lighted element of the

peripheral lightbar. Colours were the same-red and green. The peripheral lightbar was

5-8 times more luminous than the regular lightbar.
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4 TESTING APPARATUS

4. 1 Simulator Background

4. 1. I Field vs. Laboratory

One of the first decisions to be made for evaluating the new lightbar was whether

field or laboratory tests would be used. Poor weather, shoú summer testing seasons, and

availability of land for testing had frustrated previous field tests in similar experiments.

As well, there were several questions about the large number of variables involved in

field tests. As a result, a laboratory simulation was investigated as a way to control many

variables and test year-round, creating more consistent results.

4. 1.2

Simulators occupy a middle position on the continuum between pure laboratory

tests and pure field tests. For human factors testing, field studies are invaluable because

they provide directly valid data, and they allow the experimenter to determine the most

important variables affecting performance. Due to variability of field conditions,

weather, and other factors, however, field studies are often expensive and ineffective for

determining functional relationships among different factors of interest (Duncan &

Wegscheid 1982). Laboratory experiments are the opposite. They are very good for

determining functional relationships, but the results ale often relevant only to a laboratory

situation that is much different than field conditions. Simulators lie somewhere in the

middle. A simulator provides field-like tasks within a laboratory setting. As a result,

functional relationships for field situations can be tested without the problems of field

testing.

Role
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4. 1.3 Fidelity

Distinctions between different simulators are often based on fidelity-how well a

simulator mimics field conditions. People often rely on fidelity as an indication of

validity, assuming that people will perform more like a real situation the more lifelike the

simulator. The problem is that high-fidelity simulators are very expensive, making them

impractical for many applications. Low-fidelity PC-based simulators, on the other hand,

are much less expensive and are suitable for many research applications (Gruening et al.

1998). For most applications, in fact, there is no consensus on how much fidelity is

required in a simulation Q.{oy 2001; Van Cott & Kinkade 1972). The best approach may

be to use the least expensive simulator that suits the needs of the test, based on a task

analysis (Engel 2001; Noy 2001).

4. 1. 4 Results

Because a simulator is not the real field situation, results must be used cautiously.

Simulators tend to invite overgeneralization, as people assume most results can be applied

directly to the real world (Van Cott & Kinkade 1,972). It is important, however, to

remember that the simulation is still a laboratory test, so its results cannot be completely

generalized to the real world situation. This is especially true for results from a low-

fidelity simulator (Duncan 2000).

Because of this, care must be taken in several areas. First, the tasks that are

performed in a simulator must be designed carefully, with reference to a task analysis

(Duncan & Wegscheid 1982). Second, the relevance of results to the real world must not

be overstated. Third, all results should be validated against real-world data to establish

how well the simulation reflects field situations (Easterlund 2000).
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4.2. I Specifications

The simulator for this study was to simulate the spraying task outlined in the task

analysis. Steering and monitoring were the main subtasks involved, and the scanning

involved was determined to be the most important factor for evaluating the lightbar.

Therefore, the simulator would be designed to require subjects to scan the same locations

and perform similar control actions as a high-clearance sprayer operator. A secondary

goal was that the simulator should be flexible enough to be used for testing other interface

components and instruction on operator environment design.

4.2. 2 Options

Due to budget constraints, a low-fidelity simulation was the only option.

Although several companies sold PC-based driving simulators, these packages did not fit

our lequirements for the spraying task (Aponso 2000). Instead, a low-fidelity simulator

was created by combining a simplified steering task with monitoring tasks, as in other

laboratory interface studies (Brown et al. 1961; Weinstein & Wickens 1992).

4. 2. 3 Operator Station

To ensure subjects had an environment and controls similar to that of a sprayer

operator (Van Cott & Kinkade 1972), an operator station was required. The Prairie

Agricultural Machinery Institute salvaged an operator station and hood from a four-

wheel-drive tractot, cleaned it, painted it black, and mounted it on casters for use in the

laboratory €ig. 9). The interior was modified to be similal to the interior of a high-

clearance sprayer (Fig. 10), including a ne\M console and joystick. In furlher work at the

University of Manitoba, several controls were instrumented to allow interfacing with a

control system.
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Fig. 9. Operator station and hood exterior.

Fig. 10. Operator station interior.

4. 2. 4 Steering Task

The most important part of the simulation was creating a task to test how well a

subject can use information from the lightbar to steer. In the field, lightbar information

resulted from unpredictable disturbances and oscillation about the correct heading. This
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resulted in an oscillatory steering motion. To simulate this, a series of random steering

disturbances was considered. Many similar experiments, however, required the subject to

track a predetermined function (Engel 2001). This method provided several advantages,

including more recorded examples and several methods for evaluating performance

(Poulton 1974).

A function created by summing six sinusoids, similar to that used by Weinstein

(Weinstein & Wickens 1992), was chosen for the tracking task (Fig. l1). Because the

function was based on sinusoidal components, it resulted in a control motion similar to

that observed in the f,reld. The function was pseudo-random, reducing the likelihood that

subjects could predict and track the function without observing the lightbar (Poulton

1974). As well, the frequency could be adjusted to achieve the range of steering

oscillation seen in the field and to adjust the difficulty of the tracking task.
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Fig. 11. Sample of tracking function. For steering wheel angle, 0 is centred.
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Initially, a second-order control scheme was considered, similar to the relation

between steering wheel angle and lateral error for a vehicle. However, there was concern

that subjects may be unable to control this adequately (Wickens & Hollands 2000).

Therefore, zero-order control was chosen, in which the steering wheel angle tracked the

function value.

4. 2. 5 Monitoring Tusk

An active monitoring task was required for two reasons. First, the main goal for

the simulator was to mimic the scanning behaviour seen in the field. Therefore, in

addition to the lightbar, subjects were to scan the aiming point and the booms. Second,

the monitoring task was intended to tax subject tracking performance, as boom control

affects the steering of sprayer operators. Tracking performance is affected by both the

scanning between tasks (Pouhon 1974) and control actions performed by the non-tracking

hand (Wickens & Liu 1988). Therefore, control actions based on the monitoring were

also required.

A task similar to boom height control was created for the boom locations. A

display containing a moving bar was located in the line of sight for an operator looking to

the end of a 30 m boom (Fig. 12). When the bar was centred, no control was required. If

the bar was above or below centre, the operator used a control on the joystick to move the

bar back to centre (Fig. 13). Only one press of the correct direction was required. To

make the task consistent, the same task was chosen for the aiming point location.
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Fig. 12. Monitoring display. Bar is shown
(middle), and up position (right).

Right Display
Up

Left Display

Down

in centred position (left), down position

Up

Down

Fig. 13. Joystick with monitoring controls labelled.

In each display, the bar moved from centre independently and was retumed to

centre by the operator. Time between the last return and the next movement was chosen

randomly within a specified range, and each display operated independently of the others.

The timing for the boom displays was chosen to match observations of boom monitoring

from a rolling field. Each boom display moved from centre between 6 and 10 s after it

last returned to centre.

Because operators scanned the aiming point much more frequently, the bar moved

away from centre at a random time between 0 and 3 s after it last retumed to centre. As
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well, the size of the moving bar was reduced so that subjects had to use central vision to

observe its location. In this way, subjects were forced to fixate on the aiming point

display often and view the lightbar in peripheral vision.

Subjects were not told how often the displays moved from centre, only that the

aiming point display moved more often than the boom displays. It was felt that subjects

would adapt with practice (Donk 1994; Moray & Rotenburg 1989), eventually scanning

the aiming point display and lightbar more frequently than the boom displays.

4. 2. 6 Control System

The simulator was controlled with a generic PC with an Intel 80486 DX-66

processor. Technical staff at the University of Manitoba constructed a control system,

allowing all simulator operations to be controlled by software. A control program was

created using Quick Basic. Details and program code are included in Appendix2.
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In conceft with development of a testing apparatus, a methodology for evaluating

lightbars had to be created. The methodology was to specify what things to measure, how

to measure them, and how to analyze and interpret the results. As well, it was hoped that

the methodology could be used when evaluating other interface components in the future.

Because a lightbar is part of a human-machine system, two approaches could be

taken-overall system performance and the impact on the operator. Although many

interface studies have measured only system performance (Fenwick 1963; Moss 1964b;

Sojourner & Antin 1990), more recent studies incorporate both approaches (Hendy et al.

1993; Nikolic & Sarler 2001; Roscoe 1992; Weinstein & Wickens 1992; Wickens et al.

1 e8e).

5 TESTING METHODOLOGY

5. I Approaclt

Integrated measurement of system performance and operator impact is outlined in

the field of mental workload research. Mental workload theories are used often for

comparing operator interfaces for drivers, pilots, plant controllers, and equipment

operators (De Waard 1996; Wickens & Hollands 2000). In fact, Hendy et al. (1993) and

Stokes et al. (1990) mention mental workload studies for a peripheral vision aviation

display.

5.2. 1 DeJinition

Mental workload is a measure of the resources demanded by a task as a proporlion

of the operator's resource capacity. Every task requires the operator to acquire

information, process it, and perform actions based on the processing. The assumption

made is that each person has only a limited capacity to perform these processes (labelled
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as maximum in Fig. l4). This capacity is set by the person's abilities, strategies,

motivation, and mental state. The relation between these two amounts is mental

workload.

Perfotmance and workload are not always related (Fig. 1a). In the underload

region, where supply easily matches demand, performance is optimal and does not

change. Performance starts to suffer only when approaching maximum workload. In the

overload region, performance suffers but workload is a constant maximum (V/ickens &

Hollands 2000).

Underload
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supply
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Fig. 14. Relation among resources demanded, resources supplied, and task
performance. From Wickens & Hollands (2000).
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5.2.2 Perþrmance-ResourceFunction

resources supplied for different tasks. We all know that some tasks are done almost

automatically, requiring very little resources to achieve acceptable performance. For

other tasks, however, performance varies greatly with resources. Difficulty and practice

are often the reasons for these differences (Fig. 15) (Wickens & Hollands 2000). When
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performing a more difficult, or unpractised task (1), achieving the same level of

performance requires more resources than when performing an easier, or practiced task

(2). In a data-limited task (3), such as trying to read a language you know only partially,

performance above a given level is impossible regardless of resources supplied.
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Fig. 15. Performance resource function. Task 1 is difficult or unpractised, task 2 is
easy or practiced, and task 3 is data-limited.

5. 2. 3 Multiple Tasks

Resources

There are two ways of considering the workload due to performance of multiple

tasks. With the single-resource model, all mental resources are the same and can be

allocated to any task (Fig. 16) (Wickens & Hollands 2000). Resources allocated to one

task are unavailable to all other tasks. This single-resource model works well in most

cases, especially in areas where operators are scanning large distances and moving their

hands between controls (Liao & Moray 1993).
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Fig. 16. Two time-shared tasks in a single-resource model. In (a) any change in
resource allocation affects performance of task A and B. In (b) performance on
A or B can remain constant, depending upon resource allocation (Wickens &
Hollands 2000).
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In some cases, however, a model with multiple pools of resources best describes

mental workload. According to multiple-resource models, tasks that draw on different

resources are more easily shared than tasks that draw on the same resource (Fig. 17). For

example, people often share a combination of visual and aural tasks better than a

Re,<ollcr¡ {t il

combination of exclusively visual or exclusively aural tasks (V/ickens & Liu 1988). As

well, focal and peripheral vision may draw on separate pools of resources, allowing easier

sharing (Leibowitz i988; Wickens & Hollands 2000).
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Fig. 17. Multiple resource model delineation of processing resources. Operations
separated by a solid line use different resources (V/ickens & Hollands 2000).

5. 3 Measurement
5. 3. 1 Overview

Four types of tests are used to measure performance and mental workload

(Salvendy 1997): prirnary-task measures, secondary-task measures, subjective measures,

and physiological measures. Several authors provide reviews of these techniques (De

Waard 1996; O'Donnell & Eggemeier 1986; Salvendy 1997; Wickens & Hollands 2000).

For this experiment, a method from each group was chosen based on the information

desired, the simulator, and the experiment's budget.

5. 3. 2 Primury-Task Performance

Performance on the task under investigation-the primary task-should always be

the first thing tested. There are several situations, however, when primary task

performance does not accurately reflect workload (Wickens & Hollands 2000). First,

when tasks lay in the underload section of the performance-demand curve (Fig. 14),
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variations in workload do not affect performance. Second, when two tasks are measured

on different scales or are performed differently, performance comparison may not be

feasible. Third, when the outcome of a task does not reflect the mental workload

involved, a valid measule may not be possible. Fourth, differences in task performance

may be caused by data limits, not workload. In these cases, other techniques must be

used.

For this experiment, guidance was the task under investigation; so steering was

chosen to be the primary task. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) (1) is the most common

method of measuring en'or for tracking tasks (Engel 2000; Poulton 1974).

To make the measure more comparable to other tasks, a normalized RMSE was used

(Poulton 1974). The normalized value is the subject's RMSE divided by the RMSE that

would have resulted had the subject not turned the wheel.

5. 3. 3 Secondøry-Task Performance

RMSE =

Performance on a secondary task-an additional task performed concurrently with

the primary task-indicates the residual capacity not allocated to the primary task (Fig.

16) (Wickens & Hollands 2000). An unrelated task, such as performing arithmetic, may

be added, or investigators may measure performance on an embedded task-a less

important task that the operator performs already.

Z(S rc u, ¡n gAngl e, - Func t i o nAngl e,)'

Secondary tasks may be used in two ways (Fig. 18). In the secondary task case

(Fig. 18a), the operator places priority on the primary task, and performs the secondary

(1)
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task with spare resources. Investigators measure performance on the secondary. The

secondary task may also be used to load the operator (Fig. i 8b). In this case, the operator

places priority on the secondary task, and performs the primary task with additional

resources. Investigators then measure primary task performance.

Secondary tasks are especially valuable when predicting behaviour during a crisis,

when extra resources will be needed. Additionally, secondary tasks can be used to

compare spare resources from two unrelated primary tasks. Care, however, must be taken

when choosing a secondary task. As dictated by the multiple-resource model, the

secondary task should demand the same resources as the primary task. Also, unobtrusive

tasks must be chosen.
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Fig. 18. Secondary task implementations. Primary task has priority in (a). Secondary
task has priority in (b) (Wickens & Hollands 2000).

For this experiment, the simulated monitoring task was chosen as an embedded

second task. Because the monitoring required discrete responses, the average response

time was chosen to quantifu monitoring performance. To recognize the difference

between the monitoring locations, different average response times were calculated for

the boom displays and the aiming point display.
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5. 3.4 Subjective Messures

experienced. The operator fills out a scale, usually after the task is completed, rating

his/her level of workload. This is the most popular, and perhaps the best, way to measure

workload (De Waard 1996). Subjective scales can be divided into two groups-one-

dimensional methods that measure overall workload, and multidimensional methods that

analyze what type of workload the operator experienced.

Subjective measures assess the operator's opinion of the workload (s)he

Subjective measures are valued for several reasons. For one, a scale can easily be

tailored for any task and diagnostic level. As well, they are filled out after the task, so

there is no conflict with the primary task. The main problem with subjective measures is

that they rely on human judgement. Subjects may not accurately assess their workload

due to poor memory, individual preferences, or their unease with the measure (Wickens

& Hollands 2000).

The NASA-Task Load Index (TLX) (Hart &, Staveland 1988) was chosen for this

experiment after considedng several subjective scales. The largest decision was to

choose between a one-dimensional or multi-dimensional scale. Literature provided no

consensus on what type of scale should be used for this situation. Although several

multidimensional scales were popular, some researchers felt that one-dimensional scales

were more sensitive and easier to use (Hendy et al. 1993; Hill et al. 1992; Vidulich 1 986).

Based on this, a one-dimensional scale with specific diagnostic scales was considered.

Furlher research, however, revealed that the TLX incorporated all diagnostic scales

required, and it was one of the most popular scales currently in use Qlloy 200i). As a

result, the TLX was chosen.
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5. 3. 5 Physiological Meøsures

To offset the drawbacks of subjective measures, physiological functions of the

body are used as objective measures of workload (V/ickens & Hollands 2000).

Physiological measures are useful because they can give continuous information during

the performance of a task. This allows the researcher to observe any peaks or changes in

mental workload. Also, once set up, most techniques are not obtrusive. Physiological

measures, howevet, may not correlate reliably with workload. As well, some of the

techniques are very expensive and difficult to employ. Finally, many of the measuïes,

such as heart rate variability, are sensitive to other factors such as physical workload.

Measures of the heart, brain, and eye have all been correlated to mental workload (De

Waard 1996).

Measures of the heart-heaft rate (HR) and heaft rate variability (HRV)-were

chosen for this experiment due to available equipment, resources, and expertise. Heart

rate measures have been used for a long time (Roscoe 7992), and they are popular for

measuring workload with vehicle drivers (De Waard 1996). HR is a more established

measure, and there is a consensus that it increases with increases in physical workload

(Lee & Park 1990). HRV however is not as well established. The consensus appears to

be that HRV decreases with increases in both physical and mental workload (Lee & Park

1990). Beyond that, there is little consensus on sensitivity or how it should be used.

First, some sources state that HRV is sensitive to overall mental demand (Wickens &

Hollands 2000), while other sources say that it is only affected by changes in working

memory usage (Jorna 1992). Secondly, it is variably described as being useful for a)

measuring task workload (De Waard 1996); b) distinguishing between rest and work

(Jorna 1992); c) measuring workload difference in a regression of several work tasks
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(Mulder 1992); or d) only to back up a solid subjective scale (Roscoe 1992).

Additionally, there is evidence that HRV is much more useful in real-world situations

than it is in simulators (Roscoe 1992).

There was also little consensus on how to best gather, calculate, and analyze the

data. HR is standard-the number of beats were counted and divided by total time to

give beats per rninute. Several methods have been used for quantifuing HRV (Mulder

1992). The two most popular methods appeal'to be the standard deviation or variance,

and the spectral distribution. Although some sources stated that the spectral distribution

was the best way to measure HRV (Jorna 1992; Kantowitz I992a), the standard deviation

was chosen due to time restraints and expertise. Additionally, on the recommendation of

Dr. Dean Kriellaars (2001), the investigators also found the mean absolute derivative of

heaft rate. This number was calculated by averaging the absolute rate of change of heart

rate during all inter-beat intervals.

5. 3. 6 Combíning Meøsures

For evaluating workload, multiple measltres are recommended, with at least one

from each group (De Waard 1996). Although measures tend to agree when comparing

similar tasks over a wide range of levels (V/ickens & Hollands 2000), dissociation has

been reported often (De Waard 1996; Hicks & Wierwille 1979). In these cases, one

measure may indicate an increase in workload while another indicates no change or a

decrease (Yeh & Wickens 1988). By using several measures, there is better chance of

some agreement, allowing a conclusion to be made.

The reasons that measures dissociate are not well known, but at least one study

has developed some guidelines for dissociation between performance and subjective

measures (Yeh & Wickens 1988). First, measures will dissociate when the task is in
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either the overload or underload region of the resource culve (Fig. 1a). Performance is

unaffected in the underload region, while subjective ratings are static in the overload

region. Second, perfotmance measures are more sensitive to competition for the same

resources (e.g. two visual tasks), whereas subjective measures are more sensitive to the

use ofseparate resources (e.g. one visual task and one auditory task). Third, subjective

measures are more sensitive to shared tasks than to single tasks. Finally, subjective

measures are much more sensitive to changes in invested effort of subjects.

Based on the basic principles of each measure and the known dissociations, the

puryose of each measure was determined. Steering, the primary measure, was intended to

measure how well a subject can focus on steering with each of the displays. The

monitoring task, a secondary task, was intended to both load the subject, ensuring primary

performance suffers, and also to see how well the subject can share the two tasks

(Kantowitz 1992b). The subjects were to give each task the same priority, so the

secondary task would be considered as a combination of loading and secondary task. The

TLX subjective scale was to diagnostically measure the different aspects of workload,

determine differences in invested efforl, and provide a measure even in the underload

region. Finally, heart rate and heart rate variability were to be used as an objective

reinforcement for the TLX. Thele were more doubts about its reliability, but the

experiment would evaluate its potential for future use.
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monitoring the machine's operation. As a result, operators monitor a large visual area

that extends from the front to the rear of the machine. Guidance aids provide lateral emor

information through a display called a'lightbar'. Availability of that information,

however, is limited by how well the operator can share the lightbar and other scanning

requirements. Aviation researchers have previously investigated more salient 'peripheral'

displays to solve similar problems. This paper presents the comparison of a regularly

sized lightbar with a larger and more luminous lightbar in a simulated agricultural

machinery operator task. The more salient lightbar reduced tracking enor by 11%

without affecting monitoring performance or increasing operator workload. As well,

subjects prefered the more salient lightbar. The results suggest that designers may

increase guidance aid effectiveness by making displays more salient.

Agricultural machinery operators guide machinery across the field while

LIGHTBAR TEST

6. 1 Abstrsct
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6.2. I

Although little research has been published on the agricultural machinery operator

(referred to as 'operator' for rest of paper), the task is similar to many tasks discussed

more widely in literature. Like an automobile driver or a pilot, the operator manually

guides a machine, as well as monitoring and controlling its operation. Unlike many of

those tasks, however, the operator must monitor a very large visual area including areato

the rear of the machine (Kaminaka 1981).

In large prairie grain falms, the aim is to perform an operation to a large areain a

short period of time. As a result, all operations are performed by wide (8-30 m) machines

driven in a series of parallel passes (Fig. i9) across the field. In addition to guiding the

machine, the operator must monitor and control other parts of the machine on a regular

basis. Because the areas requiring monitoring are often mounted behind the operator, reaÍ

monitoring is parl of the operator's task. Rear monitoring can increase guidance erïors

because guidance information comes from the front of the machine (Kaminaka 1981).

6. 2 Introduction

Ag ric ult ural Mac h in e ry Operator

Fig. 19. Field coverage pattern. Machine entered field from upper left corner; arows
indicate direction of travel.
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6. 2. 2 Agricullurøl Guidønce Aids

Global positioning system (GPS) guidance aids are one of the latest innovations

aimed at reducing lateral enor in agricultural operations. Due to the inability of operators

to guide machinery accurately along the edge of the previous pass, average lateral overlap

is 10% of implement width (Palmer & Matheson 1988). The added costs in seed,

fefülizer, herbicide, and other inputs can be significant. A GPS guidance aid provides the

operator with an indication of lateral error via a display mounted in the operator station,

similar to a flight director in aircraft. The operator uses the lateral position information to

help make better steering decisions, thereby guiding machinery more efficiently.

Guidance aids are used in conjunction with guidance cues in the field (Young

2003). Most guidance aids use a single-dimension, compensatory display to indicate

lateral error. The display is called a 'lightbar' because it uses an array of light-emitting

diodes (LEDs) as display elements. The lightbar is placed in the cab or on the hood of the

machine. When driving over the field, the operator uses information from both the

lightbar and from an aiming point to guide the machine. The aiming point is a location in

the field or on the horizon from which the operator acquires a heading reference. This

reliance on both heading and lateral position information has been identified previously

with agricultural guidance systems (Palmer 1989), and with pilots on straight runway

approaches (Fitts et al. 1950).

The attention required for the lightbar, aiming point, and machine monitoring

causes alarge amount of visual scanning. Lightbars available commercially are not

salient enough to be interpreted outside central vision. Because the aiming point also

requires central vision, operators scan between these locations frequently while driving

through the field. To make this easier, many operators place the lightbar near the
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sightline to the aiming point. Additionally, the operator must monitor the equipment

periodically. This can happen as frequently as once every 8 s (Appendix i ), and requires

fuither eye movement and change in focal distance.

6. 2. 3 Increasing Salience

Changes to the lightbal design could reduce the scanning required when using the

guidance aid. Discussions with dealers of this equipment revealed that the design of the

lightbar was a large factor in how well operators adapted to the system. In particular,

there was a demand for larger lightbars. Because visual acuity degrades with eccentricity

(Anstis 1974), a larger or more salient lightbar could allow lightbar information to be

acquired further into the visual periphery. This could reduce scanning between the

lightbar and aiming point, and allow information from the lightbar to be acquired more

easily after scanning the machine. Possible ways of increasing salience include

increasing size, increasing luminance, using flashing lights on the lightbar, or optimizing

colors for peripheral vision (Ancman 1991 Christensen et al. 1986).

Similar display designs, termed peripheral displays, have also been investigated in

aviation. Initial designs were intended to reduce scanning between the runway scene and

navigation displays during runway approaches (Brown et al. 1961; Fenwick 1963). Other

peripheral displays have been designed to increase pilot awareness of control instruments

or automation changes while scanning other cockpit displays Q.,likolic & Sarter 2001

Stokes et al. 1990). Although peripheral displays have not been used widely in

commercial applications, research has shown them to be useful in drawing operator

attention and shaling with other displays (Brown et al. 196I; Nikolic & Sarler 2001;

Stokes et al. 1990).
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Because of the benefits found in aviation, the authors believe that a peripheral

lightbar may improve the use of agricultural guidance aids. The agricultural equipment

operator's task is similar to both situations in which peripheral displays have been

investigated in aviation. The operator scans between the cab instruments and the exterior

for guidance information. As well, the operator scans a wide held of view while also

using guidance information.

The objective of this study was to determine whether a lightbar designed for

higher salience in peripheral vision could improve tracking in agricultural machinery

operation. Evaluation was based on subject performance and workload in a simple

laboratory simulation of agricultural machinery operation.

6.3 Method

6. 3. 1 Participants

Twenty-two students frorn the University of Manitoba participated in the study.

All participants volunteered, but received an honorarium for their time. Eighteen were

male, and ages ranged fi'om 18 to 45 years. All participants were right-handed. Eleven

parlicipants had normal vision, and 11 wore coffective lenses for myopia. All

participants had driven automobiles, 11 had driven farm equipment, but no participants

had used a guidance aid or lightbar.

6.3.2 Simulator

A simple simulation of a spraying task was used to test the lightbars. A desktop

PC with an Intel 80486DX-66 processor controlled the simulation (Young 2003).

Participants sat in an operator station similar to that of an agricultural sprayer (Fig. 20).

The operator station was a refurbished tractor cab containing a steering wheel and

joystick for controlling the simulator. The subjects responded to lightbars mounted inside
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and displays that could be seen through the windows of the operator station. A fan in the

operator station provided ventilation and white noise for the subjects.

Windows

Fig. 20. Operator station (shown without seat). Participants control tracking task with
the steering wheel and monitoring tasks with buttons on the joystick. Small
lightbar shown; large lightbar was placed in same position as small lightbar.

6.3.3

Two lightbars-small and large-were used. The small lightbar was modeled after a

popular commercial model. It used 23lightemitting diodes (LEDs), 5 mm in diameter,

mounted in a single row 180 mm wide (Fig. 21). The center 3 LEDs were green, and all

others were red. When in operation, 3 adjacent LEDs were always lit, creating the

appearance of a section of light moving across the lightbar. Three LEDs subtended a

visual angle of 1.5o, and each change of position moved the lit section 0.5o.

Liglúbars

Steering
Wheel

Joystick

Colors and action of the large lightbar were identical to the small lightbar, but the

large lightbar was scaled 8 to 10 times larger than the small lightbar (Fig. 22). Instead of

a single LED, each lighted element was an anay of l6 LEDs, 44 mm square. This

lightbar was 7420 mm wide. It was made in three sections, and the outer two sections
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were angled to face the operator. Three lit elements subtended a visual angle of I2.0",

and each change of position moved the lit section 4.5'. The large lightbar also created

approximately six times higher illuminance than the small lightbar.

6.3.4 Tasks

The simulation consisted of a tracking task and three choice reaction time tasks.

Participants used the steering wheel with zero-order control to track a pseudo-random

function composed of six sinusoids. By varying the frequency, three levels of tracking

difficulty were created. Error was shown on the lightbar, with each step representing 17o

of error. Relative root mean square error (RMSE) was measured. The relative RMSE is

the RMSE achieved by the subject divided by the RMSE that would have resulted had the

subject not moved the steering wheel at all (Poulton 1974).

180 mm

a) oooooooooo@@@oooooooooo

b) aoooooaooo@@@ttooaooooo

c) o a t o o o o o o o @ o o o I o o o a o o o o

d) oooooooooo@ooaoooaaooao

e) oooooootoooooooooooaooo
Fig. 21. Small lightbar configuration. a) LED colours: center (G) are green, all others

are red, b) less than 9o of steering wheel error (black is off), c) 9 to 26o enor to
left, d) 26 to 42 emor to left, e) 76 fo g2 error to right
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ntrnnntrtrnntrEEEnnnnnnn¡nn
Fig.22. Large lightbar configuration. Center (G) elements are green, and others are

red.

To simulate the monitoring performed in the field, participants also performed

three choice reaction time tasks. Task displays were mounted in front and to the sides of

the participant (Fig. 23). All displays were 6 m fi'om the participants to ensure a change

in focal distance from the lightbar. The front display was also masked to ensure

participants used foveal vision.

After semi-random delays, a bar in the task display moved from centered to a low

or high position. It remained there until the participant pressed the conect joystick

button, at which time it returned to center, and the delay time starled again. Each reaction

time task was independent of the others. The forward display had a delay of 0 to 3 s, and

the side displays each had a delay of 6 to 10 s. Response time (from bar movement until

the subject pressed the conect joystick button) was used to measure performance.

1420 mm

ùIonitoring
Display

Fig. 23. Overhead view of monitoring task arrangement. Visual angle from front
display to each side display is 115'.

Simulator
Cab

s
Ì!lonitoring

Display

il
ùIonitoring

Display
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6. 3. 5 Worklosd Meosures

Subjective workload ratings were acquired with the paper-based NASA Task

Load Index (TLX) (Hart & Staveland 1988) after each testing session. Subjects filled out

both the weighting and rating sections of the TLX for the first and second testing

sessions, and the rating section for the third through sixth sessions. This provided an

overall workload rating and individual ratings of mental demand, physical demand,

temporal demand, performance, frustration, and effort. In addition, subjects were asked

to write down any comments at the end of testing.

Participants' heart rate was measured in a series of inter-beat intervals (IBIs)

transmitted from a heart rate transmitter and recorded on the simulator computer. Prior to

testing, baseline heart rates were acquired while the participant sat idle, and while they

moved the steering wheel and controls freely. Mean and standard deviation of hearl rate

were calculated using IBIs from the middle 3 min of each testing session. Heart rate and

heart rate standard deviation have been comelated to physical and mental workload (Lee

& Park 1990).

6.3.6 Procedure

All subjects attended a briefing session the week before testing. The experiment

was explained both orally and in a booklet distributed to each subject. The following

week each participant came to the laboratory on two separate days. The first day was

intended for subjects to practice the simulator task and TLX. Each parlicipant performed

both tasks in six 5-min sessions. Medium tracking difficulty was used for all sessions.

Participants alternated between small and large lightbars; half started with the small

lightbar, and half started with the large lightbar. Each participant returned to the

laboratory approximately 24 or 48 h later. Again, parlicipants performed both tasks for
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six 5-min sessions. Tracking difficulty was set at medium for the first and second

sessions, low for the third and fourth sessions, and high for the fifth and sixth sessions.

Lightbar order was the same as the first day. During analysis, each measure was analyzed

using two-way repeated measllres ANOVA.

6. 4 Results

All display means and effects are shown in Table II. Difficulty effects were found

in tracking (F(2,42): 163.68, p < 0.001, partial rl2:0.886) (Fig.24),and front

monitoring (F(2,42): 5.03, p: 0.011, partial q2: 0.193). There were no interaction

effects.

Table II. Observed display means and effects.

Parameter
Tracking Performance
Relative RMSE 0.81

Monitoring Performance
Forward reaction time (s) 1.2

Side reaction time (s) 2.9

Subjective Reports
(scale of0-100)

Mean by
Lightbar

Small Large F(l,21)

Combined
Mental Demand
Physical Demand
Temporal Demand
Performance
Frustration
Effort

0.72 26.58

Heart Measures
Heart Rate (beats/min) 78.3
Standard Deviation of . -
Heart Rate (beats/min) r ' t

1.2

2.9

Statistical
SignifÏcance

p < 0.05 Level

55

58

40
6s
65
JI

56

0.48
0.22

Yes

No
No

53

55
)l

67
67
35

53

79.0

3.8

Effect
Size

partial n2

<0.001

0.497
0.644

2.06
4.63
5.94
1.25
1.61

0.86
2.12

5.61

0.06

0.559

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

0.167
0.043
0.024
0.276
0.219
0.364
0.1 60

0.029

0.816

0.181
0.221

Yes

No

0.237
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Fig.24. Tracking error across display and tracking difficulty conditions. Eror bars
represent 9 5o/o confidence intervals.

The researchels concluded that the difficulty effect in front monitoring resulted

from accommodation on the first trial. All medium difficulty trials were at the start of the

testing session, confounding the effects. As well, the researchers decided that the display

effect found for heart rate was too small to be considered meaningful in this experiment.

6. 5 Discussion ønd Conclusions

I

.Srnãll:

I

Large

Medium

Tracking Difficulty

6. 5. I Simulation Interpretation

Based on the performance measures, the large lightbar reduced error by a mean of

77o/o, and by a similar amount at all three levels of difficulty. There was no display effect

found in monitoring, showing that subjects did not sacrifice monitoring to track better.

Based on the workload measures, the large lightbar may have reduced workload

slightly, if at all. Only mental demand and physical demand TLX scales showed a

reduction in demand under the large lightbar. Heart rate and standard deviation of heart

rate also showed little variation due to display.
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Additionally, in written comments,12 parficipants expressed a preference for the

large lightbar. Eight participants commented they could see the large lightbar more easily

in their peripheral vision. Four participants expressed a preference for the small lightbar.

6. 5. 2 Implicøtions for Lightbar

The display effects seen in this experiment can be attributed to the size and

illuminance difference between lightbars. This reduced the eye movement,

accommodation, and vergence needed to acquire information from the lightbar, thereby

reducing the time to acquire information while scanning (Sanders 1970; Weintraub et al.

1984,1985). As well, the larger lightbar may have captured attention better Qllikolic &

Sarter 2001; Remington et al. 1992). Comments indicated that subjects noticed the

difference in salience.

Benefits of the large display are similar to those reported for similar peripheral

displays in aviation. Only two other reported displays have been modified by increasing

only size and illuminance. The Malcolm Display (Christensen et al. 1986; Stokes et a].

1990) was used to indicate a plane's attitude. Although it covered a larger visual area,

perhaps reducing suitability for comparison, it also allowed better sharing of attention

when scanning other displays. More recently, peripheral vision flight mode

annunciations (FMAs) were tested in a commercial airline simulator Q.Iikolic & Sarter

2001). Larger size and higher luminance resulted in better knowledge of flight mode,

especially during busy scanning periods.

These results may have implications for future design of guidance aid lightbars, as

long as the base conditions of the experiment transfer to the field. At best, this

experiment shows that a lightbar with greater salience would improve the effectiveness of

guidance aids. This agrees with feedback from dealers. It must be stressed, however, that
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this experiment was a low-fidelity simulation that has not been validated with field data.

Although it was constructed to simulate the f,ield situation, there will undoubtedly be

differences. In the field, scanning patterns and objects may vary with several factors. As

well, workload levels will differ, perhaps changing the difference in perfoffnance between

displays. Finally, it is unknown if benefits of this display will be as large in the field as

they were in this tracking task.

A final implication of this research is that that knowledge acquired in other fields,

such as aviation, has value in the design of agricultural operator interfaces. Much more

work has been performed on interface design in the aviation, military, and automotive

industries than in agriculture. Fortunately, much of this knowledge can be applied with

careful attention to the differences between tasks. This information will be increasingly

important as agricultural field operations become more automated, and operators assume

a more supervisory role in machine operation. For example, automated guidance is

becoming areality for an increasing number of farmers. It is hoped that co-operation and

sharing between these fields can help advance the efficiency of agricultural field

operations, while also making the operator's task more fulfilling.
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As stated in the background section, this project was an initial step towards testing

the hypothesis that a peripheral vision guidance lightbar could implove guidance aid use.

The conclusions about alternate display are reviewed in tlie manuscript. Another large

part of this project, however, was developing the methodology and apparatus for

performing a laboratory simulation and test of different lightbar designs. The experiment

outlined in the manusct'ipt served as the first test of this system. This section contains a

discussion and conclusions about how successful the system was. Lessons learned and

observations of the laboratory test, the experimental design, and all tasks and

meastlrements are included. Recommendations on changes for the future are included as

well as recommended directions for future research.

7. 2 Laboratory Testing

The researchers believe that the testing apparatus and methodology worked well

in this instance. The results were believable and agreed with theory and previous

experiments on peripheral displays. As well, this testing scenario allowed easier and

more consistent testing than was anticipated from field tests. Lessons were learned,

however, on the limitations, proper place, and execution of laboratory tests in the future.

The limitations of laboratory testing became increasingly evident throughout the

project. The results from any laboratory experiment are directly relevant only to the

apparatus and methodology; relevance to real-world tasks is limited by the assumptions

made when creating the laboratory task. In the case of this project, one may question how

well guidance and monitoring goals, scanning patterns, and task demand related to the

real agricultural spraying task.
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designed. The author feels that, for human factors testing, laboratory tests should be part

of an overall strategy that also incorporates field observation and fìeld testing where they

can be most effective (Kantowitz 1992a). Field observation (or task analyses) should be

used for identifying the structure of the task, the most important variables, and defining

questions to be tested. Laboratory tests should then be used to evaluate hypotheses

developed through field observation. Finally, field-testing should be used to verifu and

refine the laboratory results. As well, field tests can serve as part of the initial field

observation step.

Due to this, care should be taken in how laboratory tests are both used and

This project also helped illustrate some of the precautions and objectives that

should be maintained in both field observation and laboratory studies. The field

observation stage should involve sufficient data and analysis to a) understand the physical

and cognitive processes involved, and b) prove the existence of problems investigated at

later stages. The author believes that the field observation performed in the future should

satisfr these goals more fully than the field observation performed as part of this

experiment. As well, during future laboratory tests, researchers should use more pilot

studies and observation to ensure the laboratory tasks create the desired subject

behaviour.

(Kantowitz 1992a). Models and theory provide a basis for analyzing results, simplifiring

hypotheses and tests, and building on the work of others. While mental workload theory

was valuable in this experiment, control theory, signal detection theory, and other human

operator models may prove useful in future research.

Theory should also be used through all steps of testing and observation
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Several lessons wele learned about components of experimental design, including

sample size, accommodation effects, and proper arrangement of treatments. First,

knowledge of the typical sample variance and treatment means gained through this

experiment could allow future sample sizes to be tailored to the testing needs. This

experiment used a conservatively large sample size because knowledge of expected

results was limited. Some of the signif,rcance levels, such as those found for heart rate

and tracking, suggest this test was overly powerful. As well, other similar studies in this

area use smaller sample sizes Q'{ikolic & Sarter 2001; Weinstein & Wickens 1992;

V/ickens et al. 1989). In the future, smaller sample sizes could allow faster and more

flexible testing.

7. 3 Experìmental Design

Lessons on practice effects and treatment placement occurred together. As

explained briefly in the manuscript, accommodation effects in the first testing session

became confounded with the difficulty effects because a) accommodation at the start of

the test day occured during testing, and b) the difficulty effects were not randomized or

counterbalanced. Future tests should avoid accommodation effects by giving subjects an

accommodation trial (no data used) before testing. As well, all effects should be

randomized or counterbalanced.

The sensitivity, comments, and scores in tracking indicate that subjects were

likely overloaded when performing this task. In the experiment, each change in difflrculty

or display resulted in a consistent change in tracking performance. According to mental

workload theory, this occurs when the operator is overloaded (Fig. 14). This possibility

was also reflected in the comments and tracking scores. Six comments indicated that the
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task was tiring, difficult, or monotonous, while only one comment indicated that more

demand was needed. As well, the relative root mean square error (RMSE) treatment

means ranged from 59o/o to 93o/o. Although there is no particular 'point' of poor

performance (Poulton 1974), no steering at all results in a relative RMSE of 100%. As a

result, the author considers this range to be a high level of error, indicating a high load

and possibly overload.

Future tracking functions should be set at a single level that will conserve operator

motivation. In this experiment, three levels of tracking difhculty were used to see how

demand affected tracking performance and lightbar effects. Although difficulty affected

performance, there \ilas no interaction with the display effect. Therefore, a test with a

single difficulty level should provide the same result. For future tests, this level should be

set so that it does not reduce participant motivation. Tasks with too little and too much

demand can reduce participant motivation, resulting in reduced performance (De Waard

1996; Yeh & Wickens 1988). This level can be set through pilot tests.

Although relative RMSE worked well as a single measure of performance, control

measures may provide more information on operator behaviour. This experiment showed

that tracking performance can be a sensitive measure of how effectively operators use

information from a lightbar. For more knowledge of operator behaviour, control

measures such as movement velocity, holds, gain, and lag may provide a better picture of

the mental processes occuring during tracking and sharing tasks (Wickens & Gopher

1977).

The monitoring task appeared to work as a loading task (Fig. 18b) in this

experiment. Because subjects were told to give equal priority to both tracking and

7. 5 Monitoring Performance
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monitoring tasks, the researchers were unsure of how subjects would perform. It appears

that the monitoring task forced subjects to follow a prescribed scanning pattern, making

tracking rnore difficult. Meanwhile participants performed similarly on monitoring at all

treatment levels. The researchers are unsure of whether subjects consciously gave

priority to monitoring, or if the scanning required for monitoring forced a level of

priority.

In the future, mole steps should be taken to ensure that the scanning pattern is

realistic. The subjects were expected to adapt to the rate aI which the boom displays

needed observation, eventually scanning each boom display only every 6-10 s.

Adaptation to event rate, however, is often sluggish (Wickens & Hollands 2000), and

subjects may not have adapted to this rate. Although this cannot be verified through

observation, five cotnments indicate that subjects found observing side displays or

performing all tasks difficult. To ensure that a scanning pattern is followed, participants

should be observed during pilot testing or real testing. As well, more predictable pattems

or better instructions may allow subjects to behave as expected.

An analysis that accounts for missed signals may be useful in future tests.

Response time data from the boom locations included a range of shorl reaction times and

a few very long reaction times. The initial analysis was performed using these reaction

times. Based on pilot inspections of the distribution, and examples set by several other

studies Q'{ikolic & Sarler 2001 Sojourner & Antin 1990; Srinivasan lggT), an additional

analysis was performed in which reaction times over 5 s were counted as missed signals.

There was no difference in results, so the initial reaction time analysis was used. In the

future, however, criteria for missed signals should be created while designing response

time tasks.
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Although the task load index (TLX) results did exhibit a display effect, they did

not fully agree with the tracking performance results. Tracking exhibited strong display

and difficulty effects. TLX, on the other hand, exhibited display effects for only two

subscales, and no difficulty effects. Because improved performance is usually associated

with lower workload, the author believes that the small effects may be considered as a

dissociation between measures. Two possible reasons for this dissociation can be

identihed. According to workload theory (Fig. 14), subjective measures work poorly

when subjects are overloaded (Yeh & Wickens 1988). As already discussed, the

sensitivity of the primary task pelformance suggests that this may be true. Additionally,

subjective measures are sensitive to the motivation and resources invested by subjects

(Yeh & Wickens 1988). In this case, subjects performed the same task 12 times over two

days, with little change, no results, and no incentives (money, etc.). Under these

7. 6 Subjective Meøsures

conditions, subjects will reduce their resource investment to reach a mol'e comfortable

level of loading, resulting in little variation in workload (Yeh & Wickens 1988). The

author believes that some combination of these factors contributed to the small subjective

workload effects.

Future tests can account for dissociations in several ways. First, the task could be

intentionally designed for the underload or overload section of the demand curve (Fig.

14). In this case only differences in subjective measures or performance measures,

respectively, would be expected. Second, the task could be designed for the middle part

of the curve, in which both subjective and performance measures should work. Finally,

the task difficulty and incentives should be designed to ensure that subjects do not lose

motivation during the testing.
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The method of collecting subjective measures should be considered carefully in

the future. A uni-dimensional scale should be used for repeated tests where the nature of

the task did not change much, while a multi-dimensional scale should be used to diagnose

workload and when testing tasks that differ in demands. The author makes this

recommendation because the individual mental demand and physical demand scales

appeared to be more sensitive than the combined workload rating based on the TLX

protocol (Hart &. Staveland 1988); and because the relative ratings on each individual

scale did not change in this experiment, making most of the information superfluous.

One final thing learned about subjective measures is the value of participants'

comments. Though comments are difficult to quantify, they provide great insight into

what was actually happening in the test. The experience from this test can help future

researchers determine particular comments to look for or solicit. Additionally, a

debriefing session for each subject may be helpful in soliciting more in-depth opinions on

the task.

7. 7 Heart Røte Measures

Heart rate measures appear to have served their purpose as an objective validation

of the subjective repofts. The lack of meaningful effects seen in heart rate agree with the

lack of effect seen in the combined workload rating, although they are different than the

small effect seen on the mental demand and physical demand subscales. Heaft rate

measures are known to vary with motivation and expectations (Jorna lg92), similar to

subjective repofts. Therefore, the discussion on these effects is likely applicable to hearl

tate measures as well. Normalizing hearl data did not produce meaningfully different

results. The ar-rthor evaluated normalization relative to a) the 'resting' baseline, b) the

'moving' baseline, c) the first driving session, and d) the first small lightbar session.
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To adequately assess the usefulness of hearl rate measures, it is necessary to

observe their values over a larger range of mental and physical workload than was seen in

the testing sessions. To do this, an additional analysis was performed on the effect of

order, including the 'resting' baseline and 'moving' baseline sessions (Table III). In the

baseline sessions the subjects should have experienced less mental workload, less

physical workload, and less motivation, all things that affect the heart rate measures.

Table III. Significance tests for order.

Heart Rate

Measure

Standard Deviation
of Heart Rate
Mean Absolute
Derivative
of Heart Rate

Based on the results of heart rate in both analyses, the author believes that heart

rate is not a good measure for the testing to be performed on agricultural operator

interfaces. The display effect was not meaningful, there was no difficulty effect, and

there was no order effect. Heart rate varies with changes in physical workload only (Lee

& Park 1990), and the differences in physical workload encountered in this testing are too

small to use for future testing.

F

.8s6

8.248

P

3.256

0.451

< 0.001

Sig.

0.037

No

Partial r¡'

Yes

0.04s

Yes

0.3t4

0.1 53
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Fig. 25. Standard deviation of heart rate by session order. 'Rest' and 'Move' refer to
the two baseline sessions. Error bars represent 95% confidence interuals.

With further investigation, heaft rale variation may be a valuable method. Both

standard deviation of hearl rate (SDHR) and mean absolute derivative of heart rate (DHR)

showed no effects in the testing sessions. The order analysis, however, illustrated that

they were significantly different in the baseline sessions (Table III and Fig. 25). This

agrees with the opinion offered by Jorna (1992), that heart rate variability is good at

determining between rest and work conditions. Future testing of a variety of tasks in the

laboratory and the f,reld should fuither define the sensitivity of HRV measures. Future

work could also look at finding the best method of measuring HRV. In this experiment,

SDHR and DHR had similar trends, but SDHR appeared to be more sensitive. As

explained earlier, some researchers believe spectral analysis is the best measure of HRV.

Future tests should also evaluate this method.

7. I Future Research

This project attempted to use methods developed in other areas to evaluate

problems with the agricultural operator interface. This has created experience, better

abilities in this area, and questions about future challenges. To proceed, three main areas
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must be pursued-definition of the operator's task and problems; development of the

operator's optimum role; and exchange of information with other research fields.

First, a better understanding of the operator's task must be developed. This

requires observation, both quantitative and qualitative, of the entire system and the

operator's role in it. Qualitative observation will provide information on the structure of

the task. This can be performed in person and through videotape. Quantitative methods

can provide bases for testing in the future. The utility of various performance methods,

such as control measures and Global Positioning System measllrement of guidance elïor,

must be evaluated. As well, the usefulness of the workload measures used in this project

must be considered. There are indications from aviation that many workload measures

are more effective in the field than in a simulator (Roscoe 1992). By doing this, the

operator's task and problems can be better defined, creating future work in obviating

those problems.

Second, the operator's future role in agricultulal equipment operation must be

considered. The operator is quickly moving from a manual control role to a supervisory

control role, similar to a pilot in commercial aviation or a process controller in a plant.

New demands, problems, and abilities presented by this change must be identified and

analyzed. This will require integration of knowledge about the operator, the field tasks to

be performed, and the future machinery development.

Finally, an exchange of ideas from other fields must be maintained. Theories,

models, and research from many different fields of psychology, aviation, and process

control are applicable to the operator's task. As well, other methods of evaluation,

including computer models and high-fidelity simulations,may be very useful for future
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testing and observation. In addition to texts and journals, personal contact with many

researchers in these areas can provide a better perspective ofthe research relevance.
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9 APPENDIX 1: TASK ANALYSIS

9. I Interview Questions

General Information
Name, Operation Type:
System:
Machinery:
Acres done(all machinery):
Terrain(Square/Broken, Flat/Rolling, Smooth):
Parallel swath or contours?

Field operation
Start:
Turn:
Back on line:
Aim(do you?):

Other cues?

Look at display? Screen?
Going around curves?

What are you looking at when driving down field?
Ahead? Booms? Screen? Horizon? Last tracks?

Do you look back at booms often?
How do you make boom adjustments? Feel? Look? Do you have to adjust often?
What else do you do(Monitor/Controller, etc.)?

Thinking/Concentration
What are you thinking about while spraying?

Steering? Booms? Other things?
Time spent(Steering/Booms/Others):
What are your goals while spraying? How important are they?

What makes a bad operator? Practice? Efforl? Lack of talent?
How automatic does it become?

Lose track of what has been done? Surprised how far you get?
Any parlicular task become automatic?

Anything you have to plan for?
Straightening out? Refilling? Finishing portions of field?
Booms(ahead of time)? Speed?

Do you get bored/Are you working hard?
How long before break?
Most challenging: Speed? Steering? Booms?

Extra tasks: Cell phone? Radio(s)? Conversation?
What is limit? Hands? Thinking?

What would you compare this operation to? Fieldwork? Driving?
Do you slow down for anything? Stop?

How long does it take to get back in swing of things?
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Comparison with other systems, no system?
How does this system compare to foam? Markers? Other ways?

Particular time when better? Weather? DayAtright?
Where do you look to stay on track with other systems? Ahead/ Booms?
More/less accurate?

Do you rely on this system solely? What if it stopped working? For days?
Less tired, more tired?
Longer hours?

Suggestions
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Name, Operation Type: A, Grain Farm
System: Trimble lightbar and receiver with control pad. Has used foam for a long time;
this was first year with guidance system.
Machinery: 75 fr.. Willmar sprayer; 9200 JD Tractor; 40 ft. Morris Maxim Air Drill
Acres done(all machinery): 8000 - 10000 acres done with sprayer
Terrain(Square/Broken, Flat/Rolling, Smooth): Combination
Parallel swath or contours? Parallel Swath

Field operation:
Does headland on one end, AB line, second end, continues on parallel swaths. Doesn't
use system to judge end-use foam and wheel tracks.
On turn, does large loop, comes back, recognize pattern of lights(on lightbar) on way
back-can tell where to aim with lights
Uses Lightbar to get back on line. Drives straight with lightbar-uses this primarily for
information
Doesn't aim at end or anything
Doesn't look right at lightbar, but just below. Notices when lightbar changes away from
ctr., then adjusts steering
Looks ahead, not looking at an1'thing in particular, but not looking at lightbar. Likely
looking at field, thinking.
Has to adjust booms often because he tries to keep them low. Does a quick shoulder-
check at boom unless he his approaching a drainage ditch.
Adjusts radio, thinks about amount of product, looks at sprayer controller, does not use
cell phone.

Thinkin g/Con centration
Thinking about what to do with field. Still thinking about steering, etc., but that does not
occupy all of mind.
Steering-7 5o/o of time, Booms-25 0/o

Goals: Keep booms down, don't shake machine up, don't miss.
Operation becomes somewhat automatic, but not too much. Doesn't lose track or forget.
Has to practice going around sloughs and getting to end with an empty tank.
Thinks about boom height for ditches.
Not as much extra time as when doing fieldwork.
Also controls radio
Not sure whether hands or mind is limit
Compares spraying to fieldwork, but with more things to do.

Comparison with other systems, no system?
A lot less stressful than foam. Easy to see mark, so no searching. Doesn't he overlaps
any less now, just easier. This is particularly easier at night. He stops working when it
stops working. He feels a lot less tired when using this system. He can work longer
hours, but will only spray at night when just f,rnishing off a field.

Suggestions: Adjustable brightness control, Automatic steering
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Name, Operation Type: B, Grain farm and custom application
System: Trimble 114 AgGPS with control pad
Machinery: RoGator 200 hp model, 1997 model
Acres done(all machinery): 12,000 acres sprayed in 2000
Terrain(Square/Broken, Flat/Rolling, Smooth): Flat, smooth, square
Parallel swath or contours? Parallel

Field operation:
Resets at corner of field, sets A pt. Drives down edge, sets B pt. Does 2 headlands.
When coming back on line, lines up with lightbar, gets a point at end of field or a seed
row to follow. Hard to line up when a discer was seeding method.
Looks for something at the end like a bump, etc.
Does not pay attn. to numbers on lightbar.
Rarely has curves, so not applicable.
Doesn't pay attn. to lightbar all the time because it is "wobbly"-oscillates.
Looks ahead at aiming point. Lightbar is above sightline in periphery of vision. Notices
when it is off-line. He's not sure how he notices, but just does.
Does not look at booms often because flat ground. Only has to look at them for ditches.
Does check them periodically for plugged nozzles.
Also checks rate monitor, amount in tank, other gauges. Does not check these often.

Thinkin g/Concentration
Mostly just thinking about steering b/c booms are not a big deal. Must keep himself
thinking.
80-90% steering, 10-20% Booms
His main goal is not missing any area
Somewhat automatic, but still must think.
Must make sure not done at far end of field. Look out for ditches. Set speed by how
smooth field is.
Speed control is most challenging. Can caffy on extra tasks, except when tuming.
Neither hands nor mind is limit usually. Similar to fieldwork, but more demanding.
Don't stop often, except to fill.
Takes about a held or 2 to get back in the swing of things

Comparison with other systems, no system?
A lot more relaxing than foam because you are not looking out front and to sides for
foam. When using foam look forward and to side. Feels this is more accurate than foam.
He stops when it shuts down-happens every once in a while. Less tired, and not on
edge. Definitely longer hours.

Suggestions
Automatic steering

9. 3 Subject B-Interview
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9. 4 Subject C-Interview

Name, Operation Type: C, Opelator for Dealer in St. Claude
- 2000 was f,trst year driving sprayer-has only driven with a guidance system. Puts bar
right in view on window, just above straight-ahead sightline.
System: Trimble with control pad
Machinery: RoGator
Acres done(all machinery): 16,000 in 2000
Tenain(Square/Broken, Flat/Rolling, Smooth): Mostly flat and square. i000-1200
rolling
Parallel swath or contours? Parallel Swath

Field operation:
Does C-clamp type. I think that is where you do two ends while also doing first two
passes on one end. Continues parallel for rest of field. Uses foam on ends.
Uses foam to tell where he has started turn, where to come back on. Looks at lightbar to
f,rgure out how to line up.
Looks at lightbar while driving
Doesn't look at marks at end of field-too hard to find correct point.
Uses foam on curves
Just looks at lightbar. Doesn't feel that it is too wobbly (oscillating). Tracks are a bit
wobbly, but overall straight.
Looks at booms to adjust (mostly at ditches). Keeps eye on boom for dipping into ground
while driving. Looks at boom often to make sure no nozzles are broken,etc.

Thinkin g/Concentration
Is thinking both about steering and booms. Always thinking of spraying, abitof planning
for end.
70-80% steering, 10-15% booms, 10-15% checking flow monitor
Goals are (in order) no misses, don't burn crop(overlapping), go fast
Expectation is a big part of good/bad performance. Practice is a factor, but not
emphasized.
Becomes somewhat automatic, but still thinking about spraying.
Doesn't lose track of field, etc.
Plans some for refilling, finishing parts of field, booms hitting ground. Usually drives flat
out in held, if possible-l5-16 mph
%-lfuBetweenbreaks
Doing all tasks together is challenging part
Can talk to someone no problem. \
Cord from radio is a problem.
Hands are limit, not thinking.
Spraying can be compared to a mix of fieldwork and driving
Slows down for ditches, stops only rarely.
Not sure how long to get back in swing of things because only one year experience, but
thinks only 1-2 fields.
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Comparison with other systems, no system?
Not sure how this system compares to foam because has never used anything else.

Suggestions
Automatic boom ht.
Doesn't see benefit of automatic steering.
Not sure about peripheral display-would have to be easy to see
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Interview
Process in field
Doesn't look at guidance system on first pass-just edge of boom with edge of field
Looks at it for second headland, if doing one
On turns, turns around boom-tries to keep end of boom stationary while turning. When
end of turn, watches system to line up correctly for next pass. Aims for something up
ahead, and starts driving.
While driving, looks up ahead at aiming spot(if straight rows, follows rows, if not, looks
for place up ahead in field or tree, etc.). Can see light bar just below field of view. If
light bar goes off centre, he can notice it and correct. He doesn't look right at it, he just
sees it below his field of view.
He does not look at the mapping screen. He only looks at it to check that he hasn't
missed spraying any'thing, or to plan how to spÍay, or if going around corners. Lightbar
doesn't work well going around curves-not enough information, it oscillates too much
to follow well around corner. He says his dad looks at the screen a lot, but his dad
doesn't drive the sprayer as much.
He keeps system set on contour. This setting does not place down parallel swaths
according to an AB line, it just marks where you have been, and sets the light bar
according to the previous pass.
While driving, only looks ahead. Does not look around at booms unless something big
like a ditch. He adjusts booms by feel. When front wheel goes down, knows to adjust
boom switch, etc. Does not look back to see if good(will clarifu).

Concentration Distribution
He says half machine operation is steering and half is booms. The odd time he must
adjust rate monitor, but not very often.
The machine operation only takes up (his estimate) 10-20% of thinking. He says it gets
pretty automatic, and he is usually thinking about something else, such as what is going
on with harvest, etc.
He says it is similar to driving-you do what you are doing, but only think of it
minimally. You can get lost in your own thoughts and end up spraying a big part of the
field without thinking about it. You sort of "wake up" and say,"How did that get done?"
He says thought goes into steering and straightening rowsQ.Jote: this may be because he
uses contour all the time). This would be primary concentration area. Booms don't take
much thought-they are pretty automatic.
He says he doesn't get bored
Max. time you are out is % to I % hours between fills
Things are pretty intense while out there, but not mentally overwhelming
He says he always goes as fast as he can, unless he has to stop for a ditch, or large
undulation
He says spraying is different than field operations-you don't have the time to look
around, and there is more to do in constant monitoring
While driving, cannot do more things due to lack of hands to operate
If phone rings, must stop
Can have a conversation with someone in cab without a problem
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He said expectation was a big part of being a good operator(he thought). He figured that
a poor operator must be someone who did not care about the job and got sloppy.
He said if there was a problem, he would stop

Comparing this system to foam
This system easier to use, especially in dusk or night or where foam is blown around or
hard to see.

You just have to look ahead with this system
When using foam, easy to not be correctly on line. You may think you are on, but would
be overlapping a lot. Figured he was always overlapping r0% with foam system.
When using foam, look ahead and to side to judge correct line. Would not often be
looking out to side.

Ride-AIone

Date: May 30,2001

Rode while spraying 95 acres on rolling ground near Rapid city. Crop was ryegrass.
Recorded time per pass, rate of looking at boom, rate of changing signals on lightbar
Both watched lightbar and looked forward. He said he watched lightbar mostly and
looked up after that (as opposed to looking at spot at end of field and paying attention to
lightbar secondary)
Steering movements tended to follow lightbar display
He also looked at booms
Lightbar was mounted on end of hood.
Satloc lightbar has a look-ahead indication and an immediate indication. Both indicators
usually moved in same direction, and Adam said he didn't pay attention to one any more
than the other.
On curves, he looked at screen more than lightbar
Screen gave very good aerial view, showing applied areas and unapplied areas
Avg. measurements:
Time for a pass: 90 s

Times looking at booms: 12 times (not divided into L/R)
Times display indicated a deviation from path: L: 73, R: 13
Tf 1 every -3.5 s

Pattern usually went L-R-L-R
He had lightbar set so lightbar lit up on right indicated need to steer to right
I did not observe steering wheel movement, but assume it to be the same as Subject F
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Name, Operation Type: D, Mixed farm and custom application business
System: Trimble Lightbar with Field Computer
Machinery: JD 4700 Sprayer
Acres done(all machinery): 20,000 last year with Spra-Coupe(spring and summer) and
JD 4700(fall)
Terrain(Square/Broken, Flat/Rolling, Smooth): Rolling and Cut up
Parallel swath or contours? Parallel swath

Field operation:
Starts with 2 rounds
During turns, looks at lightbar and at computer screen. Screen gives good indication of
where you are and what has been done.
Uses horizon and crop rows to aim
Looks at screen more if cut up, looks at bar more of straight and open
Screen and bar for curves. Bar if culve is large enough.
Looking mostly ahead, sometimes at boom, but not often. Looking at horizon often; not
looking at last tracks.
Looked at boom once every 10-20 s in this field, but he had booms really high here.
Looked at monitor some, but not a lot.

Thinking/Concentration
***Did not ask these questions>i**'k

Comparison with other systems, no system?
Less tired than with foam
Can spray longer hours. When behind, leave good fields to do at night.
Much better than foam, especially in preharvest.

Notes from Reviewing Tape
Videotape of lightbar display
75 s long
5 times when centred, total time of 20 s. Therefore avg.4 s per centred time.
4 times when left, total time of 37 s. One really long left deviation. Therefore avg. 9 s
per left deviation.
2 times when right, total time of 14 s. On long right deviation. Therefore avg. 7 s per
right deviation.
Most deviations are 1-3 lights

Not sure what settings are for system. I think he has it set fol maximum look-ahead and
maximum sensitivity

9. 6 Subject E-Ride-Along
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9. 7 Subject F-Ride-Along

Name, Operation Type: F, Custom Applicator
System: Trimble with Control Pad
Machinery: Miller Nitro with 100 ft. front-mounted boom
Acres done(all machinery): Did not ask
Terrain(Square/Broken, Flat/Rolling, Smooth): Field I was in: flat with some sloughs,
wet at the time.
Parallel swath or contours? Parallel all the time.

Field operation:
Does two rounds at star1, strikes AB line, goes from there.
Turns at end, comes around to gleen lights on bar. Hunted some w-hen I was with him,
but says he can do it well when ground is dry.
Looks at end of field lhorizon to stay lined up. Has bar just below
it while driving.
Looks ahead, some booms (booms in front here), lightbar, horizon.
tracks.
Didn't look at anything else regularly

Thinkin g/Concentration
Will talk on cell phone, have conversation.

Comparison with other systems, no system?
System is easier than foam, especially when travelling across rows ol'when no rows.
With foam, looked ahead and to sides. Feels that this is more accurate than foam. With
foam, you overlap more after about 10 passes(I think this means you get a bit tired and
pass mark doesn't stay as straight, so there is more overlap).

Notes from video footage taken
Steering wheel movement was mostly between centred position and left-right about 45'.
Repeated centre-left-centre-right-centre-left . . ..

One pass

Watching wheel movement
42 steering corections in 87 seconds. Therefore I per -2 s

Next pass

Watching lightbar
40 s total
5 times centred, 20 s. Therefore - 4s each centred time.
6 times away from centre (3 each way)
18 s. Tf - 3 s each deviation.

line of sight, watches

Does not look at last
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Next pass 40 s

Watching lightbar
8 ctred times, 18 s. Tf - 2.25 s each time.
7 times away from centre, 4 L, 3R, 14 s. Tf - 2s each time.

Next pass 64 s
Watching lightbar
12 times ctred, 34 s. Tf - 3 s each time.
7 times L, 20 s. - 3 s each.
4timesR,8s.-2seach.
All deviations were 1-2 lights, sometimes 3, but never any more.
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Name, Operation Type: G, Mixed farm
System: Trimble with control pad. Lightbar was mounted above centre of windshield
Machinery: RoGator with 100' boom
Acres done(all machinery): Did not ask
Tenain(Square/Broken, Flat/Rolling, Smooth): Mostly flat; some f,relds broken up. This
field was flat and open
Parallel swath or contours? Parallel swath

Field operation:
Aimed at something at end of field and scanned between that point and the lightbar.
Used lightbar to line up after a turn
video taped his monitoring behaviour-lightbar glance information below
Also tried activating two flashing lights to indicate direction information
I ran them by hand while watching lightbar
They were mounted on windshield below and to side of straight ahead sightline
G said they worked okay, and allowed him to steer without having to look up at lightbar

9. 8 Subject G-Ride-Along

Lightbar Glance lnterval for G
July, 200
Trial

1

2

1

3

Time (s)

4

59

5

60

c

60

Count 1

7

60

10

I

30

13

o

60

30

Count 2

10

60

21

15

60

10

15

60

G looked at lightbar once every 3.3 s, on average.

12

19

60

Avg. Count

19

19

12.5

17

11

14

21

12

24.5

26

23

20

Average lnterval (s)

24

Avg. lnterval

10.5

NC

4.7

12

26

4.3

21

2.4

20.5

3.0

21

2.9

26

5.0

2.9
2.9

2.9
2.3

3.3
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10 APPENDIX 2: SIMULATOR

10. I Hardware

10. 1. I Schematic Diagram

Connections

lnput -rr-rr

Output 
- 

E

lnput & Output ,,,,,,, ¡ ¡,,,,,,,

Front
Monitoring

Display

I
I I - 

position
I ILt sensor

- 

trrrr

IMF 
-Motor

Lightbar

l-
lí--O
I j 

steerins wheer

JE trlItrt
Joystick
Rocker

Switches

Computer
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10. 1. 2 Function of Components

Computer
o Contains all software for operating simulator
o Contains Omega CIO-DASO8 data acquisition card
o Contains Omega CIO-DIO48H digital input/output card

Control Box
c Contains all relays for operating motors
o Contains power supply
o Contains all other electronic circuitry for operating simulator

Monitoring Displays (Front, Left, Right)
o Provides information to operator for monitoring task
¡ Contains a position sensor to indicate when display is centred
o Contains a motor to move the bar in the display

Lightbar
. Provides information to operator for tracking task
. Contains 23 lighted elements

o For small lightbar, each element is single LED
o For large lightbar, each element is a square anay of 16 LEDs

Steering Wheel
o Receives input from operator for tracking task
o Contains a potentiometer that indicates steering wheel position

Joystick Rocker Switches (Front, Left, Right)
o Receive information from operator for monitoring task
o Each rocker switch has rests at a centred position unless it is pressed in the up

or down position
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10. 2. 1 Program Hierarchy

The names of all sections (functions or subroutines) of the program are shown
below, each in a block. During program execution, each section calls all the sections
connected to its right side.

10.2 Softwure

TestSeslnitialize
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10. 2. 2 Explanation of Program Sections

Unforlunately, i did not comment any of the code while creating it. I hope these
explanations will suffice for someone who is trying to understand what the program does.

Testses2
- Main program section
- Declares all subroutines, functions, variables, and constants
- Initializes all ports to 'null' values
- Calls TestSeslnitialize
- Runs loop containing main menu and all main subroutines for each menu

choice
- Calls Completion

Autocenter
- Re-centres each display after each session
- Tests for centred while

o Moving display up for 6 seconds
o Moving display down for 6 seconds

CenterSecondary (see next page)

Completion
- This is called at the end of the program
- Closes all files
- Resets all poft values to 'null' positions

Controls
- Gets information from rocker switches
- Will only respond correctly if no more than one switch is depressed

ControlSeparate
- Sets direction variables from rocker switch inputs
- Acquires information from rocker switches
- Sets direction variables for each of left, right, and front(center) switches
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CenterSecondary
- Controls forward (center) monitoring task
- Defines variables for this subroutine
- Runs task. Logical outline is contained below, but I will outline the basic

operation fìrst. The display moves in a random (up/down) direction away
from centre after a set delay time. If the correct rocker switch is depressed,
the display leturns to centre and the delay starls again.

- Logical outline:
o tto'jo'ilili:T'åîi 

is rarse
o If timer hasn't started (time flag false)

o Stops moving ciisplay
o Starls delay
o Sets delay time and next movement direction
o Sets the time flag to true

o Else, if timer has started
o If delay time has elapsed, sets signal flag true and

sets time flag false
Else, if signal flag is true

o Set centre movement variable to conect direction
o Set starl of move variable

o Else, if display is not centered
If signal flag is false

o If 0.25 s has elapsed since the correct rocker switch was
depressed (rocker switch detected in next conditional
section)

o Sets the value of the movement variable to the
return direction

Else, if signal flag is true
. If the rocker switch is depressed in the return direction

o Sets signal flag to false
o Sets variable to time that rocker switch was

depressed
o Calculates reaction time
o Writes movement direction, movement staft time,

time of rocker switch depression, and reaction time
to file

o Sets movement flag to false
o Else, if display has been moving longer than delay time,

sets movement flag to false
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Drivelnitialize
- Initializes driving session
- Sets the driving session number
- Op"ns files for output
- Sets the default parameter input file
- Gets parameters from parameter input file
- Calls ShowParameters
- Prompts for changes
- Explanation of all parameters

o Session length: max length of driving session
o Function step value: step value of steering function. Larger value means

function changes at a faster rate, so this has the effect of changing the
frequency of the steering function.

o Function half-amplitude: maximum deviation from centre that steering
function can reach. This is specified in index values, so anything at or
above 10 means the function may reach the maximum deviation.

o Separate....signals: Y or N, meaning the monitoring tasks operate
separately or together

o Forward min. delay: Minimum forward delay time
o Forward max. delay: Maximum forward delay time
o Side min. delay: same as for forward
o Sid max. delay: same as for forward

- Loops until no changes
- Writes all parameters to file

DrivingSession
- Runs driving session
- Indicates testing session in progress and elapsed time
- Indicates driving session in progress and elapsed time
- Calls SteeringProcess
- Calls SecondaryProcess
- Stops session when 'q' is entered, or at specified session time
- Records start and end of driving time in info file
- Closes primary, secondary, and _ files
- Sets all output ports to 'null' values

DspArrayDefinition
- Defines the display format for each index (enor) value
- To define 23 LEDs, uses three 8-bit records: dsp(index).lowb¡e, dsp(index

).midb¡e, dsp(index).highbyre

Flashes
- Flashes display at format for index : 10
- Flashes on and off at 0.2 s intervals for 5 seconds total
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HRSession
- Runs heart rate session
- Sp"cifies 'HR Session in Progress'
- Records the time elapsed during this session

LearningSession
- Runs learning session
- Indicates testing session in progress and elapsed time
- Indicates learning session in progress and elapsed time
- Gets information from rocker switches from Controls
- Calls MoveDisplay to move displays according to information fi'om rocker

switches
- Gets information from steering wheel from SteeringWheel
- Outputs information from steering wheel to lightbar
- Records total learning time
- Resets output ports

LeftSecondary
- Controls left monitoring task
- Same structure as CenterSecondary

MoveDisplay
- Will move one monitoring display at a time according to direction variable

MoveDispSeparate
- Moves monitoling displays (will move more than one at a time)
- Receives values for left, right, centre movement variables
- Sp"cify port values for each variable
- Combines porl values and outputs them

ReverseSignal
- Reverses the signal that was passed to it (if LeftUp passed, retums LeftDown,

etc.)

RightSecondary
- Controls right monitoring task
- Same structure as CenterSecondary

SecondaryProcess
- Runs the monitoring (secondary) task
- If left, right, and front are set to run separate, calls the correct subroutines
- Ifthey are set to run together, calls TogetherSecondary SteeringProcess
- Runs tracking (steering) task
- Gets steering wheel information from SteeringWheel
- Gets tracking function information from SteeringFunction2
- Finds difference between steering wheel and tracking function
- Sets index value
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- Outputs index display values to lightbar
- Writes steering wheel position, function value, difference, and index to file at

specified times

SetTimer
- Starts delay timet, sets delay time, sets next signal when all monitoring tasks

operating together
- Sets random signal using bias value (biases for o/o total signals which are

forward signals)
- Sets delay time

ShowParameters
- Prints all driving session parameters

SteeringFuncComp
- Calculates a sinusoidal value based on a base value passed from

SteeringFunction2
- Increments base by increment passed from SteeringFunction2
- Ifbase is greater than 3600 resets it to 0

SteeringFunction
- Calculates a single-sinusoid steering function
- Not used in this program

SteeringFunction2
- Creates a tracking function equal to the sum of six sinusoidal waves
- Acquires value of each sinusoid from SteeringFuncComp
- Adds all functions and divides by 6 (calls this Sum)
- Multiplies Sum by FunctionHAmp (half of max amplitude) and adds 10; this

value is set as SteeringFunction2

SteeringWheel
- Gets potentiometer information from input/output board
- Convefts reading to voltage
- Sets voltage to 0 if voltage is greater than 5 or less than 0
- Sets SteeringWheel value to 4*voltage

TestSeslnitialize
- This initializes test session
- Calls DspArrayDefinition to define display aray
- Sets flags to false
- Sets other values to initial values
- Gets initials and test session number from keyboard
- Opens TestSeslnfo file
- Calls AutoCenter to centre all monitoring displays
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TogetherSecondary
- Controls rnonitoring (secondary) tasks if left, right, centre operating together
- Was not used in the experiment
- Similar operation to CenterSecondary
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10. 2. 3 Computer Code

Code was created and run in Microsoft QuickBasic, Version 4.5. All code is
printed by program section, in alphabetical order. This is similar to the order presented in
Section 10.2.2. For future use, the author recommends using the code in the included
computer file, Simulator.bas. Some long lines of code are cut off in the printed copy.
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P:çIARE SU3 Driverniri.alize o
P!9!ÀRE sUB showparamereri 0.,!!9!lfE suB choosepar oplq!ÀRE suB Ftashe" 0 "
P:!!ARE sus Tesesesrnirialize o
P:!!}RE suB HRsession (t-----
::9!1RE suB Drivingsessíon o
3:!!ARE sua Learniñõsã""iä", i I
?:9!ÀRE suts sessioniniciãiizË, 0
PIg_LllE suB Aurocenrer oDECLARE FUNCTION SreeringFuncrion2 t oDEcLARE FUNcrroN. sc.".i,rji,l;;ð;;;i (FBase ! , rncremenE ! ):::lH: srJts Rishrs"""na"ív*i!sv¡r'iP ¡

?_!!LÀ-RE SUB Le f csecondary. ( )' 
'

?:9!ARE suB conrrorsepäiårJ' o
?:gilRc suB MoveDi"psãp"i"I",il
?:9!1fE suB cenEersäco;da;t-(i,
?I9lllE suB conErotRec,urn i)DEcLÀRE SUB Tooech.ié""å.ajiy 0
?i9!1RE suB siãeseconoary op:qi$E Frr¡rcrroN x.yc""Èioiåt tr?:g!11! sua scarusrñdic;¡;;'i),,
?:!!ARE FrrNcrroN sc.".:.njwnu"í r ( )DECLÀRE FU¡¡-CTION SteeringFuncE.ion t ( )
?:gl,aR¡ suB DspArrayoer:_ñi.ci;;-i;'
?:g!.LRe suB comptecion O ---" ',
?:ç!llE suB sceerinseiocåss o
?içllRc su3 second"iyei".ããr'il
?:9!1iE suts rniciariå"ciãn-il "
ÐrCLA.R,¡ Fu¡,iCTION n=.,rerseSignåf t tfoe"R.eversed?)
P:9L.FE SUts secriner oDECLAR.E FLrñ-CTIO¡i Concrols? oDECLARE SUts MoveDi=pf uV- tOiiåccion?r)
' S iNCLUDtr : 'cb. bi ,

Ä ¡- _ yq5-J
lowbyce AS I¡iTEGãR
rniibyr.e ÀS INTEGER.
highbyce AS INTEGER

3¡ùD TYPq

:oilll4oN SI'.LRED SecS.i_gnaI?;, FuncEionBase ! , paraFiLeS, InitiaIsS, SesNumS:9l1M9N s!{ÀRED Lasrwiicceå I , 
-ð.àiIäãrescses:

.8ilÌ8il :Tll:R ::i:¡er9es.iå.ì, 
-iåãå:.onr.enschz

_v,':,-¡vrr ò.L,\.{ðu l-.tsaseùlulC l, FunctionHAmpl, órivelndexi;:Ci!:lÍOr\- S¡.:\RaD Secara-c,eS, S"p"iàiãï,-. ffuf i,.,Ouf ay | , FMaxDeIay I:oÈl)ÍoN s.r-.\p.:D suinDelayi, -õü..öåijil, 
ForwardBiasì,, opÈicat.rloulro¡i si:\RED r¡heet¡roiå i; ;;;H;iå1, ,r:.."r,*odes, BuEÈonpress !lo'rÍ)toùí s¡{À.r ED i,e r ¿ con Ji"ír I 

-äiäËËäonc 
ro1 r, cenE e rconc ro1 ?lorilro¡Ì sHÀR3D LefEñfove?, Risir;ü;;;;: cenrerMove.r

:?YlI gplcencered = 24s, MoveTime = 1--O¡jSTFalsê=o ,T

;õil;i ilË;üo=='i,'iË;.¡"i:"='å]"Ë"n.erup = 5, cen.erDown = 6i9:Ìtl..liglcÙp = 3, niehcoown l'e"'^^"/¡¡.¡ ù¡:ju(¿u dsp (23 ) ÀS pdsp
)UT
)UT

&!{320, &!{FF
&!f321, &9íFF
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OUT &H322, &HFF
ouT &H323, &H8o
OUT &H324, &HFF
OUT &H325, &HFF
ouT &t{326, &t{FF
ouT &H327, &t{99

CALL Tes E,seslnitiaLize
cLs

DO

LOCATE 1, 10 : pRINT ,,Test,ing Session in progress,,
TesE,SesElao="d t_:--TIMER _ SE.arE,ofÎesESes ILocÀrc s, io, eTINT..,,i"r"r-iîià"Erapsed, u;PRrNr usrNc "####.**,, ; 

-iã!esåäir"p".ar

LOCATE ?, 10: pRINT,,press: H for HR Session,,!99lrE e , 17 : pRrNr ,,r, iãi'lä..ã' session,,LocArE s, 17: pRrNr ,,o iåi õ;i;ï"s session,,LOCATE 10, 17 : pRINT ,,0-;;r';;iËì,
SessionChoiceS = INKEYS

SELECT CASE SessionChoiceg
aÀCr ÍLil

CALL HRSession
r-ÀC? rl il

' CALL Flashes
CALL Learningsession
CÀLL Flashes
CÀLL Aueocent.er

cAsE ,,d¡,
CALL Drivelnirialize
CÀLL Flashes
CALL Drivingsession
CALL Flashes
CALL AutocenE.er

cASF 'rg"
EndofTestses !
LOCATE 12, 10:
fF euicchoices
LOCÀTE 12, 10:

END SELECT
',OOP ttN-TIL SessionChoiceg _ ,,n,,

.IR.ITE #1, ',End of Tesc Session,, , Endof TesESes !

ìA.LL CompleEion

'ND

= TIMER - ScarE.ofTesE.Ses!
INPUT. "99 you really. wanc Eo quiE,',; euicChoice$<t "y" THEN SessionChoice5 = 'i""PRINT "
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;UB ÀuEocenEer

:LS

,OCATE 5, 10: pRINT r'******ÀUIOCENTER fN PROGRESS**i***il
:ÈATCMOVE = TIMER

Opeical? = tNp(&H326)

Do-$,IIIL_((Opticatå- > 247) ÀÀiD (OpEica:^t < 2s2,)IIF TrMER - SEarEMov" . å iîãl¡'-.CenterMove? = CenterOown
MoveDispSeparaEe

ELSE
CenterMove'6 = Centerup
MoveDi spSeparaE,e

END IF
_ opÈical? = INp(&H326)
LOOP
CenterMove? = False
MoveDi spSepara¿e

SCarE.Move = TIMER

Do_9ñIIL ( (opcical? = 248) oR (opEical?; = 2s0) oRIF TIù1ER - SEarEMove < 6 THEñ 
-

LefcMove? = LefCDown
MoveDi spSeparat. e

ELSE
LeftMove?; = LefcUo
MoveDi.spSepu."È.'

END IF
opcicalår = INP(&H326)

LOOP
LefcMove? = False
lçloveDi s_oSepara E. e

S:a:'È.Move = TIMER.

Do_9qTl!_ ( (ogcical.?._ = Z4Bl 9l_ (oprical? = 24e) oR (opeica IT = 252) oR (opcicat.i;IF TIMER, - sÈarEMove < 6 THEN 
.

RightMove? = RigheDown
MoveDi sosepa ra E e

F1 Cî

RighcMove? = RighEUp
MoveDispSeoara E.e

END IF
opÈ,ica1ir = I¡iP (&t{326)

LOOP
RighÈMove? = False
MoveDispSeparaE.e

ouT &r{325, 255
cLs

END SUB

OR INKEY$ = "q" 'Cenger discl

(Opticalå = 252) OR (Opcica1Z
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iUB CencerSecondary

jTATIc sigFJ.ag?, TimeF1ag?, DelayScare!, Delay?,iTÀTIc scarcofMove l, eurËãáp;;;;i""
tF (Opcica1t > 247) ÀNÐ (Opcicalår < 252) THENIF SigFlag?r = False 1'gË¡¡'fF TimeFlag?; = False THE¡I

CenterMove? = False

DelaysE,art I = TJMER
Delay? = rN].lllylxDelayt _ FMinDetayl + 1)CSignal?; = fNT((Centerôown I centerUp + 1)TimeFÌagå = True

ELSEIF TimeFlag? = True THENIF (TIMER _ DelaySE,artl) >= Delayå THENSigFlag? = Truè
TimeFlag? = FaIse

END IF
END IF

ELSEIF SigFIag? = True THENCenterMove? = Csignal?
SCartofMove I = Tlpten

END IF
I IF (CenterConErol? <> false) THEN' WRITE #3, TIMER, ,,c"ncur-åulËãr,, Display cenr,ered,,, END IF

ELSEIF (opiical?; < 24a) OR (9p¡icaI? > 251) TI'EN ,Display noc cence=edIF Sigi'Iag? = FaIse TFIENIF (TIMER. - But.Eonpressl >= .25) THENReEurnSignaI? 
_= ReverseSignãt'{CSignatZt

, -S::-EerMove? = RerurnSigr.,"Í? -
¿rJÞF,!r tcenEerControl? <> false) THEN' _.__9j1ITE #3, TIMER., ,,Cencer gu[Èo,.,. ¡ro Signal"END IF

ELSEIF Sì.9î1ag?; = True TFIENIF Centerconcrolå = Reversesignal (csignal?) THENSigllag? = FaIse
ButE.onpress | = TIMER
RxnTime! = ButE.onpressl _ StarCofMove!wRITE #3, Csignal?, SE.art,ofMove ! , Buttonpress ! , RxnTime ICencerMove? = False

CSignaI?

'CenEer display

* RND + FMinDe1ayt)* RND + CenE,erUp)

is cenEered

CenÈerMove?; = False
I F? â^?^cLÞ31! tcenierConÈro1? <>
' WR.ITE #3, TIMER, ,,CenÈ.er

ELSEIF (TIMER - Scartofvove l)

END IF
E}iD I F

END IF
ILOCATE 9,
'LOCATE 11,

END SUB

5: PRINT "CenEer: TimeFlag: "; TimeFlag?,. "SignaIFlag: "; Sigilag?
5 : PRf NT ', Cent,erMove : " ,. õenE,erMove?

>= MoveTime THEN

false) THEN
ButÈ.on, Wrong Way"
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SUB Completion

:LOSÊ #1
slosE #2
3LOSE #3
3LOSE #4

luT &t{320, &!{FF
]UT &H321, &HFF
]UT &H322, &HFF
luT &H323, &H8O
)uT &H324, &t{FF
)uT &H325, &HFF

OUT &I{326, &HFF
ouT &H327, &t{99

END ST'B
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FUNCTION ConErols?í
' This funct,ion reÈ,urns the selecEion from
SelecE,ion = fNp (&H324)

SELECT CASE SeIecEion
CASE &F{FE

¡ PRINT "Lef C D9ç¡',
Cont,rols? = Left.Down

CÀSE &HFD
'PRINT "LefC Up"
ConErols? = LefEUp

CASE &HFBtPRfNT "Right Down,'
conrrols? = RightDown

cÀsE &HF7¡pRINT ,'RÍghE. Upu
Controls? = RighCUp

CASE &HEF
I PRINT "Center Down,,
Cont,rols? = CenE,erDown

CASE &!{DF
'PRINT "CenL.er Up',
ConEro1s? = CenrèrUo

CASE ELSE
'pRfNT "No switch indicaEion,,
Concrols? = False

END SELSCT

END FI.IÑCTION

t,he conÈro1 stick.
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SIIB ConÈrolSeparaE,e

SeIecEion = INp(&H324)

Le-f E.Teseå = 3 ¡"\D NOT (SelecE,ion)
SELECT CASE Lef È,TesE.?r

CASE O

Lef E,ConE.rol?; = p¿1""
CASE 1

Lef tconcrol?; = Lefc,Down
CASE 2

Lef ÈconE.rol? = ¡s¡¡g,
CÀSE 3

^,lIIIT_]Error: LefE Swirch Boch DirecLions,,L¡{5È. ¡LLsH
PRINT ,,Error: Lef t SwiÈ.ch TesE, Unrecognizable,,END SELECT

RighE,TesE,t = 12 AND NOT (Seleccion)
SELECT CASE RiqhE,Tesr,?

CASE O

RighECont.rolå = False
CASE 4

_ RighÈControl? = RighcDown
cÀsE s

RighrConcrol? = RighE,Up
CASE 12

pRINT "Error: Righ. SwiE.ch BoEh DirecLions,,CASE ELSE

,*" :åiËå""Error: RighÈ swiLch Tesr, Unrecognizabte,,

Cent.erTest'< = 4g A,'VD NOT (SelecE,ion)
SELECT CASE CenCerTesC,?,

CASE O

_ CencerconL.rol? = FaIsecÀsE 15

_ CenE.erControl?r = CenLerDown
CASE 32

_- Cencercont.rol?r = CenL.erUp
CASE 48

^- 
pRINT "Error: CenÈ.er Switch Bot,hcÀqc trr ctr

_-__ PRINT ',Error: Center Swit.ch TesÈEND SSLECT

LOCATE 9, 1: pRINT
LOCÀTE 10, 1: pRINT

END SUB

rr rirJoysEick ConErols** * ""SelecÈion: ,' ,. SelecE,ion; ,,

Directions "

Unrecognizable "

",' Lef cConÈro1?, " ', ; RighcCo.-.
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SUB Drivelnicialize

Drivelndex? = Drivelndex? + 1

DrivelndexS = LTRIMS (STRS (Drivelndex?) 
)

SCeerFileS = IniCiaIsS + SesNumg + Drivefndexg +,,pr.dat,usecFileg = rnirialsS * seãñ"mi"'l i.r,r.rndexS + ,,sc.daE,,

!!!{ lceerFiteg FoR ourpur Às #zOPEN SecFileS ¡oR OUTPUT ÀS #3

f F SesNumS = "1,, THEN
__ ParaFileS = "EesÈpar1.daE',ELSEIF SesNumg <> ,'1,, THENfFDrivefndex?<3THEN

_ ParaFileS = ,'EesEparl 
. da¡,,ELSEIF Drivelndexa = g OR-õrivefndex? = 4 THEN

_- ParaFile$ =',Eestpars.da¡n
ELSETF Drivelndext I ¿ tgÈñ
_- ParaFil-eS = ', ÈesEparf . dat,,END IF

END IF

LOCATE 9, 1O: PR.INT "Sesnum: ,,,.SesNumg
LOCATE l_0, 10 : pRrNT ',p"i"iif ", 

' i] 
""..Fi1eSf-DEN ParaFileS FOR rNpUT AS #{INFUT #4, Sessionlengchå, fBåseMulc I , FuncE.ionitAmp IIi:Yi f1, separa_ces, -s',liÉcñprãã"ï]-ro.,urdBias?

rN_-vr r*, r¡vltn¡Jelayl, FMaxDelayl, sùfinDelayl, sMaxDeLayl

CALL ShowparameL,ers

DO
LocATE 18, 1o: rNpur ,' "change anything? Encer number(99 for no) : ,,,. change.<
SELECT CASE Change?;

CASE 1

ao!!"ått 'o' 
10: rNPUT ; "1' session Length(seconds): ,,; session¡,engch?;

"o!!"ltt 
to, 1O: INPUT ,. ,,2. Funcrion SEep Value: ,,,. FBaseMulE !

ao3ltåtr 
to, 10 : rNpul ,' "3 . Funccion r{arf -Àmplicude ( <10 ) : ,, ,. FuncÈion{ì.np

ao!!tå"t'o' 
10: rNPUT; "4. separate Fore and side 2nd signals: ",.sepa:a:e

ao!3"åta 
tO, 1O: IN'UT ,. "5. Bias co Forward(inceger, 1 Èo S) : ,,,. Forward3ia

ao!!"ått 
to , 10 : INPUT ; ,'6 . SeparaÈe Fore and Side SwiE,ches : ,, ; SwiEch.yoCeS

"o!!tått '0, 
10: rNPur ,' n?. Forr.,¡ard Min. Delay: ,,,. FMinDelay:

"o!3"ått 
to' 10: INPUT i "8' Forward Max' Delay: ",'FMaxDelayt

LOCATE 20, 10: INPUT ,. ,'9. Side Min. Delay: n,. SMinDelay!cAsE 10
LOCATE 20, 9: INpttT; n10. Side Max. Delay: ,,; SMaxDelay!cÀsE 99

_-__ LOCATE 20, 10: pRINT ,,NoE,hing Changed,,END SELECT
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IF Change? <> 99 THEN
CAI,L ShorvParame E, e rs

END IF

,OOP tiNTIL Change? = 99

,¡RITE #1, "Driving Session" , Drivelndex?

{RITE #1, SessionlengEh?, FBaseMult.!, Funct,ionHÀmpI,IRITE #1, SeparaE,eS, Swit.chlvlodeg, ForwardBias?
^¡RITE #1, FMinDelay!, FMaxDelayl, SMinDelay!, SMaxDelay!

JND SUB
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iU3 Drivingsession

icartofDrivingt = TIMER

)o
LOCATE 1, 10: pRfNT ,,Testing Session in progressu
LOCATE 3, 10: PRINT ,,Ðriving Session in progress,,
Test.SesElapsedt = TIMER _ ScarEofTesESeslLocATE s, 10 : pRrNT ,,rocuf -iio,à-Ëi_psea, 

,,;PRINT USrNc "####.**,,; 
-i"srsãäËrãi."ar

DriveElapsedl = TIIER - SEarbofDriving!LocATE ?, 10 : pRrNT ,,orivint-iiãå-Er"pr"d, ,,,PRrNr usrNG "###H. #9,, ; 
-õri"Ëeiäö!"a 

r

ouT &t{323, &H8o
ouT &l{327, &H99

CALL SE,eeringprocess
CALL Secondaryprocess

: IF (TIMER - LasE,Indicationt) >= .2 THEN' CALL SEaE,usIndicaE,orI LasLfndicaE.ionl = TIMER' END TF

LooP UNTrL TNKEYS = "q" oR (TTMER - star.ofDrivingr) >= sessionlengLh?
StartofDrivingI = SCarE.ofDriving! _ SEarEofTesESesIEndofDrivingt = TIMER - ScarcofiesE,Ses!

WRITE #1, "Driving Session,', Drivelndexå
l,lR.ITE #I, ,,ScarE õf orivingi, ScarÈof Driving Ir"l.R.ITE #1, ,'End of Driving,,] endofOriving!
al^cF s-!svu- f¿

CLOSE #3
CLOSE #4

ouT &:{320, &HFF
ouT &Fi3 21 , &HFF
ouT &!{322, &t{FF
ouT &!I323, &H8o
ouT &!{324, &HFF
ouT &t{325, &!{FF
ouT &!{325, &t{FF
ouT &!{327, &t{99

CLS

END SU3
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SUB DspArrayDef inic ion
dsp(0) .lowbyce = &t{Fg
dsp(0).midbyE,e = &HFF
dsp(0) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp (1) . lowbyÈe = &t{Fl
dsp (1) . midbyc,e = &HFF
dsp(1) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp(2) .lowbyce = &HE3
dsp(2) .midbyce = &HFF
dsp(2) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp(3) .lowbyce = &HC7
dsp(3) .midbyce = &HFF
dsp(3) .highbyee = &HFF
d"p(+) .lowbyce = &HgF
dsp(+) .midbyce = &HFF
dsp(4) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp(5).lowbyt,e = &HlF
dsp(5) .midbyce = &HFF
dsp(5) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp (6) . lowbyce = &H3F
ds_c(6) .midbyce = &t{FE
dsp(6) .highbyce = &HFF

dsp(7) .Iowbyce = &H7F
dsp(z).micìbyce = &HFc
dsp(7) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp(8) .lowbyre = &HFF
dsp(8).midbyce = &HFB
dsp(e) .highbyce = &r{FF
dsp(9).lowbyre = &!{FF
dsp(9) .midbyce = &gF1
dsp(9) .highbyt,e = &r{FF
dsp(10) .lowbyEe = &HFF
dsp(rO) .midbyce = &t{83
d.sp(10) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp(11) .lowbyr.e = &t{FF
dsp(11) .midbyre = &HC7
dsp(11) .highbyr.e = &HFF
dsp(I2) .lowbyre = &t{FF
dsp (12) .midbyce = &HBF
dsp(12) .highbyce = &r{FF
dsp(13) .J.owbyce = &HFF
dsp(r3) .midbyce = &t{1F
dsp(13) .highbyce = &HFF
dsp(14) .Iowbyce = &t{FF
ds_o(14) .midbyce = &t{3F
Csp(14) .highbyce = &t{FE
dsp(15).Iowbyce = &HFF
dsp(15) .midbyce = &t{7F
dsp(15) .highbyce = &HFC
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dsp
dsp
dsp
dsp
dsp
dsp
dsP
dsp
dsP
dsp
dsP
dsp
dsp
dsp
dsP
dsp
dsp
dsp
dsp
dsp
dsp

(16
(re
(16
(t'¡
(L7

. LowbyÈe = &HFF

.midbyÈe = &HFF

.highbyce = &HFB

. lowbyce = &HFF

.midbyEe = &HFF

. highbyce = &HFl

. lowbyte = &HFF

.midbyce = &HFF

.highbyt,e = &HE3

.Iowbyce = &HFF

.midbyte = &HFF

.highbyce = &HC7

.lowbyte = &HFF

.midbyt.e = &HFF

.highbyte = &HBF

.lowbyte = &HFF

.midbyue = &HFF

.highbyce = &H1F

.Iowbyc.e = &HFF

.midbyce = &HFF

. highbyE.e = &H3 F

l7
18
18
18
19
19
19
20
20
2o)
2L).
2L)
2Ll
22)
22)
22\

END SUB
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SUB Excrastuff
LocATE 3 ' 10: rNpur ,' "prease enE,er paramet.ers data f ire (99 if none) : n,. paraFil
'fF ParaFile$ = ',99" THEN

LOCÀTE 5, 10: pRfNT "Manua1 parameÈ,er SeEt,ing:,,
LocATE 6, 1O: INIUT ; "1. Session Length(seconds): ,,,. Sessionlength?LocÀrE z, 10 : rNlg! ; "t. F;;;Ëiän scep Vatue: ,,,. FBaseMulE !LocATE e ' r'0 : rNpur r "¡. ru"ãciã" u.li-eÀliicuaå t-.ro l : ,, ,. FuncrionHAmp r

LOCATE 10, 10: Iypp_:-_lla. Separare Fore and Side 2nd Signals:fF-Separate$ <> "y,, THEN
LOCATE 11, 10: INPUT i "5. Bias t.o Forward(integer, 1 to 5):IF (ForwardBias? < 1) rHEN e"i'u"iãeiã;;*=*ì'"'='=END IF

LOCATE L2 , 10 : INPUT ,. ,,6 . SeparaL,e Fore and Side SwiEches : ,, 
,.

LOCATE 14, 1O: INPUT ; ',7. Forward Min. Delay: ,,; FMinDelaylLOCATE 15, 1O: INPUT ; "e. Fã.*ã.a ¡"f.*. De1ay: ,,,. FMaxDel_ay!LOCATE 16, 10: rNPUT;',S. Siã.-üi.,. O"1.y, i,,.SMinDelayl
LOCATE 17, 9: INPUT ; ', 10. èid" ü"". DeIay: ,,; SMaxDelay!

'ELSE

DO
Correction? = ConE,rols?
IF (CorrecE,ion? = False) THENCorrection? = KeyConÈ,rols?
END IF
MoveDisplay (Correccion?)
Opcical-?; = INp (&t{326)
LOCATE 21, 1O: pR.INT ,,Opt.icaI Se¡.:,sor:' FOR j = 1 TO 15OOO: NE-XT

LOOP tiNTIL CorrecL,ion.4 = 9 rin,¿orre,=,,9,,

END SUB

'r,. SeparaCeS

',. ForwardBias?

Swit chModeg

" ; OpCical?r; Correction?

in KeyControls?
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SUB Flashes

cLs

LOCÀTE 5, 10: PRINT

a?; = l-0
F1ashTime = .2
TocalTime = 5

TotalSE,arE, = TIMER
SE,art = TIMER
Flag = False

DO

IF TIMER - SC.arE, >= FlashTime
IF Flag = False THEN

Flag = a¡us
ELSEIF Flag = True THEN

Flag = False
END IF
SCArÈ. = TIMER

END IF

IF Flag = True THEN
oUT &H320, dsp(a?) .1sr6ra"
oUT eH321, dsp(a?) .midblce

_. 99T_&I122, dsp (a?) .hishËyce
ELSEIF Fì-ag = False THEN

OUT &I{320, &HFF
ouT &H3 21, &tiFF
ouT &H322, &t{FF

JND IF

,OOP UNTIL TIMER - ToEalsEart,

)uT &H320, &t{FF
)uT &¡{3 21 , &¡{FF
)uT &H322, &t{FF

lLs

]ND SUB

rr r****FLASH NorrFrcATroN rN PRoGRESS*ri** "

>= ToE,aITime
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iUB HRSession

SÈ,arÈofHR! = TIMER

:LS

lo
LOCATE L, 10: PRINT "TesE.ing Session in progress"

LOCATE 3, 10: PRINT ',HR Session in progiress,'

TestsesElapsedl = ÎIMER - SEartofTest,Ses!
LOCATE 5, 10: pRINT "TotaÌ Time Elapsed: ";
PRINT USING''####.##" ; TESESESEIAPSEdI

HRElapsedl = lIMER - Sr,arE,ofHRl
LOCATE 7, 10 : PRf NT "HR Time Elapsed: " ,.pRrNT USrNc "####.##",. HRElapsedt

LOOP UNTIL INKEYS - rrqrr

SÈ,arE,of HR I = SE.arE.of HR I - St arE.of TesE.Ses !
EndofHRl = TIMER - SEarE,ofTesESes!

þJRITE #1, I'SE.art of HR", St.arE.ofi{R!, ,'End of HR.", EndofHR. I

cLs

END SUB
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aUNCTION KeyCont,rols?

SELECT CASE INKEYS
cAsçr n j "

'PRINT "LefE Down"
KeyCont,rols? = 1

cÀsE "urTPRINT 
',Lef E, Up"

KeyConE,rol sT = 2
cAsE trI"

I PRINT "RighE Down'l
KeyConErols? = RightDov¡n

cÀsE "otrTPRINT "Righc gp"

KeyConErols? = RighEUp
cÀstr "k"

I PRINT "CenL,er Down"
KeyConEroì.s? = CenÈerDown

a-ÀqF trì [

'PRINT "CenE.er Up"
KeyConE,rols? = CenEerUp

.lÀcF I^rr
Y

KeyConÈ,rols? = 9
CASE r "

KeyConE.ro1s? = FaIse
CASE ELSE

'PRINT "No swiÈ,ch indication"
KeyConErols? = p¿1="

END SELECT

END FUNCTION
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SIIB Learningsession

cLs

StarLoflearningl = TIMËR

DO

ouT &I{323, &H8o
ouT &H327, &!{99

LOCATE 1, t0: pRINT "Test.i.ng Session in progress,,

LOCÀTE 3, 10: pRINT "Learning Session in progress,l

TesE.SesElapsedl = TIMER _ Start,ofTestses!
LOCATE 5, 10: pRfNT "ToE,al Time Elapsed: ,, ìPRINT USING '####. fifl"; TesE,Seselapsèd I

LearnElapsedl = TIMER - SEarEoflearning!
LOCATE 7, 10: PRINT "Learning Time Elaþsed: ,,ì
PRINT USINc "##S# . ##" ; LearnÉlapsed r -

CorrecE.ion? = ConErols?
l"loveDispl_ay ( CorrecE.iont)

a?í = SL.eeringWheeI I

OUT &t{320, dsp(a?) .IowbyCe
oUT &H321, dsp(a?) .midbyce
OUT &H322, dsp(a?) .highbyce

LOOP TNTIL INKEYS - ,'q"

S¡arE,of Learning ! = SE.art.of Learning I - SE.areofTesE,Ses IEndofLearningt = TIMER - SCarEofTãsCSesl

WR.ITE #1, ,'SE.arE. of Learning,,, Sc.artof Learning I
9IR.ITE #1, "End of Learning", EndofLearningI

ouT &!{320, &t{FF
ouT &!{3 21 , &HFF
ouT &H322, &!{FF

OUT &TI324, &HFF
OUT &Fi325, &I{FF

cLs

END SU"3
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SUB Left.secondary

STATIC SiqFlao?. TimeFlag?, DelaySEarE!, Delay?, LSignal?STÀTIC StarcoEMove : , BuL.E,onpress !

tttJog:å;îlå*=='å31"3*",13iltt""r" = 250) oR (opEicat? = 2s2) oR (opÈical? = 234)
IF TimeFlag? = False THEN

LefEMoveir = False
DelaySearC I = TIMER
Delay? = iN3-llgy3xDe_Lay! _ SMinpelayt + 1) * RND + SMinDeLayr)LSignalt = rNT((Lef¡Down _ iLreup i':.1 --i¡¡o ì l"rcup)TimeFlag? = True

ELSEIF TimeFlag?; = True THENIF (TIMER - DelaysE,arc I ) >= Delay?; THENSigFlag? = Truó
TimeFlag?; = False

END IF
END IF

ELSEIF SigFlag? = True THEN
LeftMove? = LSignalå
StartofMove ! = TIMER

END IF

iLSEIF (Opcical?;.1 249] tu\D (oprical? <> 2so) ^è¿\D (Op-cical? <> 2s2).LvD (OpcicaIF SigF'Iag? = Fa1se THEN
IF (TIMãR - BuÈEonpress! >= .25) THE¡¡

ReE.urnSignaL?; = Reversesignal (LSignat?;)
Lef E.Move?; = Ret.urnSignaI?

END IF
ELSEIF SigFlag? = True THENIF Leftconcrol?r = ReverseSignal (LSignal?) THENSigFIag? = False

But.L,onpress I = TIMER
Rxn?ime! = BuÈ,Èonpress! _ SL.artofMovel
WR.ITE #3 , LSignal?;, Scart.of Move ! , BucE,onpress I , RxnTime ILefE.Move?r = FaIse

ELSEIF (TIMER - ScarEofMovel) >= MoveTime THSNLefÈùfove?r = FaIse
END IF

END IF

ãND IF

'LOCATE 13 , 5 : PRIII ',TimeFlag: " ,. TimeFlagT; ',SignalFIag: ,, ; SigFlag?;'LOCATE 15, 5 : pR INT "Lef cMovã, ,, , l,"f cVo.rãZ

JND SLTE
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iUB MoveDisplav
This subpräsrå*
passed from the

' PRINT "Move Display: ,, 
,.

SELECT CASE DirecÈiont
CASE LefE.Down

t PRINT "LefE Down"
ouT &H325, &!{FD

CASE LefEUp
'PRINT "Left Up"
OUT &H325, &HFE

CASE RighcDown
'PRINT "Right Down'l
ouT &t{325, &HF7

CASE RighE,Up
'PRINT "RighE, gp',
OUT &H325, &HFB

CASE CenEerDown
'PRINT ,'Center Down,'
OUT &I{325, &HDF

CASE CenE.erup,PRINT r,CenCer UD"
ouT &!{325, &HEF

CASE ELSS
,SL,op l"loving
'PR.INT ',No Ì'love"
ouT &!{325, &t{FF

END SELECT

èNU SUIJ

( Direction? )

i:y:= the. displays according
marn module.

Èo the DirecE,ion parameE,er
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SIIB MoveDispseparaÈe

SELECT CASE LefcMove?r
CASE LefE,Down

'PRïNT ,'Lef t Down',
LefEparE? = 253

CASE LeÉE,Up
'PRINT "LefE Up"
LeftParc,? = 254

CASE ELSE
LefE,parr? = 2SS

END SELECT

SELECT CASE RighE,Move?
CASE RighE.Down

'PRINT "RighE, Downrl
Right.Partir = 247

cASE RighE,Up
'PRINT "Right. gp"
RighL.parr?r = 251

cÀqtr Elr cF
RighE.parÈ? = 255

END SELECT

SELECT CASE CenÈ,erMove?
CASE CenterDown

' PRINT "Cent.er Dolvn'l

CenEerparÈ\ = 223
CASE CenL.erup

'PRINT "CenL.er Up"
Cent.erparc,"< = 239

CASE ELSE
CenterPartZ = 2Ss

END SSLECT

a? = ¡¡91 LefCParE.t
b? = ¡¡91' RighÈ,parE.år
c? = ¡¡61' CenCerparC.t
D? = ¿X OR b?r OR c?
ToDisplays?; = NOT D?

'LOCATE !7, 5: pRINT'rE,o out:,r,, eT

OUT &!i125, ToDisplays?

'LOCATE 21, 5: pRINT
'LOCÀTE 23, 5: pRINT

END STI3

"Move : " ,. Lef EMove?,. ', ,' ,. Rj.ghC,Move?,.
"ToDisplays:,'; ToDisplayst

t'. aô.tsô'v^r'Ã,
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FITNCTION ReverseSignal? (ToBeReversed?)
' This funcEion reverses t,he ToBeReversed signal.
I PRINT "Reversing Signaf. . . ',
SELECT CASE ToBeReversed?

CASE LefE,Down
ReverseS ignal ?

CASE LefEUp
ReverseSignalt

cÀSE RighrDown
ReverseSignal?

cAsE Righcup
ReverseSignaLt

CASE CenE.erDown
ReverseSignal t

CASE Ceneerup
ReverseSignal ?

CÀSE ELSE
Reve rseS igna I ?

END SELECT

END FUNCTION

= LefEUp

= LefE,Down

= RighEUp

= RightDown

= CenEerup

= CenEerDown

= SecSignal?
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SUB Righr,secondary

STATIC SigFlag?, 
fjmeff aS?r, DelaysE,arE. r, Delayå;, RSignal?sTArIc SE,arcoiMove l, gueËoåp;;;;i - -

IF_ (opEical-+ = 2ag¡ oR (OpcicaI?IF SigFlagT = False THEñ------fF TimeFlag?; = False THEN
RÍghLMoveìr = False
DeIaysÈarÈ.t = TIMER
Delay? = INT( (SMaxDeLavr
RSignal?r = INT((Righcoåwn _
TimeFlag? =.True

ELSEIF TimeFlagt = True THENIF (TIMER - DelaysEarE,I) >= Delay? THENSigFlagi; = Truè
TimeFlag? = FaIse

END IF
END IF

ELSEIF SigFJ.ag? = True THEN
Right.Move?r = RSignalå;
SE.arEofMovet = flplgp

END TF

= 249) OR (opE,ical\ = 252) OR (Opcica L? = 2331

ttïFt5tJFl5åi"1*r:i.:*il*rfl" (optical?; <> 24e) À\D (opcicar'. <> 2s2) A¡\D (oocic¿
IF (TIMER - BuE.tonprêss I >= .25) THENIReEurnsigna1? = ReverseSignal (RSignal?)

Righct"rove?; = RecurnSig""iã 
---

END IF
ELSEIF SigFlag?; = True THENIF RightControl? = ReverseSignal (RSignal?) THENSigFlag? = False

ButE.onpressI = TIMER
RxnTimel = Buttonpress! _ SE.arE.ofMove!w.RITE #3, RSignal?, Scart.ofMove !, BuE,tonpress l, RxnTime IRigheMove? = False

ELSEIF (TIMER - ScartofMovet) >= I,foveTime THE¡iRighL.Move?r = False
END IF

END IF

END IF

'LOCÀTE L7, 5 : PRINT "TimeFlag: " ; TimeFlagi;; ,,SignaIFJ.ag: ,,; SigFlag?'LOCATE 19, 5: pR.rNT "Righr.Mo;e, i; Ri.ghr,ivfåve?

END SUB

SMinDe1ayt + 1) * RND + SMinDelavl )RighrUp + 1) * RND + RighcUp) '
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SUB Secondaryprocess

Opticalt = rNp(&H326)

LOCATE L2, 1: PRINT "OpE,ical : ,',. OpE,ica1?

fF SeparaÈeg = ',y" THEN
CALL ConE,rolSeparate
CÀLL CenterSecondary
CALL Lefcsecondary
CÀLL RighE,Secondary
CÀLL MoveDispSeparaE.e

ELSE

_ ÇAI,L TogeE,herSecondary
END IF

END SUB

SUB SeE,Timer

'Thrs subprogram si,arE.s the delay t,imer,
'E,he nexE. signal . This uses E,he Êorward
'for forward and side signals.

DelaysE.art ! = TIMER

SigR.andoms? = 2 * (Forwardtsias| + 2)SubSignal?; = INT( (SigRando*=a-_ r * Ð
tf (SubSignal? <= 4) THEN

SecSignal? = SubSignal?
Delay? = (SMaxDeJ.ayt - SMinDeIayl +

ELSE
Delay? = (FMaxDelayl - FMinDeIavt +IF_ (SubSignal? <= l4 * For*ardÀias?)

SecSignal? = 5
ELSE

SecSignal? = 6
END IF

END IF

END SUB

seEs t,he delay E,irne, and sets
Bias and separaE.e delay Eimes

*fu\D+1)

1) *RND+SMinDelayl

1) *RND+FMinDelayl
) THEN

lll



SUB Showparameters

cLs

LOCATE 1,

LOCATE 3,

LOCATE 5,

LOCATE 5, 10: PRINT ', 1... Session Length(seconds) : ,,; SessionlengCh?;LOCATE 7, 10: pRINT ,'2.' Funcùio"-èe"p Va'ue: ,,; FBaseMulÈlLocATE B, 10 : pRrNT "3 . runcriãn i"r?-a*piiË,.,aå t'liò l , ,,; FuncÈionrrÀmp l

LocATE 10' 10: PR'NT "4. separat.e Fore and side 2nd signals: ',; separaE,esLOCATE 11, 10: PRfNT "5. eiã=-Ëã-f"rward(integer, 1 to 5): ,,; ForwardBias?;LocÀTE 12, 10 : pRrNT " 6 . separaÈe- Fore and siãe-óuritctres , ', ; swit.chModes
LOCATE L4 , 10 : PR.f NT ',7 . Forward Min . Delay: ,, ,. FMinDelay ILOCATE 15 , 10 : pRINT ',8 . f,orwãiã Max. 

_ Delay: ,, ,. FMaxDelay !LOCATE 16, 1O: pRINT "9. Side lfin. Delay: ,,,.SMinDeIayl
LocATE L7, r-0: pRrNT "ro. sid; r'rã". o"r"|, ,', !'^.r.. ù"-Ç'!
¿/.)ù 5.;A

10: PRINT "TesEing Session in progress,,

10: PRINT "Driving Session fniÈia1izaE,ion,,

L0: PRINT ICurrenE. paramet,ers: 
"
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StlB SideSecondary

IF OpL,ical? = OpECentered THEN'PRINT,'AII CenEered',
IF SigFlag?r = False THENIF SwiE.ch-Ì"lode$ = ',n', THENfF Controls? <> FaLse THENIF ErrorFlagt = False THEN

WRITE #2, TIMER, 'rError SEar¿,,ErrorFlag? = True
END IF

ELSEIF ConL.ro1s? = False THENIF ErrorF1ag? = True THEN
WRITE #2, TIMER, ,¡Error End,,ErrorFlag? = FaIse

END IF
END TF

END IF
IF TimeFlag? = False THEN

MoveDisplay (Fatse)
SeLTimer
TimeF]ag? = True

ELSEIF TimeFlag? = True? THENIF (TIMER - DelaySearE. I ) >= Delay? THENSigFlag? = True
TimeFlag? = False

END IF
END IF

ELSEIF SigFlag? = True THENMoveDisplay (SecSignal?)
SE.artofMovel = TIMER

END IF
f!:!IF opr.ical? <> Opr,CenL,ered THEN
'PRINT "noL, cenL,eredì,

IF SigFlag? = False T!{ENIF (TIMER - BuÈr,onpress I >= .25) THENReturnSignal?r = ReverseSignaL (SecSignal?)
_-_MoveDisplay (Recurnsj.gnalã)
END IF

ELSEIF SigFlag? = True THENIF ( (SwiCchtqodeg = "n" ÀìqD Controls? <> False) ORSigFlag?r = False
BuE.Eonpress I = a1¡1gp
RxnTime! = BuL.E.onpressl _ SÈ,arEofMovel
wR ITE #2 , Sc.arEofMove l , But t,onpress l , RxnTime l ,MoveDisplay (Fa1se)

ELSE
IF (TIMER - SÈarEofMovel) >= MoveTime THENMoveDisplay (False)

'PR,INT "Move sCopped by Cime: ,,; TfMEREND IF
END IF

END IF

END IF

END SUB

(swiEchModeS

SecS ignal i;

= ,,y,, A.\D C
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SUB SE,atusfndicaEor
cLs

LOCATE 4,

'LOCATE 3,
'LOCATE 4,

LOCATE 5, 10: PRINT "Session LengCh(seconds): ',; Sessionl,engE,h?Elapsedl = TIMER - St.arE.ofSessioãl
LOCATE 6, 10: PRINT "Elapsed Time: "; Elapsedl

10: PRINT il **r***sL.aEus of sessionr******rn
10 : PRINT "SE.eering DaL,a File: ,',, SE.eerFiIeS
10: PRINT "Secondary Dat.a File: ",. SecondFiIeS

LOCATE 9, 10: PRINT tr***tsEeering SecE,ioni***l
LOCATE 10, L0: PRINT '¡Function Step Value; "; FBaseMuIE.!
LOCATE 11, 10: PRINT "FuncEion Half-emplit.ude: ',,.FuncEionHÀmpILOCATE L2, 10: PRINT "Function Va1ue: l',. FuncHoldI
LOCATE 13, l-0 : PRf NT "WheeI posiE,ion: ,' ; WheelHold !

LOCATE 16, 10: PRINT rr****secondary SecCion**t*tr
LOCATE 17, 10: PRINT "separat.e Forè and Side 2nd Signals? ",.SeparatesLOCATE 18 , 10 : PRf NT ,'Foiward Min. Delay: " ,. FMinDeÍay I
LOCATE 1.9, 10: PRINT ,'Forward Max. Delay: ,'i FMaxDelay!
LOCATE 20, 10 : PRf NT ',Side Min. Delay: ì'; SMinDelay!
LOCATE 21, 10: PRINT "Side Max. Delay: ",. SMaxDeIall

IF TimeFlag?;
LOCATE 23,

ELSE
LOCATE 23,

END IF

IF SigFJ-ag?;
LOCATE 24,

ELSE
LOCATE 24,

END IF

END SUB

= True THEN
10 : PR.INT "Time FIag True, Signal : " ,. SecSignalz

10: PRINT "Time Flag False ,,

= True THEN
10: PR.INT ,'SignaI Flag True, Signal: "; SecSignal?í

10: PRINT "Signa1 Flag False ,r
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FUNCTION SEeeringFuncComp! (FBase, fncremenE)
St,eeringFuncComp¡ = SIN(FBase! / 573)
FBase! = FBasel + (Increment * FBaseMult.l)
fF FBaset >= 3500 THEN

FBase t = O

END TF

END FUNCTION
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FUNCTION S E,eeringFunct. ion !

3l = St¡l (Funct.ionBase ! ,/ 523 )bt = 1"1 * FuncE,iont{Àmp!l +-íO

IF bI < OI THEN
bt = 6¡

ELSEIF b > 20! THEN
bl = 20!

END IF

SEeeringFuncÈion! = bt

FunctionBase! = FuncE,ionBase! + FBaseSt,ep!fF FunctionBaset >= 3600 tHetl funãEionBaie! = 0

I LOCÀTE g, 20 : pRINT rFuncÈion = ,, ,. sE,eeringFuncE,ion I

END FUNCTION
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FUNCTfON SÈeeringFunction2 !

STA?fC BaseÀ1, BaseB!, BaseC!, BaseD!, BaseEl, BaseF!
rncrA = 1.028
IncrB = .6L7
fncrC = .343
fncrD =.2'74
fncrE =.206fncrF = .t2

il = l!:.ringFuncComp! (BaseAt, rncrÀ)
:; : ::::rrnsFuncComp! (BaseB!, rncrg)
:; = :::"trngFunccompt (Basect, IncrC)u: = sc.eerlngFuncComp! (BaseD!, fncrD)
3l l!::rinsFunccomi,¡ ie.ÀãEi, iäãrerr! = sE,eeringFunccompl (BaseF!, IncrF)

!um-! (al + b! +.ct + D! + e! + F!) / 6scaledsum! = (suml * pllã.cioi¡lo*pì I + 10

IF ScaledSumt < Ol THEN
Scaledsumt = Ol

ELSEIF ScaledSum > 20 I THENScaLedSumt = 20!
END IF

SCeeringFuncEion2t = ScaIedSum!

'LOCATE 2, 2: pRINT "IncremenL,À: r,,. fncrA'LocATE 3, 2: pRrNT ,,BaseÀ:-ì,,-ïasånI; ,, BaseF:'LocATE 5, 2: pRrNI 
llg, ",. al; ;--;'. ,,; b!;,, c:'LOCATE 8, 2: PR.INT ',Sum: ,'i éuml;",, Scaled Sum:

'LOCATE :-0, 2: pRINT ,'FuncL,ion = ,,; SE,êêringFunct.ionl
END FUNCTION

" ,. BaseF !

"ì c!ì " d: ";
'r ,' ScaledSurn I
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SUB SEeeringprocess

È ! = lJygp

WheelHoldt = SE.eeringWheel!
FuncHo1dt = St.eeringÉuncEionZt

Difft = WheeIHold.! - FuncHoldlfndex? = Difft + 10t

fF Index? > 20 TI{EN Index? = 20IF Index? < O THEN tndex? = O

I LOCÀTE 13, 2: PRINT "FuncE,ion: ,,,. FuncHo]d!; ,, Diff = ,,,. Dif f !,. r Index =
OUT &H320, dsp(1¡1¿"xi;) .lowbvteour &H321, d"õtrnaexrÍ :;iõil"uur' &H322, dsp (Indexì;) .highËyce
LOCA?E 15, 1: PRINT "SEeering OuÈput.: ,,,. dsp (Index?) .lowbyce,. ,, u ,. dSp (Index
IF dsp(Indexå).lowbyEe = 0 ÀND dsp(rndexlr).midbyce : O_lN? dsp(Index?).highbyc
,*3olå"t 

tt, 1: PRIÑ' "****AJl ãIèpr"y bi¡" ;;;å-Jc,,, rrMER! ,, *i*r,,

IF (C! - LastWriE.tenI) >= .2 ?HENwRIrË 12, tr!, wheelHoldl, F;;;üoldl, Difft, rndex?;Las cWri t, E,en I = g¡¡4g*
END IF

END SUB
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FUNCTION SEeeringWheel !

BoardNum = O

Chant = o

SEaE? = cbAln?(BoardNum, Chanå;, Gain?, DaEaValue?)s.a.? = cbToEngunics tÀoårãñI*, 'o]i"t, DaraValuet, vol.s ! )
'rdg1!=5l-VoIts!
'rF rdgll < O OR .qgll > S! THEN rdgl-t = ot'dsrs! = (rds1! - z.s) Z .órãï-" --

IF (volt,st < o) oR -(Vo1t,sl > s) THEN vo1Ès! = 0!SEeeringWheel! = Vol¡,st i a

:!9911! 3, 10 : pRINT "DaE,aValue : ,, ,. DaEavaIue?:tggll! 5, 1o: PRrNi ,t;i;;;-;;'voícsr
' LOCATE ?, 10 : pRrNT USrNc "naár 

']-**** 
. ##,, ,. rdql !'LocÀrg s, 10: pRrmi uõiñð ,iìðiå = frililil:iifr"; åäis;

;:33åiå iå; iB; ;åiili i'iñc ;ðiã",inswheäÍ '=-i##.##,,,. 
s.""rinswhee1!

END FUNCTION
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SUB TesEseslnicialize

CAI,L DspÀrrayDe f init. ion
SigFIaq?r = FãIse
TimeFlagt = FalseSecSignalt = FaIse
Last,Writ,Èenl = Ol
BoardNum = O
FuncEionBasel = O!

cLs

LocÀTE 1, 10: pRrNT "sE.eering and secondary simulaÈion preparaEion,,
DO

LocATE 3, 10' Tlllyl ; "subjecE rniE,ials: ,,; IniEiaIs$LocÀTE s, 10: rNpUT ; "whiã:h session is eirísiï-Ài-zl"; SesNumg

TesESesfnfoS = InitiaLsg + SesNumS +,,info.dat.u
LOCATE Z, 1O: pRINT ,,Fi1e Name: ,,; Testsesf nfog;
:13"tt 

t, t0: rNpUT ,'rs Ehis iit" ,,.*" okay,,; ñåmecoodç

LOOP LTNTIL NameGoodS - ily,,

OPEN TesE.SesInfog FOR OUTPUT ÀS #1

cLs

LOC^TE L0, 1O: pRINT ',CenEering Secondary Displays, please Wait.,,CA-LL Autocenter
LOCÀTE 12, 10 : pRINT ,,Finished ÀuE.oCenEer,,LocATE L4, 10: pRrNT "perform aaaiii""ar centering (press q when done),,
OUT &H324, &HFF
ouT &t{325, &t{FF

LL5

LocATE 15' 10: PRrNT^"***rrplease press any key when ready .o sÈ,arE sêssionrrr*iDO: LOOP UNTIL fNKEyg a¡ rrrr

ScarE,ofTesESes I = TIMER

END SUB
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SUB TogetherSecondary

If_Opcical? = OpECencered THEN'PRINT ',AII CenLered"
IF SigFlag? = Fa1se THENIF SwitchModeg = "n" THENIF ConE,rols? <> False THENIF ErrorFlag?r = FaLse THEN

W.RITE #2, TIMER, ,'Error St,art "ErrorFlag? = True
END IF

ELSEIF Controls? = False THENIF ErrorFlag? = True THEN
WR ITE #2, TIMER, ,,Error En¿"ErrorFlag? = False

END IF
END TF

END IF
IF TimeFlag? = False THEN

MoveDisplay (False)
SeETimer
TimeFlag? = True

ELSEIF TimeFlag? = True? THENïF (TIMER- _ DeIaySrarE, I ) >= Delay? THENSigFlag? = True
TimeFIag? = False

END TF
END IF

ELSEIF SigFlag? = True T!{EN
MoveDisolay (SecSignal?)
SEarEofMoveI = TIMER

END TF

ll:EIf opr.icalå <> opEcenr,ered THEN
'PRINT "not cenLeredì,

IF SigFlag? = False THENIF (TIMER - But.t.onpress I >= . 25 ) THENRecurnsign.lI_= Reversesignaì. (secsignal?)
___t"toveDisplay (RecurnSignaIã 

)END IF
ELSEIF SigFIag? = True THENIF ( (Swit.chModeS = "nu ÀND ConE.rols? <> False) OR (SwitchMod.eSSigFlag? = False

BuE.Conpress I = TIMER
RxnTime! = ButLonpress! _ SÈ,artofMove!
wR.ITE #2, ScarcofMove I , BuE,E.onpress l, RxnTime l, Secsignal?MoveDisplay (False)

IF (TIùÍSR - StarcofMovel) >= MoveTime THENI,toveDisplay ( Faì.se)
'PRINT ',Move sEopped by time: ,,; Tf MEREND IF

END IF
END IF

END IF

END SUB

F-.J L
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This section contains all the forms and information that were provided to
participants or used for subjective feedback. In all cases, the heading of each section was
the title given to that sheet when handed out.

11. I þl/elcome to the Orientation Session

Thank you for your interest in participating in this experiment. This
meeting will tell you about the experiment and your role as a subject, if you
choose to continue.

Remember that your parlicipation is completely voluntary. rf, af any
time, you decide not to continue with the experiment, please advise one of
the experimenters and you may leave.

This information packet contains several things required for your
participation in this study:

1. Experimental Apparatus and Tasks for Subjects in Lightbar Tests
- To be explained to you by experimenter during this meeting.

Please also review this section before your testing session.

2. TLX Workload Scale Information
- To be explained to you by experimenter during this meeting.

Please also review this section before your testing session.

3. Subject Data Sheet
- To be filled out by you and given to experimenter before leaving

this meeting

4. Consent Form (2 copies)
- To be read by you and signed before leaving this meeting. Give

one copy to the experimenter and take one copy for your records.

This meeting should last for 30-45 minutes. Before leaving, please be
sure you know where and when you will meet with the experimenter for
your first test session.

11 APPENDIX 3: MATERIALS USED DURING TESTING

Once again, thank you for your participation. Your payment for
pafticipating will be provided after you have completed your testing
sessions.
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This package is will introduce
participating. After reading this, you
is expected ofyou as a subject.

11. 2 Experimental Appøratus and Tasks for Subjects in Lightbar Tests

Background to the experiment
Guidance systems are currently available for use in farm equipment. Most

systems use a horizontal anay of lights to indicate lateral error to the operator. This
experiment is intended to evaluate the performance of two of these displays. This will be
done by having subjects use both displays while operating a simulated agricultural
sprayer.

Experimental Apparatus
Figure I shows the exterior of the operator station, and Fig. 2 shows the interior.

The interior is similar to a commercial agricultural sprayer. Duling this experiment you
will sit in the operator station and perform two tasks similar to those of a sprayer
operator. You will steer the sprayer using the steering wheel and lightbar. As well, you
will monitor three bar displays and control them with switches on the joystick.

you, a subject, to the experiment in which you are
should know what the experiment is about and what

Fig. 1. Exterior of Operator Station
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Steering
Wheel

Fig.2. Interior of Operator Station

Steering Task
A lighted display will be positioned in front of you on the windshield. The

display indicates the error between your current steering wheel position and the correct
steering wheel position. When the green lights in the centre are illuminated your steering
wheel is in the comect position. Figs. 3 and 4 show both displays with the centre lights
illuminated.

Joystick
Controls

Seat

Fig. 3. Lightbar A with centre lights illuminated.

Fig. 4. Lightbar B with centre lights illuminated
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When your steering wheel is left of the conect position, the red lights to the left of
centre will be illuminated. You should steer to the right to bring your steering wheel back
to the correct position. Figs. 5 and 6 show both lightbars with lights to the LEFT of
centre illuminated.

Fig. 5. Lightbar A with lights on LEFT illuminated

Fig. 6. Lightbar B with lights on LEFT illuminated.

Similarly, when your steering wheel is right of the corect position, the red lights
to the right of centre will be illurninated. You should steer to the left to bring your
steering wheel back to the correct position. Figs. 7 and 8 show both lightbars with lights
to the zuGHT of centre illuminated.

Fig.7 . Lightbar A with lights on RIGHT illuminated

Fig. 8. Lightbar B with lights on RIGHT illuminated.
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Monitoring Task
Concurrently with steering, you must continually monitor three bar displays

located in front of you and to your sides (Fig. 9).

Display@t

% o,"pt^y

Fig. 9. Bar display locations

Each of these displays is a moving bar positioned inside aframe. The correct
position for the bar is in the centre of the frame, as shown in Fig. 10.

Operator

Fig. 10. Bar display in conect centred position.

Display
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Fig. I 1. Bar display below centre

The bars will move at random times below or above centre (Figs. 11 and 12). You
can move it back to centre by using a switch on the joystick (Fig. l3). There is one
rocker switch for each display. For example, if the right display moves below centre, you
can move it back to centre by pressing up on the Right Display button. You only need to
press a switch once to move the display back to centle. The display will move back to
centre automatically.

Right Display
Up

Left Display

Fig.12. Bar display above centre

Down

Up

Down

Fig. 13. Joystick controls.

You must try to keep all displays in the centred position. This will require
scanning them and controlling them regularly. The display in front of you will move off
centre more often than the displays to the sides, so you should monitor that one more
closely.

Heart Rate Monitor
During each driving session you must wear a heart rate monitor. This consists of

a band placed around your torso below your chest and awristwatch. It will be fitted to
you prior to the tests.

Evaluation of Tests
After each driving session you will fill out a workload evaluation. Please see the

instructions for this evaluation.
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This section contains information on the scale used to get feedback from you on
the workload you experience. The scale is called the NASA-TLX. It is a set of subscales
that measure different parts of workload. These subscales are combined using weights
you specifu to get an overall workload rating.

This package contains an example of the test and some instructions. You will see
pages:

1. Definitions of the Rating Scales

2. Instructions for filling out the Weighting Section

3. Sample Weighting page

4. Instructions for filling out the Rating Section

5. Sample Rating page

Please follow along while I explain each page.

11. 3 TLX \I/orkload Scale Information
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Throughout this experiment the rating scales are used to assess your experiences in
the different task conditions. Scales of this sort are extremely useful, but their utility
suffers from the tendency people have to interpret them in individual ways. For example,
some people feel that mental or temporal demands are the essential aspects of workload
regardless of the effort they expended or the performance they achieved. Others feel that
if they performed well, the workload must have been low and vice versa. Yet others feel
that effort or feelings of frustration are the most important factors in workload and so on.
The results of previous studies have found every conceivable pattern of values. In
addition, the factors that create levels of workload differ depending on the task. For
example, some tasks might be difficult because they must be completed very quickly.
Others may seem easy or hard because of the intensity of mental or physical efforl
required. Yet others feel difficult because they cannot be performed well, no matter how
much effort is expended.

The evaluation you are about to perform ìs a technique developed by NASA to
assess the relative importance of six factors in determining how much workload you
experienced. The procedure is simple: You will be presented with a series of pairs of
rating scale titles (for example, Efforl vs. Mental Demands) and asked to choose which of
the items was more imporlant to your experience of workload in the task(s) that you just
performed. Each pair of scale titles appears on the sheet. Circle the Scale Title that
represents the more important contributor to workload for the specific task(s) in
this experiment.

After you have finished the entire series we will be able to use the pattern of your
choices to create a weighted combination of the ratings from that task into a summary
workload score. Please consider your choices carefully and make them consistent with
how you used the rating scales during the particular task you were asked to evaluate.
Don't think that there is any correct pattern; we are only interested in your opinions.
If you have any questions, please ask them now. Thank you for your participation.

Instructions for Weiehtins the Scales
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We are interested not only in assessing your performance but also the experiences
you had during the different task conditions. Right now we are going to describe the
technique that will be used to examine your experiences. In the most general sense we are
examining the "workload" you experienced. Workload is a difficult concept to define
precisely, but a simple one to understand generally. The factors that influence your
experience of workload may come from the task itselt your feelings about your owTt
performance, how much effort you put in, or the stress and frustration you felt. The
workload contributed by different task elements may change as you get more familiar
with a task, perform easier or harder versions of it, or move from one task to another.
Physical components of workload are relatively easy to conceptualize and evaluate.
However, the mental components of workload may be more difficult to measure.

Since workload is something experienced individually by each person, there are no
effective "rulers" that can be used to estimate the workload of different activities. One
way to f,rnd out about workload is to ask people to describe the feelings they experienced.
Because workload may be caused by many different factors, we would like you to
evaluate several of them individually rather than lumping them into a single global
evaluation of overall workload. This set of six rating scales was developed for you to use
in evaluating your experiences during different tasks. Please read the descriptions of the
scales carefully. If you have a question about any of the scales in the table, please ask me
about it. It is extremely imporlant that they be clear to you. You may keep the
descriptions with you for reference during the experiment.

After performing each task, you will complete the six rating scales on the paper.
You will evaluate the task by marking a line across each scale at the point that matches
your experience. Each line has two endpoint descriptors that describe the scale. Please
consider your responses carefully in distinguishing among the task conditions. Consider
each scale individually. Your ratings will play an important role in the evaluation being
conducted. Your active participation is essential to the success of this experiment, and is
greatly appreciated.

Instructions for Ratins a Task on the Scales
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Title

Mental Demand

Rating Scale Definitions

Endpoints

Physical Demand

Low/High

Temporal Demand

How much mental and perceptual
activity was required (e.9., thinking,
deciding, calculating, remembering,
looking, searching, etc.)? Was the task
easy or demanding, simple or complex,
exacting or forgiving?

How much physical activity was required
(e.9., pushing, pulling, turning,
controlling, activating, etc.)? Was the
task easy or demanding, slow or brisk,
slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?

How much time pressure did you feel
due to the rate or pace at which the
tasks or task elements occurred? Was
the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and
frantic?

How successful do you think you were in
accomplishing the goals of the task set
by the experimenter (or yourself,)? How
satisfied were you with your
performance in accomplishing these
goals?

How insecure, discouraged, irritated,
stressed and annoyed versus secure,
gratified, content, relaxed and
complacent did you feel during the task?

How hard did you have to work (mentally
and physically) to accomplish your level
of performance?

Descriptions

Low/High

Performance

Low/High

Frustration Level

Good/Poor

Effort

Low/High

Low/High
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lnstructions: Select the member of each pair that provided the most
significant source of workload variation in these tasks.

Pair-Wise Comparisons of Factors

Physical Demand

Temporal Demand

Performance

Frustration

Effort

Temporal Demand

Performance

Frustration

Effort

Temporal Demand

Temporal Demand

Temporal Demand

Performance

Performance

Effort

Mental Demand

Mental Demand

Mental Demand

Mental Demand

Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Physical Demand

Physical Demand

Physical Demand

Performance

Frustration

Effort

Frustration

Effort

Frustration
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lnstructions. Place a mark on each scale that represents the
magnitude of each factor in the task you just
petformed.

Mental Demand

Ratinq Scales

Phvsical Demand

Low

Temporal Demand

Performance

Frustration

High

Effort

High

High

Excellent

High

High
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Development of a peripheral vision lightbar for GPS-based guidance systems.

Research Objective
A primary intention of a guidance system for agricultural machines is to make the task

of the driver easier. Introduction of a visual display unit (VDU) into the cab of a vehicle
may inadvertently make the guidance task more diffrcult. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that GPS guidance systems which use "lightbars" are not being used to their full potential
because operators find them to be "tiring and annoying to use." The objective of this
research is to compare the conventional lightbar design to an alternative design (a
peripheral vision lightbar) to determine which design requires less operator workload.

Research Procedure
Volunteer drivers will be asked to operate a "tractor-driving simulator" that uses

either the existing lightbar design or the new, peripheral vision design. The operator must
"steer" the simulator and monitor three bar displays located in front and to the sides of the
operator. The lightbar will be illuminated to signify a steering eror. The driver will be
instructed to adjust the steering wheel to correct the eror. The bar displays move from
their correct location at random times. The driver will be instructed to press a button to
return a bar display to its corect location.

Each volunteer driver will be expected to operate the simulator in several episodes for
a total driving time of I to 2 h. During each driving episode volunteer's performance and
workload will be determined by using several workload measures described in scientific
literature. The tests to be used include:

1. Steering performance: The average deviation fiom the correct steering wheel
location will be measured

2. Monitoring performance: The average time required to respond to a movement of
the bar displays will be measured

11.4 Consent Form

3. Heart rate variability: The variability of the subjects heaft rate will be measured
before, during, and after the driving episode, and the results will be compared.
Subjective workload reports: The subject will be asked to rate the level of several
workload factors required to perform the task.

4.

This research project will not expose the subject to any risk because the tractor-
driving simulator is stationary. The participant will be notified if his/her heart rate
appears to be problematic.

Continued on Following Page
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Assurance of Confidentialify
The participant is assured that his or her name will never be used with reference to

this research.

Assurance of Voluntary Participation
The participant is assured that his or her participation in this research is strictly

voluntary. If, at any time, the participant wishes to withdraw from the project, he or she
may do so without consequence.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the primary investigator:
Dr. Danny Mann, P.Eng.
Deparlment of Biosystems Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB R3T 5V6
Phone: (204) 474-7149
E-mai I : Danny_Mann@umanitoba. ca

My signature indicates that I have read and understood the above conditions (on pages 1

and2). I hereby give my consent for, and agree to participate in, this research project.

Participant: Name:

Witness: Name:

Date:

Date:
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Name:

Age: <20- 20-25 26-30 31-35 35-40 >40

Sex: Male / Female

Height (approx):

11. 5 Subject Døta Sheet

Handedness: Right I Left

Do you use coffective lenses? Yes / No

If yes, what do you use them for? Seeing Far I Seeing Near

If yes, what will you likely be wearing in the tests? Contacts / Glasses

Do you have experience driving a car? Yes / No

Do you have experience driving agricultural machinery? yes / No

Have you ever used a guidance system in agricultural machinery? Yes / No
If yes, please explain:
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11.6 Comments

Please write any thoughts you have:
- about displays

- about how the experiment was set up.
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11. 7 Comments-Second Day

Which lightbar did you prefer? Why?

Please write any other thoughts you have:
- about displays

- about how the experiment was set up.
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12. 1 Explanation
I have not included all raw data in this appendix, as there is more than would be

reasonable. However, I have included all group means and standard deviations, profile
plots, F tables, and contrasts that are important for the analyses presented in the thesis.

The labelling in the appendix is different than the labelling in the thesis. For all
group means, A refers the small display and B refers to the large display. The numbers 3,
5, and 7 are used for Low, Medium, and High difficulties, respectively. If that is still
confusing, the table below may clear it up.

12 APPENDIX 4: TESTING RESULTS

All measurements were tested ina2-way repeated measures for display effects
and difficulty effects. In the F tables and pair-wise comparisons, display groups are
labelled as display, with small labelled as l, and large labelled as 2. Difflrculty groups are
labelled as speed, with low labelled as 1, medium labelled as 2, and high labelled as 3.
Additional labelling changes are outlined where necessary.

Group Name Display Difficulfv
A3
A5
A7
B3
B5
B7

Small
Small
Small
Large
Large
Large

Low
Medium

High
Low

Medium
High
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12. 2 Steering Tøsk

Descript¡ve Stat¡stics

A3

A5

A7

B3

B5

87

Measure: ¡iIEASURE 1

.702

.790

.925

.706

.849

DISPLAY

SPEÊD

Std. Deviation

DtsPLAy. SpEEp .955 .925 2 .630 .957 1.000 .500

Effect Mauchly's W Chi-

191 22

150 22

145 22

180 22

159 22

164 22

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Measure: RN4SE

1.000

Source

Approx

.935 1.340

DISPLAY

Error(DISPLAY)

Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

2 .512

SPEED

Greenhous
e-Geisser Huynh-Feldl Lower-bound

Tests of With¡n-Subjects Effects

Spher¡c¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Erro(SPEED)

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Epsilon

939 1.000 .500

Spher¡c¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

DISPLAY' SPEED

.264

.264

.264

.264

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

Erro(DISPLAY-SPEED) Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Fetdt

209

209

209

209

Mean Square

21 9.943E-03

21.000 9,943E-03

2 1.000 9.943E-03

21.000 9.943E-03

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1.266

t.zoþ

1.266

.264

.264

.264

264

F

26.576

26.576

26.576

26.576

2

1.878

2.000

'1.000

162

162

162

162

6_61 0E-03

6.610E-03

6.61 0E-03

6.610E-03

42 3.867E-03

39_443 4.117E-O3

42.000 3.867E-03

21 .000 7.734E-O3

.000

000

000

000

Partial Eta
Squared

.633

.674

.633

1.266

7.9478-02

7.9478-02

7.9478-02

163.679

1 63.679

1 63.679

1 63.679

.559

.559

2 3.305E-03

1.914 3.454E-03

2.000 3.305E-03
'I .000 6.610E-03

7.9478-02

42

40.184

42.000

21 000

.000

.000

.000

.000

1.892E-03

1.978E-03

1.892E-03

.886

.886

.886

.886

't.747

1.747

1.747

1 747

.187

.1 88

.187

.201

.077

.077

.o77

.077
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Measure: MEASURE_1

(r) SPEED (J) SPEED

2

.f

Pairwise Comparisons

Mean
Difference

(t-J)

1

c

Based on estimated marginal means
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

1

2

-.1 00*

-.239*

Std. Error

1 00*

1 39*

.011

.014

239* .014

139* .O14

^.4Þtg.

.011

.014

95% Confidence lnterval for
Differencea

.000

.000

Lower Bound Upper Bound

.000

.000

.000

.000

.130 -7 .025E-02

7.025E-02

-.176

-.275

.203

.102

-.203

.130

.102

275

176
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12. 3. I Speed-Display

12. 3 Front Monitoring

A3-FORE

B3_FORE

As-FORE

B5_FORE

A7_FORE

87 FORE

Descriptive Statistics

Measure: FORWARD

Mean

Within Subjects Effect

1.12

1.13

1.27

1.31

1.25

1.25

SPEED

DISPLAY

Std. Deviation

SPEED - DtSpLAy .?03 7.037 2 .O3o .771 .821 .500

.42

.48

.55

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Approx.
W Chi-Square

N

.819 3.998

1.000 .000

.ô¿

.64

.70

ivleasure: FORWARD

22

22

22

22

22

22

Source

SPEED

Êro(SPEED)

Spher¡crty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

DISPLAY

Epstlon

Tests of With¡n-Subjects Effects

135 .847

Greenhous
e-Geisser

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geìsser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Etro(DISPLAY)

lype
ofS

¡l¡ Sum

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

.638

.638

.638

.638

1.000 1 .000

SPEED'DISPLAY

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

eldt Lower-bound

2

1.693

1.000

2.665

2.665

2.665

2 665

Ero(SPEED'DISPLAY) Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Fetdt

913 .500

Mean Square

7.9828-03

7.982E-03

7.9828-03

7.982E-O3

42 6.344E-O2

35.557 7.494E-02

38.342 6.950E-02

21.000 .127

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Fetdt

Lower-bound

.319

.350

.638

F

1.000

5.032

5.032

5.032

5.032

1 7.9828-03

1.000 7.982E-03

1.000 7.982E-O3

1.000 7 9a2E-O3

.763

.763

.763

.763

7.845E-03

7.845E.03

7.8458-03

7.445E-O3

21 3.633E-02

21.000 3.633E-02

21.000 3.6338-02

21.OOO 3.633E-02

.011

.016

.013

.036

Pãrtial Eta
Squared

193

'193

2 3.9228-03

1.542 5.086E-03

1.641 4.780E-03

'1.000 7.845E-03

.220

.220

220

491

491

491

42

32.392

.644

.644

.644

.644

1.1698-02

'1.516E-02

1.4258-02

I

.010

.010

.010

.010

717

Þþz

675

.016

.016

.0'16

.016
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Estimated Marginal Means of FORWARD

1.0
Ø

c)

.E .B
t--
c
.o^
o
$o
É.

4

Measure: FORWARD

Mean
Difference

(r) SPEED (J) SPEED (t-J)

2

J

Pairwise Comparisons

1

J

Based on estimated marginal means
*'The 

mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons; Bonferroni.

DISPLAY

Wr

Ez

-.'r63.

-.123

.1 63*

3.990E-02

Std. Error

.041

.058

.123

Þtg.

.041

.060

95% Confìdence lnterval for
Differencea

.002

.132

058

060

Lower Bound Upper Bound

.002

1.000

132

-.270 -5.7028-02

-.273 2.6488-02

5.702Ê-02

-.117

-2.648E-02

.270

.197

.273
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To investigate
medium (2) difficulty

the difficulty (speed) effect, I performed a contrast to test the
to the mean of the low (1) and high (3) difficulry:

Contrast Results (K Matrix)

Contrasta

L1 Contrast Estimate

Hypothesized Value

Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)

Std. Error

Sig.

95% Confidence lnterval
for Difference

a. Estimable Function for lntercept

Transfor
med

Variable

Lower Bound

-.407

0

-.407

.171

.027

-. /þJ

-5.04E-02

T1

Bound
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12. 3. 2 Order

To further investigate speed effect, looked at the order. Groups are the trial order,
with 1 being the first driving session, and 6 the last.

Descriptive Statistics

FORE-1

FORE-2

FORE_3

FORE-4

FORE_5

FORE 6

Measure: FORE

Mean

1.33

1.25

1.11

1.14

1.23

1.27

Approx.
Within Subjects Effect Mauchty's W Ch¡-square

Std. Deviation

.61

.55

.41

.48

.61

.73

N

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Measure: FORE

22

22

22

22

22

22

ORDER

Erro(ORDER) SphericityAssumed

G reen house-G eisser

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Greenhous
e-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

'bound

.732

.732

.732

Epsilona

Huynh-Feldt Lower-bound

5

2.708

3.148

'1.000

3.841

3.841

3.841

3 441

Mean Square

105

56.872

66.1 05

.146

.270

.¿cJ

.732

1.000

3.658E-02

6.7548-02

5.81 0E-02

.1 83

4.O02

4.002

4.002

4.002

sis.
o02

014

010

059

Part¡al Eta
Squared

160

¡ou

160

160

145



Measure; FORE

Mean
Difference

(l) ORDER (J) ORDER (t-J) Std. Error Sis.u
2

J

4

5

6

Pairwise Comparisons

8.1 96E-02

.219*

.'l 90.

9.633E-02

6.543E-02

1

J

4

5

o

-8.1 96E-02

.137

.108

1.4368-02

-1.653E-02

.039

.059

.044

.060

.070

1

2

4

5

6

95% Confìdence lnterval for
autîerence

.742

.018

.005

1.000

1.000

-.219*

-. tJ/

-2.884E-02

-.122

-.1 53

Lower Bound Uooer Bound

.039

.048

.040

.065

.077

1

2

J

5

o

-4.813E-02

2.499E-02

4.374E-02

-.1 03

-.167

.742

.142

.214

1.000

1.000

-.1 g0*

-.1 08

2.8848-02

-9.361E-02

-.125

.059

.048

.033

.056

.080

1

2

J

4

6

-.212

-2.1688-02

-2.580E-02

-.200

-.270

.212

.413

.336

.296

.298

.018

.142

1.000

.608

1.000

-9.6338-02

-1.436E-02

.122

9.361E-02

-3.089E-02

.044

.040

.033

.047

.071

1

2

J

4

5

4.813E-02

.295

.242

.229

.237

Based on estimated marginal means

-.413

-.295

-. t.5 t

-.308

-.418

.005

.214

1.000

.867

1.000

*.The 
mean difference is slgnifìcant at the .0b level.

a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

-6.543E-02

1.653E-02

.060

.065

.056

.047

.050

-2.4998-02

2.168E-02

7.970E-02

6.319E-02

.112

-.336

-.242

-7.970E-02

-.248

-.361

1.000

1.000

.608

.867

1.000

.153

.12s

.070

.077

.080

.071

.050

-4.374E-02

2.580E-O2

.137

6.076E-02

.112

-Q2

-.296

-.229

-6.319E-02

-6.076E-02

-.1 95

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.103

.200

.308

.248

.134

-.298

-.237

-.112

-.112

-.1

.167

.270

.418

.361

.195
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Estimated Marginal Means of FORE
1.4

1.2

1.0

.o

.6

.4

.2

0.0

U)

0)
E
tr
co'¡=
C)
(õ
c)t

To investigate
session 1 to the mean

the order effect fufther, I performed a contrast that compared
of sessions 2 through 6.

Contrast Results (K Matrix)

ORDER

Contrasta

L1 Contrast Estimate

Hypothesized Value

Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)

Std. Error

sig.

95% Confìdence lnterval Lower Bound

a. Estimable Function for lntercept

for Difference

Transfor
med

Variable

T1

-.652

0

-.652

.208

.005

-1.084

-.220
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12.4 Side Monitoring

Descri ptive Statistics

A3

B3

A5

B5

87

Mean

Measure: RXN TIME

2.83

2.67

2.98

3.11

2.90

2.85

Std. Deviation

Within Subjects Effect Mauchly's W chi-Square df Sis. e-Geisser Huynh-Feldt Lower-bound
SPEED .489 14.311

DISPLAY

SPEED " DISPLAY .848

.82

.71

.90

1.10

.79

.84

N

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Measure:

22

22

22

22

22

22

Source

1.000 .000

SPEED

Approx.

Erro(SPEED)

3.300

Spher¡c¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geissef

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

D¡SPLAY

Tests of W¡th¡n-Subjects Effects

Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

2 .192 86a

Etro(DISPLAY)

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Greenhous

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1.924

1.924

1.924

1.924

SPEED'DISPLAY

Epsrlon-

1.000

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

2 .962

1.324 1 .454

1.378 1.396

1.000 1 924

12.124

12.124

12.'t24

12.124

Ero(SPEEDtDISPLAY) SphericityAssumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Mean Square

1.000

.939

3.188E-02

3.1 88E-02

3.188E-02

3.1 888-02

42

27.795

28.943

21.OOO

Spher¡cily Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1.000

1 3.188E-02

1.000 3.188E-02

1.000 3.188E-02

1.000 3.188E-02

1.399

1.399

1.399

1.399

.289

.436

.419

Lower

21 6.663E-02

21.000 6.663E-02

21.000 6.663Ë-02

21.000 6.663E-02

Part¡al Eta

.480

.480

.480

.480

.137

.137

.IJ¡

2

1.736

1.879

1.000

.478

.478

.478

478

5.496

5.496

5.496

42

36.455

39.453

.497

.497

.497

.497

.240

.276

255

480

21

.022

.022

.022

.o22

't.834

1.834

1.834

'1.834

tJ I

151

l?o

.172

.'t78

.190

.080

.080

.080

.080

148



12. 5 Combined Workload Røting

Descriptive Statistics

COMA-A3

COMA-A5

COMA_A7

COMA-83

COMA 85

Mean

54.60

55.48

54.77

5'1.35

55.65

coMA 87 53.34 19.805

Within
DISPLAY

SPEED

Std. Deviation

DtsP Y - spEED .939 1.193 2 .551 .943 LO00 .500
Tâêtê lhô ñ¡ ¡l¡ hr'ñ^lhÂêiê lhãl thô ôr.^r ê^t t-.i'^^ê ñ^l.iw 

^f 
lhô ^Éh^ñ^rñâli7ôd r.âñêfôrñôd dôñôñ¡ôn+ r/â.iâhtôê ;ê ñr ñ^ñi^ñ.

Tests of With¡n-Subjects Effects

Measure: MEASURE 1

'16.513

16.852

19.022

17.881

16.037

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

N

1.000

.597

Source

DISPLAY

21

21

21

21

21

21

.000 0

g.7a7 2 007

Ero(DISPLAY)

Spher¡c¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

SPEED

Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Greenhous
e-Geisser

Erro(SPEED)

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1.000

.713

71 .125

71.125

71 .125

71.125

- .. a
tspsilon

DISPLAY'SPEED

Huynh-Fe¡dt Lower-bound

692.r 69

692,1 69

692.'169

692.1 69

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

I

1.000

1 .000

1.000

'1.000

.752

Erro(DISPLAY'SPEED) Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Mean Square

¿U

20.000

20.000

20.000

't42.031

142.031

't42.Q31

142.O31

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

71.125

71.125

71.12s

71 .125

1.000

.500

2201.419 40

220't .419 28.519

2201.419 30.091

220't.419 20.000

2.055

2.055

2.055

2.055

34.608

34.608

34.608

34.608

2

t.+¿o

'1.505

1.000

sig.

. tot

.167

.167

.167

7'1.016

99.603

94.402

142.031

61.332

O I.JJZ

61.332

61.332

Partial Eta
Squared

.093

.093

.093

.093

1 1 1 9.913

I 1 '19.913

1 1 1 9.913

55.035

77 .190

73.159

110.071

1.290

1.290

1.290

1.290

2

1.885

2.000

I 000

1

40

37.706

40.000

.286

.¿ó I

.282

269

JU.Þþb

32.532

30.666

61.332

.061

.061

061

061

1.095

1 .095

1.095

1.095

27.998

29.701

27.998

.344

.342

.344

.308

.052

.052

052

o52
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12. 6 Mentøl Demand

Descriptive Statistics

MENT_A3

MENT_A5

MENT_A7

Measure: MEASURE 1

MENT_B3 52.955

MENT 85 56.212

Mean

57.727

56.970

58.750

MENT 87 55.985 27.715

Within Subjects Effect
DISPLAY

SPEED

Std. Deviation

DtsPuy. spEED .839 3.5.18 2 ..172 .86.1 .931 .500

Tests of W¡thin-Subjects Effects

Measure: MEASURE I

24.678

25.693

24.944

26.423

26.700

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

N

Approx.
W Ch¡-Square

Source

1.000

.724

DISPLAY

22

22

22

22

.000

Ero(DISPLAY)

22

22

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

SPEED

2 .O4o

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Greenhous
e-Geisser Huynh-Feldt Lower-bound

Erro(SPEED)

Type lll Sum
of Squares

252.320

252.320

252.320

252.320

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

'1.000 1.000

.784 .836

Epsilona

DISPLAY - SPEED

1143.629

1143.629

't143.629

1143.629

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1

1.000

1.000

'1.000

Erro(DISPLAY-SPEED) SphericityAssumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Mean Square

21

2'1.000

21.000

21 000

252.320

252.320

252.320

252.320

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

9'1.993

91.993

9'1.993

91.993

'1.000

.500

F

3345.044

3345.044

3345.O44

3345.044

4,633

4.633

4.633

4.þJ J

54.459

54.459

54.459

54.459

2

1.568

1.672

1.000

sis.

42

Qa oal

JC. I tU

21 000

043

043

043

043

45.996

58.681

55.023
ol ôô?

88.668

88.668

88.668

88.668

Partial Eta

1244.202

1244.202

1244.202

.1 81

.181

.181

181

79.644

101 .608

95.274

159.288

2

1.722

1.862

1.000

.578

.578

óÞ. I bb

39.095

21.OOO

.566

.537

.456

44.334

51.485

47.629

88.668

.027

.027

.027

.o27

1.497

1.497

1.497

1.497

29.624

34.402

31.825

.236

.237

.067

.067

.067

.o67
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12. 7 Physicttl Demnnd

Descriptive Statistics

PHYS_A3

PHYS-As

PHYS-A7

PHYS_B3

PHYS_B5

PHYS 87

Measure: MEASURE 1

Mean Std. Deviation

40.947

37.955

41.818

37.576

36.515

38.295

Within

DISPLAY

SPEED

LAY - SPEED

Effect Mauchly's W

25.587

25.753

27.821

27.505

28.238

29.325

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Source

N

DISPLAY

1.000

.647

.744

22

22

22

22

22

22

Ero(DISPLAY)

.000

8.712

5

Sphericity Assumed

SPEED

Greenhouse-Geisser 254.630 1.OOO

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

0

2

2

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects

Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Ero(SPEED)

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Greenhous
e-Geisser

0'13

254.630

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisset

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

DISPLAY - SPEED

1.000

.739

Epsrlon

254.630 1.000

254.630 1.000

899.769

Spheric¡ty Assumed 3337.995 42

Greenhouse-Geisser 3337.995 31.O4O

899.769 21.000

899.769 21.000

899.769 21.O00

Feldt

Erro(DISPLAYTSPEED) Sphericity Assumed 1296.475

Mean Square

'1.000

.782

.851

Huynh-Fe¡dt

Lower-bound

Lower-bound

Lower-bound 1296.475 21.OOO 61.737

254.630

254.630

254.630

254.630

Spherjcily Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

186.31 1 2

186.31 1 1.478

186.311 1.563

21

'1.000

.500

186.31 1

5.943

5.943

5.943

5.943

42.846

42.846

42.846

42 A46

Greenhouse-Ge¡sser 1296.475 33.452

3337.995 32.828

3337.995 21.000

Huynh-Feldt

'1.000

93.1 56

1 26.050

119.182

186 31 I

.024

.024

.024

o24

29.682 2 14.841

Partial Eta
Squared

29.682 1.593

29.682 1¡703

29.682 1.000

79.476

107.540

101 .680

'158.952

221

221

221

'1.172

1.172

1.172

1.172

1296.475 35.758

320

309

312

291

42 30.868

18.633

29.6A2

053

UCJ

053

053

.481

.481

.48'l

.481

38.756

36.257

.622

.580

.592

.496

.o22

.022

.022

.022

151



12. 8 Temporal Demsnd

Descriptive Statistics

TEMP-A3

TEMP_A5

TEMP_A7

TEMP_83

TEMP 85

Measurei MEASURE I

Mean

66.288

65.303

63.750

64.242

70.189

Approx.
With¡n Subjects Effect Mauchty's W Chi-Square

Std. Deviation

DISPLAY

SPEED

20.483

21.131

25.728

18.954

15.316

Measure: MEASURE 1

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

N

Source

1.000

.603

DISPLAY

22

22

22

22

22

Erro(DISPLAY)

.000

1 0.1 08

LO14

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Fe¡dt

Lower-bound

SPEED

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects

Spheric¡ly Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Fe¡dt

Lower-bound

Ero(SPEED)

Type lll Sum

Greenhous
e-Geisser

.006

.018

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

84.854

84_854

84.854

84.854

DISPLAY - SPEED

1.000

.716

Epsilona

Huynh-Feldt

1426.142

1426.142

1426.142

1426.142

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Erro(DISPLAY.SPËED) Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bou nd

Mean Square

1.000

.754

.797

Lower-bound

t1

21.000

21.000

21.000

227.410

227.410

227.410

227.410

Spher¡c¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

84.854

84.8s4

84.854

84.854

1.000

.500

F

6479.072

6479.072

6479.O72

6479.O72

1.249

1.249

1.249

1.249

67.912

67.912

67.912

67.912

2

1.432

1.508

1.000

42

30.070

31.661

21.000

113.705

158.815

1 50.836

227.410

266.488

266.488

266.488

266.488

.276

.276

.276

.276

Partial Eta
Squared

5531.197

5531.197

553't.197

.056

.056

.056

.056

154.264

215.465

204.640

308 527

2

1.504

1.594

1.000

.737

.737

1 .197

133.244

't77.232

'167.170

266.488

42

3't.576

.485

.444

.450

.400

'13r.695

175.172

165.227

.034

.034

.034

.o34

1.0'12

1.012

1.0't?

1.012

.355

.326

390

.046

.046

.046

.046

rs2



12.9 Performance

Descriptive Statistics

PERF_A3

PERF-As

PERF-A7

PERF_83

PERF-85

PERF 87

Measure: MEASURE I

Mean

Approx.
Within Subjects Effect Mauchly's W Chi-square

65.795

64.545

64.394

69.773

64.962

66.705

DISPLAY

SPEED

Std. Deviation

20.684

22.679

20.474

20.275

20.037

21.869

- SPEED

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Source

DISPLAY

N

1,000

.466

22

22

22

22

22

22

Erro(DISPLAY)

.000

15.257

1.986

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

SPEED

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects

Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Erro(SPEED)

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Greenhous
e-Geisser

164.A20

164.820

164.820

164.820

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

DISPLAY'SPEED

'1.000

.oJz

2
Epsrlon

Huynh-Feldt

2151.962 21

2151.962 21.000

2151.962 21.000

21s1.962 21.000

Spher¡c¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

Eno(DISPLAY.SPEED) Sphericjty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Mean Square

1.000

.678

.996

Lower-bound

164.820

164.820

164.820

1 64.820

217.214

217.214

217.214

217.214

Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Ge¡sser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1.000

.500

4788.805

4788.805

4788,805

4788.805

102.474

102.474

102.474

102.474

1.608

'1.608

1.608

1.608

2

1.304

1.355

1_000

Huynh-Feldt

sis.

L

42

27.386

28.457

21.000

108.607

I 66.565

160.295

217.214

.219

.219

.2'19

69.823

69.823

69.823

Partial Eta
Squared

2224.158

2224.158

2224.158

114.019

'174.866

't68.284

228.O38

071

071

071

071

2

1.827

1.992

1.000

953

953

953

953

2224 1

42

41.841

.394

.éo¿

.340

34.912

Jö.¿ I I

35.044

69.823

043

043

043

043

52.956

57.961

.659

.659

.659

qta

.5'10

.522

.+¿o

030

030

030

030

1s3



12. 10 Frustration

Descri ptive Statistics

FRUS-A3

FRUS-A5

FRUS_A7

FRUS_83

FRUS_85

FRUS 87

Mean

36.477

34.735

40.492

32.841

34.356

37.121

Within Subjects Effecl
DISPLAY

SPEED

Std. Deviation

18.984

23.745

23.676

18.889

22.530

Measure: |\4EASURE 1

Mauchly's Test of Spher¡citlP

N

Source

1.000

.637

DISPLAY

22

22

22

22

22

22577

.000

9.005

2.685

Erro(DISPLAY)

Sphericlty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

SPEED

Tests of W¡thin-Subjects Effects

Spher¡city Assumed 4878.309

Erro(SPEED)

Greenhous
e-Geisser

Greenhouse-Ge¡sser 4878.309 21.000

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

200.047

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1.000

.734

tspsilon

DISPLAY - SPEED

200.047 1.000

200.047 1.000

200.047 1.000

df

Sphericity Assumed

1.000

.775

Eno(DISPLAY-SPEED) Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser 8086.248 30.825

Huynh-Feldt 8086.248 32.569

l\4ean Square

4878.309 21.000

4878.309 21.000

Lower-bound

Lower-bound

Lower-bound 6210.406 21.OOO ZgS]34

200.047

200.047

200.o47

200.047

Sphenc¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

518.845

518.845 1 .468

518.845 '1.551

5't8_845 1.000

21

'1.000

.500

.500

808ô.248

232.300

232.300

232.300

232.300

.öo I

.00 I

.oo I

.861

Greenhouse-Geisser 6210.406 37.313

Huynh-Feldt

sis.

8086.248 21.000

259.422

353.471

334.539

51 8.845

.364

.364

.364

364

72.OO1

72.001

72.O01

Part¡al Eta
Squared

72.001 1.000

6210.406

.039

.039

.03s

1 92.530

262.328

248.278

38s.059

1.347

1.347

1.347

1 347

I 777

2 36.001

6210.406 40.518

1.929 37.317

271

268

?Aq

259

42 147.867

40.523

72.OO1

.060

. UbU

.060

.060

.243

.243

.243

'166.440

153.274

.785

.759

.777

.627

.011

.011

.011

.o11

154



12. 11 Effort

EFFT-A3

EFFT_As

EFFT_A7

EFFT_B3

EFFT_B5

EFFT 87

Measure: MEASLJRE 1

Descri ptive Statistics

Mean

55.682

57.500

54.583

50.644

54.053

55.720

W¡thin Subjects Effect

DISPLAY

SPEED

Std. Deviation

23.324

23.377

27.160

27.307

23.586

27.054

Mauchly's W

Mauchly's Test of Spher¡c¡tlt

Source

1.000

,630

.920

N

DISPLAY

Approx.
Chi-Square

22

22

22

22

22

22

.000

9.235

Erro(DISPLAY)

1

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Ge¡sser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

SPEED

Tests of With¡n-Subjects Effects

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

.010

.435

Greenhous
e-Geisser

Erro(SPEED)

Type lll Sum

1 98.001

1 98.001

1 98.001

1 98.001

Spher¡city Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1.000

.730

â
Epsrlon

D¡SPLAY - SPEED

1 958.481

1 958.481

1 958.481

1 958.481

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

H uynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

1

1.000

'1.000

1.000

1.000

.771

Erro(DISPLAY-SPEED) Spherjcity Assumed

Greenhouse-GeisseI

Huynh-Feldt

l\4ean Square

Lower-bound

1

21

21.000

21.000

21.000

1 98.001

1 98.001

198.00't

I 98.001

'r 63.920

1 63.920

1ô3.920

1 63.920

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Ge¡sser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

'1.000

.500

F

5900.663 42

5900.663 30.661

5900.663 32.372

5900.663 21.OOO

2.123

2.123

93.261

93.261

93.261

93.261

2

1.460

1.542

1.000

.160

.160

.160

.160

226.084

226.084

226.084

226 0A4

8r.960

112.271

I 06.338

1 63.920

Partial Eta
Squared

.092

.o92

.092

092

3520.907

3520.907

't40.492

192.449

182.278

280.984

.583

2

1.852

2.000

1.000

.562

.512

.521

42

38.897

42.OO0

113.042

122.061

113.O42

226.O84

1.000

.027

.027

027

027

1 .348

'1.348

1 .348

1.348

83.831

90.51 9

83.831

.271

.270

.271

.259

.060

.060

_060

.060

155



12. 12 Heart Rate Measures

12. 12. 1 Speed-Display Effects

All heart rate tests were performed together, so each table contains a section for
heart rate (HR), standard deviation of heart rate (SD), and mean absolute derivative of
heart rate (DEL). All figures are not normalized.

Descriptive Statistics

A3-HR

As_HR

A7-HR

B3-HR

B5-HR

B7-HR

A3_SD-HR

A5-SD_HR

A7-SD_HR

B3-SD_HR

B5-SD_HR

B7-SD-HR

A3 Avg dHR

A5 Avg dHR

A7 Avg dHR

83 Avg dHR

85 Avg dHR

87 Avg dHR

Mean Std. Deviation

77.994

78.873

78.145

78.790

79.621

78.682

3.534

3.849

3.794

3.721

3.753

2.934

2.845

2.872

2.886

2.993

2.863

7.491

7.775

7.756

8.301

7.836

8.543

1.140

.996

1.276

1.250

1.148

1.163

.954

-702

.923

.897

1.135

oÃÃ

19

l9
19

19

19

19

l9
19

19

19

19

lo

19

'19

19

19

l9
19

W¡thin Subjects Effect

DISPLAY

l\4easure Mauchly's W

DISPLAY'SPEED

HR

SD

DEL

Mauchly's Test of Spher¡citf

HR

SD

DEL

1.000

1.000

1.000

HR

SD

DEL

Approx.
Ch¡-Square

.473

.671

.692

.000

.000

.000

.931

.924

.87'l

12.717

6.785

6.256

0

0

0

sig.

't.223

1.344

2

2

2

Greenhous
e-Geisser

.002

.034

o44

2

2

2

1.000

1.000

1.000

Epsilona

Huynh-Feldt Lower-bound

.543

.511

.655

.765

1.000

1.000

1.000

.929

.886

.686

.806

.421

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.975

.500

.500

.500

.s00

.500

.500

ts6



Padial Eta
:ïï"., , t* t#å;n:: 

.r Mean squã,e F sis. squared
DISPLAY

Greeñhouse-Gej$e¡ 13.714 1.000 13.714 5.606 .Ozs .232
Huyoh-Feldt 13.714 1_000 13.714 5.606 .Ozs .237

Greenhouse-ceisser f.01iE.O2 l.0OO 1 OIiE_02 .056 .St6 003
Huynh-Feldt 1.0118-02 t.000 t.01tE-02 .056 .816 .OO3

Lower-bound 1.011E-02 1.OOO j.O11E_02 .056 .g16 .003

Greenhouse,Geisser 2.586E-02 1.OOO 2.586E_OZ .Z1g .645 .Oiz
Huynh-Feldt 2.586E-02 1.000 2.506Ê_02 .21g .645 .012

Erro(DISPLAY)

SphericityAssumed 1-0118-02

Unívar¡ale TÞsG

Lower-bound

13.714 1.000 13.714 5.606 .029 .237

Sphericily Assumed 44

Greenhouse.Geisser 44_038 19.000 2.447
Huynh-Feldt 44.038 tg.Ooo z 117

LoweFbound 44.038 18.000 2.447

Sphericity Assumcd

Greenhouse-Geisser 3-247 18.000

Huynh.Feldl 3.247 1g_OO0

I r.011E-02 .056 .816 .003

2.586E-02 1.000 2.586E_02 .219 .645 .012

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser 2.125 lg.O00

Huynh-Feldt 2.125 1B.OOO

Lolver.bound 2.125 19.000

SphericityAssumed 18.065

3.247 18

Greenhouse.Geisser 18_065 i.310 13.790
Huynh'Feldl 18 065 1.371 13.172

18 2 147

3247 r8000

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-GeÌsser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

2.125 t 8

SphericityAssumed 5.7028-Oz

180

180

180

r80

Greenhouse-Geisser 5.7028-02 1 529 3.729Ê-02

Huynh-Feldt

18.065 1.000 18.065

Sphericity Assumed 234.355 36 6.510

118

118

ft8
118

.806 2

.806 1.505

.806 1.612

.806 1.000

Greeohouse-ceisser 234.355 23.580 9.939

2 9.033

DISPNY '

Huynh-Feldt 234.355 24.6ø7 9.493

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

DEL Sph"ri"ityn""rt

5.702E-02 1.643 3.4718-02

5.7028-02 1.000 5.702E-O2

t.388

1.388

1.388

.403

_536

.500

.806

Greenhouse,Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

2 2.ø518.02

234.355 18.000 13.020

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-ce¡$er

Huynh-Feldt

263

260

254

L698

1.698

L698

1 698

4.542 36

8.542 27.086

8.s42 29.017

8.542 18.000

Ero(DlSPuY'SPEEO)

LoweÊbound .4fg 1.OOO .419 .g2g .348 .049
OEL Sp¡"t"ity n""rr"

.072

.072

.072

.072

197

205

204

20s

Sphericrly Assumed

G¡eenhouse-Geisser

.246

.246

246

246

4.i69 27.525

4.169 29.566

4.169 18 000

Huynh-Feldl 419 2.000

.086

_086

.086

.086

783

724

740

626

Gree¡house-Geisser

Huynh.Feldl

.231

.294

475

362 1.870

362 2.000

362 1.000

Lov/elbound .205 t.000

.013

.013

.013

.013

SphericityAssumed 52.922 36 1.467

419 2

419 1.859

Greenhouse-Geisser 52.822 33.664 L569

15f

141

232

Huynh.Feldl

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Gcisser

HuFh-Feldt

101 .123 .884 .OO7

't94 j23 .a72 .OO7

181 .123 .884 .007

362 .123 .729 .OO7

205 1 .771

205 1 950

Sphericily Assumed

Greenhouse,Geisse,

Huynh-Feldt

.209 .929 .404 .049

225 .929 .399 .049

209 .929 .404 .049

s2.s22 36.000 1.467

52.822 18.000 2.93s

9.112 36

8.112 33.4s6

8.112 36 000

I i12 18.000

1 1 6 .995 372 .052
105 _995 .378 .052
205 .995 .332 0s2

3.7f6 36

3.716 31.AA2

3.716 35.108

.242

.225

.451

157



12. 12. 2 Order Effects-Heørt Rute

Unlike the Speed-Display ANOVA of heart rate measures, each Order ANOVA
was performed separately. In each table there are eight order groups. The first two are
the 'resting' and 'moving' baselines, respectively, and the last 6 are the drivìng sessions.

Descr¡ptive Statistics

HR-HS

HR_LS

HR-D,1

HR-D2

HR-D3

HR_D4

HR_D5

Measure: HR

Mean Std. Deviation

78.12

78.90

79.75

78.85

78.08

78.62

78.21

HR D6 78.60

9.1 3

8.73

8.04

7.60

7.58

8.1 I
7.90

8.41

Measure: HR

19

l9
19

19

19

{o

19

'1S

Mauchly's Test of Spher¡citf

Source

001

Approx.
Chi-Square

105.881

Erro(ORDER) SphericityAssumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Spher¡cìty Assumed

G reen house-G eisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Tests of Wíthin-Subjects Effects

Type lll Sum
of Squares

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-

40.423

40.423

40.423

40.423

Epsilona

849.619

849.619

849.619

7

2.443

2.856

1.000

Mean Square

849 6r

Lower-bound

t¿ô

43.979

5'1.400

'18.000

5.775

16.544

tq_ tco

40.423

o.1 43

19.3'19

16.530

.856

.856

.856

.856

sig

47 201

.451

.465

.367

Part¡al Eta
Squared

.045

.045

.045

.045

ls8



12. 12. 3 Order Effects-Standørd Deviøtion of Heart Røte

Descriptive Statistics

SD-HR-HS

SD_HR-LS

SD-HR_D1

SD-HR_D2

SD-HR-D3

SD-HR-D4

SD_HR-D5

SD HR D6

Mean

4.801

4.847

3.535

3.718

3.782

3.812

3.791

3.841

Measure: SD

Std. Deviation

Within Subjects Effect Mauchty,s W

1.573

1.812

.955

1.181

1.195

1.184

1.284

1.171

N

19

19

19

'19

19

19

19

19

Measure: SD

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Source

Approx.
Ch¡-Square

ORDER

Erro(ORDER) SphericityAssumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Spheric¡ty Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Tests of W¡th¡n-Subjects Effects

Type lll Sum
of

Greenhous
e-Geisser Huynh-Feldt Lower-bound

34.297

34.297

34.297

34.297

Epsilona

7

¿.oóo

3.495

1.000

74.848

74.848

74.84A

74.848

Mean Square

126

51.939

62.909

4.900

1'1.886

9.813

34.297

F

8.248

8.248

8.248

8.248

.594

1.441

1 .'1 90

4.158

sis.

.000

.000

000

010

Partial Eta

.J t4

.314

.314

.314

159



Measure: SD

(l) ORDER (J) ORDER (t-J) Std. Etror Sig.ê Lower Bound Upper Bound
12

Pa¡ru¡se Comparisons

3 1.265- .276 007

l\¡ean
Difference

4 1.083 .302

5 1.019 .287

6 .989. .266 .043 1.695E-02
7 1.O1O .284

I .960 .285
,l

3

4

6

7

I

4.644E-O2

95% Confidence lnterual for
D¡fferenceu

1.130 .311

1

2

4

6

7

I

060 -2.414E-02

064 -3.153E.02

1.065

1.036 .365 .307

468 1 000

1.057 .348

1.007 318

064 -3.109E-02

097 -8.5178-02

254 2277

-1.265. .276 .O07

-1.312' .355 046

348 .189 -.209

1

2

6

7

I

046 1.320E-02

053 -7.233E-03

.247 .211 1.000

2.190

2.069

1.961

2.O51

2.005

-.276

- 306

198

151

-'1.083

-1.130

.182

-6.435E-02

135 1.000

185 1.000

190 1.000

164 '1.000

1

2

3

4

6

7

I

-.302

-.217

-.'159

1.759

2.267

2.340

2.374

2.'172

.9.386E-02 .139 1.000

-7.301E-O2

302 .060

311 .053

135 1.000

151 1.000

.2.277

-2.611 -1.320E-02

-.678

-1.018

-.950

-.906

-1.01 9

1.065 .348 .189

.247 .211 I OOO

1

2

3

4

5

7

I

6.435E-02

-2.952E-O2

-8.661 E-03

-5.883E-02

'131 1.000

110 '1.000

-.254

2A7 .064

.403

.439

.295

-2.190 2.4148-02

-2.267 7.233E-O3

-.313 .678

-.619 .490

-.601 .413

-.554 .408

-.526 .280

-.989- .266 .043

-'1.036 .365 .307

.276 .185 1.000

151 1.000

182 1.000

139 1.000

127 1.000

9.386E-02

2.0858-02

-2.9318-O2

2 -1.057 .348

3 .255 .190 Looo

-2.069 3.153E-02

.2.340 .209

4 7 3018-02

5 8.66]E-03

6 -2.085E-02

8 -5.017E-02

..490

-1 .010 .2A4 .064

139 1.000

182 1.000
'136 1 000

132 1 000

-.694 .635

-.519 .502

-.522 .404

2 -1.007 .3.18

3 .306 .164 1.OOO

7 5.O178-O2 .120 1.OOO -.390 .490
Based on estimated marginal means

'. The mean difference is sign¡fiænt at the.0S level.
a Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

I.018

.619

1.961 -1.695E-02

4 .123

5 5.883E-02

6 2 93'tE-02

-2.374

-.403

-.413

-.635

- 477

131 1.000

139 1.000

136 1.000

120 1.000

198

302

955

601

694

519

-.512 .453

285 .097

-2.051 3.109E-02

-2.330 .217

-.439 .950

-.408 .554

- 502 .519

110 1.000

127 1.000

't32 '1.000

'151

-.519

- 490

-2.005 a.517E-O2

-) 17t

-.295

-.280

-.404

477

390

. 159

.906

526

512
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To inspect the order effect, I performed a contrast comparing the mean of the
baseline sessions to the mean of the driving sessions.

Contrast Results (K Matrix)

Contrasta

L1 Contrast Estimate

Hypothesized Value

Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)

Std. Error

sig.

95% Confidence lnterval Lower Bound
for Difference-- Upper Bound 8.795

a. Estimable Function for lntercept

Transfor
med

Variable

6.466

0

6.466

1.109

.000

4.137

16r



12. 12. 4 order Effects-Mean Absolute Derivotive of Heørt Rate

Descriptive Statistics

DEL_HS

DEL-LS

DEL-D1

DEL-D2

DEL_D3

DEL_D4

DEL_Ds

Mean

3.282

3.224

2.908

2.954

2.914

2.886

2.880

Measure: DELTA

Std. Deviation

DEL D6 2.851

.932

1.113

1.O75

.840

.872

.945

1.038

.822

Effect Mauchly's W C

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

Measure: DELTA

Mauchly's Test of Sphericitf

Source

ORDER

Approx

75.A12

Error(ORDER) SphericityAssumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

Sphericity Assumed

G reen ho u se-Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Tests of W¡thin-Subjects Effects

Type lll Sum

Huynh-Feldl

of

J / to

3.716

J./ ¡O

3.716

bound

Epsrlon

7

2.522

2.967

1.000

20.540

20.540

20.540

20.540

-Feldt

424

Lower-bound

tzô

45.400

53.406

I 8.000

.531

1.473

1.252

J./ to

.loó

.452

.385

1.141

.003

.037

.029

.088

Partial Eta
Squared

.1 53

.1 53

.153

.1 53
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lMeasure: DELTA

(l) ORDER (J) ORDER (t-J) Std. Eror Sig.a Lower Bound Upper Bound
2

3

4

5

6

7

I

Paíru¡se Comparisons

Mean
DiFference

5.802E-02

I

4

5

6

7

I

374' 120 .006 121

328' .137

368. .142 .019 6.929E_02

396' .171 .033 3.644E-02

128 .656

.401' .133 .007

.430' j32 .004

-5.802E-02

9570 Confidence lnteruâl for
utnerence

.316' .093

.270 .167

.309 .178

.338 .199

1

2

5

6

7

8

o28 3.930E.02

t2a .656

343 .171 .059 -1.482E-02

372' 175

-.374' .120 .006

-.316', .093 00s

4.5788-02

6.383E-03

2.172E-O2

2.7598-02

003

1

2

5

6

7

I

.327

.666

.755

680

708

123 .8.008E.02

100 6.534E-02

107 -8.0278-02

153

5.654E-02 .158 .724

-.327

.'120

130 .729

146 .966

172 .901

133 838

o47 4.7528-03

-.328. .137 .O28

..270 .167 j23
4.5788-02

1

2

3

4

6

7

I

3.939E-02 .o70 .580

441

.512

.620

.684

.755

.702

740

6.749Ê-02

7.337E-O2 .088 .4't6

-.627

-.512

-.340

-.252

-.275

130 .729

102 .O78 .209 -6.260E_02

-.368. .142 .019

-.309 .17A .100

6.383E-03 .146

-3.939E-02 .o70

2810E-O2 .076

106

1

2

3

4

5

7

I

..121

..120

.22A

.300

.308

3.398E-02 .080 .676

-.617 -3.930E-02

-.620 8.008E.02

53'1

6.2928-02 .051

-.228

- 396' 171

-2.1728-02

-6.749E-02

-.108 .186

-.154 .289

-.112 .259

1

2

3

4

5

6

I

.338 .'199 .107

-2.8108-02 .076 .716

5.878E-03 .092 .950

3A828-02 .088 .696

966

580

716

319

-.666 -6.929E-02

-.684 6.5348-02

172

237 -4.517E-O2

-.300

106 .531

-.401' .133 .oo7

-.343 .171 059

2.7598-02

-7.337E-02 .088

-3.398E-02 .080

1

2

3

4

6

901

..134 .202

-5.878E-03 .O92 .950

2.8948-02 .085 .736

313

108

188

-.755 -3.6448-02

-.755 LO27E-O2

-.383 .340

-.289 .154

-.188 .132

-.'188 .200

-.149 .219

Based on estimated margina¡ means

133 .838

'. The mean difference is significant at lhe 05 level.

a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Signiflænt Difference (equivatent to no
adjustments)

-.430' 132 .004

-.372' .'t75 .o47
.5.654E-02

^.102

171

4.292E-O2 .051 .237

-3.482E-O2 .088 .696

416

676

-.680 -.123
..702 1.482Ê-02

158 .724

078 .209

-.308

-.202

-.200 .188

- 149 .207

.112

.134

-.708 -.153

-.740 4.752E-03

-.388 .275

-.267 6.260E.02

-.171 4.517q--02

-.219 .149

t63



To inspect the order effect, I performed a contrast comparing the mean of the
baseline sessions to the mean of the driving sessions.

Contrast Results (K Matrix)

Contrasta

L1 Contrast Ëstimate

Hypothesized Value

Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)

Std. Error

sis.

a Estimable Function for lntercept

95% Confidence lnterval
for Difference

Transfor
med

Variable

Lower Bound

Uooer Bound

T1

2.123

0

2.123

.728

.009

.594

3.652

t64



All comments are organized by their frequency. The wording shown is not the
exact wording on each comment; I grouped them by their general meaning.

Preference for lightbar B or felt they had more control with
lightbar B.

Preference for lightbar A or felt they had more control with
lightbar A.

Easier to see lightbar B in periphery while looking at
secondarys, or hard to see A in periphery.

Easier to perform tasks on second day
Felt they saw a pattern

B could be annoying with large lights
Would like a way to see side displays without turning
Found B harder to center
Hit button too many times
Found head turning tiring
Found tasks monotonous
Performing many tasks was difficult
Would like tasks organized so they are easier to do.
Liked large lights of lightbar B
Spent most time looking at side displays
order of subjective scales could be changed to avoid people
following a pattern

Found B more precise than A
A was too small
Need more demand

12. 13 Comments

Gomment Number

12

I
4

3

2

2

2

1

I
I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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In addition to the written copy, computer files are included on a compact disc with

this thesis. These files contain the raw data, the program used to control the simulator,

and an electlonic copy of the thesis text.

13. 2. I Henrt Røte 

13' 2 Data

Individual files in Microsoft Excel 2000 format are included for the l9

participants included in the analysis. Data files for the remaining three parlicipants were

either missing or contained too many effors. Each file contains four sheets-.HR Data,,

'Info', 'Summary', 'HR Chaft', and'dHR_dt Chart,.

The 'HR Data' sheet contains all inter-beat intervals (IBIs) collected in the testing

session and calculated values of elapsed time, instantaneous heart rate (HR), and

instantaneous change of heart rate with respect to time (dHR/dÐ.

The 'lnfo' page contains the times used to synchronize the heart rate d,atawith the

simulator program. This includes the start and end of each driving session and heaft rate

analysis section.

The 'Summary' page includes the log of all heart rate processing activity and the

calculated values of average HR, standard deviation of HR, and, average absolute dHFVdt.

The data processing log includes the start and end of all measurement sections, any

detected aftefacts, and the corrected values of those artefacts. Corrected values are the

average of the surrounding four instantaneous HR values.

13 APPENDIX 5: COMPUTER FILES

13. I Overview
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The 'HR Chart' page includes a chart of instantaneous heart rates over the entire

test session, and the 'dHR_dt Chart' page includes a chafi of instantaneous dHR/dt over

the entire test session.

13. 2.2 Primary

Individual files in Microsoft Excel 2000 format are include d, for all22

participants. There are seven sheets in each file-one for each driving session and a

summary sheet. Each session sheet contains a sequence of instantaneous values of

absolute time, elapsed time, steering wheel position, error (Difference), error that would

have existed had the steering wheel been centred (l.JS Difference), and the lightbar

position (Index)

The summary sheet contains the display and speed, eror values, and root mean

square rate of movement for each session. The error values are root mean square erïor

(RMSE), modulus mean error (MME), average error, standard deviation of error (Std

Dev), and ratios of each emor value. The ratios are the actual eror value divided by the

error that would have resulted had the steering wheel remained at centre for the entire

session.

13.2.3 Secondary

parlicipants. There are seven sheets in each file-one for each driving session and a

summary sheet. Each session sheet contains a sequence of values for all signals in that

session. Values recorded are type of signal (1 through 6, representing left up and down,

right up and down, and front up and down, respectively), time when the signal stafted,

time the button was pressed, and the reaction time (difference between start and button

times).
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The summary sheet contains the

average reaction times for each session.

the left, right, and front displays.

13. 2. 4 Subjective

There are two files for the subjective responses. The TLX Data f,rle contains all

the data from the NASA Task Load Index (TLX). The weightings page contains two sets

of weightings for each subject-one taken after driving session 1, and the other taken

after driving session 2. The ratings page contains six sets of ratings for each subject, one

set from each driving session. In addition to a rating for each subscale, there are three

combined ratings. Combined A and B combine the scores using the weights from display

A or B, respectively. The Combined A-B value uses the A or B weights alternately,

depending upon the display used in that session.

The comments file contains all comments written by the subjects. The first

sheet-comments-contains all the raw comments. The second sheet-summarv-

contains groups of similar comments, and the number of comments in that group.

13. 3 Simuløtor Program

This folder contains the simulator program. It is a Basic file, written in Microsoft

QuickBasic version 4.5. The details of the program are covered in Appendix 2.

13. 4 þItritten Copy

This folder contains a Microsoft'Word 2000 version of this thesis. The only part

of the written thesis not included in the computer file is the simulator program (See

section 13.3).

display and speed, number of signals, and

Signals are grouped by up and down for each of
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M. Sc. Thesis, Scott Young: Contents of Accompanying CD-ROM

Microsoft Excel 2000 Files (in Data Folder):
Primary Folder: 22Files (ASteering, Bsteering, cSteering, through vsteering)
Heart Rate Folder: 19 Files (AAnal through MAnal, pAnal through TAnal, vÁnal)
Secondary Folder: 22 Files (ASecondary, BSecondary, thr.ough vsecondary)
Subjective Folder: 2 Files (Comments, TLX Data)

Microsoft Word 2000 File:
Written Copy Folder: 1 File (Scott Young Masters Thesis)

Microsoft QuickBasic 4.5 File:
Simulator Program Folder: 1 File (Simulator)


